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„hiuston, problema gvaqvs!“ aris Setyobineba si

cocxlisTvis saxifaTo safrTxis Sesaxeb, rom

liTac 1970 wlis 13 aprils mTvaris piloti

rebuli misiis, amerikul kosmosur xomald 

„apolon 13“is ekipaJis wevrebma jeims louel

ma, jon suaigertma da fred heizma hiustonSi 

NASAs marTvis centrs mimarTes. Setyobineba 

exeboda bortze Jangbadis balonis afeTqebas, 

ramac xomaldis eleqtrosistemis dazianeba da 

Zravadan Jangbadis gaJonva gamoiwvia. gaJonvis 

gamo Seqmnili damatebiTi impulsi xomaldis 

gadaxras iwvevda. avariis gamo mTvareze ga

dasxma SeuZlebeli gaxda da ekipaJis sicocxles 

safrTxe daemuqra. 

suaigerti: „ok, hiuston, aq problemebi gvaqvs!“.

hiustoni: „hiustoni var, gaimeoreT, Tu SeiZleba“.

loveli: „hiuston, aq problemebi gvaqvs – Zabvis 

vardna kvebis mTavar, B wyaroSi“.

odnav Secvlili fraza „hiuston, problema 

gvaqvs“ aRebulia 1995 wlis amerikuli filmi

dan „apolon 13“. incidentis Semdeg fraza prob

lemur situaciebSi, maT Soris, nintendos saTa

maSo konsolis zedmeti enTuziazmiT gamoyenebis 

dros gamowveuli dazianebebis aRweris drosac 

gamoiyeneba. realur movlenebze dafuZnebuli 

da gamWvirvale Sinaarsis gamo fraza 2014 wlis 

me7 artisteri umis, Tanamedrove xelovnebis 

yovelwliuri saerTaSoriso ga mofenis saTau

rad dasaxelda, romelic TbilisSi 717 noem

bers tardeba.

gamofenis konteqstSi „hiuston, pro blema gvaqvs“ 

yvela im „gaumarTaobas“ exmaureba, rome lic „sis

temaSi“ rRvevas, imedgacruebas da qaoss iwvevs. 

„sistemaSi“ aq urTierTmoqmedi da urTierTda

mokidebuli komponentebis erToblioba igulis

xmeba, romelic integrirebul mTli anobas qmnis. 

Tanamedrove adamiani sivrceSi moxetiale 

mwiria, romelsac Tavisufali arCevanis Sesa

Zleblobis garda valdebulebebic aqvs. ro ca 

sistema mwyobridan gamodis, aucilebelia ga

darCenisTvis brZo la an Tundac problemebze 

xma maRali saubari. xSirad proble mis danaxva 

mxolod yoveldRiurobidan, Cve uli gare modan 

„gasvliT“ anda Semoqme debiTi distancirebiTaa 

SesaZlebeli, es ki swored is gzaa, rasac xe

lovneba gvTavazobs. iseve rogorc „apolon 13“, 

Cvenc sivrcesa da droSi, „bortze“ uamravi prob

lemiT vmogzaurobT, romelic xSirad Cvens arse

bobas safrTxeSi agdebs. „apolon 13“is ekipaJis 

wevrebma dasaxmareblad hiustonis marTvis cen

trs mimarTes ... 

Cven vis mivmarToT daxmarebisTvis? 

Tema „hiuston, problema gva qvs“ SemoqmedebiTi 

procesis saSualebiT im konfliqtebis da wi

naaRmdegobebis kvlevaa, rac destruqciul pro

cesebs qmnis. TemiT „hiuston, problema gvaqvs“ 

me7 artisteriumis monawileebs nebismieri saxis 

– personaluri, mxatvruli, filosofiuri, so

cialuri, politikuri Tu ekologiuri proble

mebis warmoCenas sTavazobs. maT Soris iseTisac, 

romelic jer ar damdgara. „hiustonis“, rogorc 

universaluri mxsnelis koncefcia problemebis 

gadaWris an Tundac maTTvis Tvalis gasworebis 

gzebis Ziebas da imis kvlevasac gulisxmobs, arse

bobs Tu ara saerTod „hiustoni“, adgili, sadac 

yvela problemas viRac Cvens nacvlad gadaWris. 

„hiustonis“ koncefcia adamianebis TanamSromlo

bis bunebriv impulssac exeba, radgan winsvla da 

saerTo Secdomebis gamosworeba mxolod saku

Tari Tavze dayrdnobiT, TanagrZnobiT da sxvisi 

problemebis gaziarebiTaa SesaZlebeli.

magda guruli

artisteriumi 2014

hiuston, problema gvaqvs!

Tbilisis
Tanamedrove
xelovnebis
saerTaSoriso
gamofena
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problema 
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“Houston, we have a problem” is a genuine report of a 
life-threatening fault allegedly communicated by John 
Swigert, Jr. James Lovell or Fred Haise Jr., all members 
of the USA Apollo 13 moon flight project to NASA’s 
Mission Control in Houston on the 13th April, 1970. 
The phrase was used to report a major technical fault 
within the electrical system of one of the Service Mod-
ule’s oxygen tanks:

Swigert: “Okay, Houston, we’ve had a problem here.” 
Houston: “This is Houston. Say again please.”
Lovell: “Houston, we’ve had a problem. We’ve had a 
main B bus undervolt.”

The slightly changed phrase “Houston, we have a 
problem” is taken from the 1995 film Apollo 13. Since 
then the phrase has been in use within numerous situ-
ations, including that of injuries caused by over-enthu-
siastic use of the Nintendo game console.

The clear and distinctive phrase has been named as 
the title of Artisterium 7, the Tbilisi Annual Interna-
tional Contemporary Art Exhibition and Art Events, 
coming this November 7-17, 2014.

In the exhibition context the phrase “Houston, we 
have a problem” could be linked to all kinds of mal-
function that may cause disorder, frustration, and 
chaos within a “system” which is understood here as 
a set of interacting and interdependent components 
forming an integrated whole.

Ultimately, modern man is a space wanderer, en-
dowed with free choice but also with obligations. 

When the system fails it is necessary to do something 
to survive or at least to speak out loudly. However, 
a problem can only be found at the exit of everyday 
conventions and through creative distancing from the 
usual environment – something art is supposed to of-
fer. As well as Apollo 13, we collectively move through 
space and time with numerous malfunctions “on the 
board”, which often threaten our very existence. In the 
story of Apollo 13 the astronauts addressed a group of 
scientists sitting somewhere on Earth…

To whom can we turn for help?

The theme “Houston, we have a problem” is designed 
to direct the creative process towards the research 
and disclosure of conflicts and contradictions that cre-
ate destructive processes. With “Houston, we have a 
problem”, Artisterium 7 offers participants the chance 
to reflect on the problems of any origin or variety 
whether it’s personal, artistic, philosophical, socio-
political, environmental or even to issues or situations 
which have not yet occurred. The concept of “Hous-
ton” as a universal saviour suggests an investigation 
of possible ways to face problems and to examine the 
questionable existence of “Houston”, a place where all 
troubles can be worked out by someone else.

The concept of “Houston” may also refer to collabora-
tion based on the natural impulse to turn to another 
person or group for help. However, it’s only through 
the notion of self-reliance together with empathy and 
compassion that we can move and overcome our com-
mon errors. 

Magda Guruli 
Artisterium 2014

Houston, we have a problem!

Houston, 
we have
a problem!

Tbilisi International 
Contemporary Art 
Exhibition and 
Art Events

07.11.2014 / 17.11.2014
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saqarTvelos 
erovnuli 
muzeumi, 
Tbilisis 
istoriis 
muzeumi 

Georgian 
National 
Museum,
Tbilisi
History
Museum

fsiqologma timoTi vilsonma da misma kolegeb

ma uvas da harvardis universitetSi Caatares 

eqsperimentebis seria, rodesac sxvadasxva asa

kis monawileebs Txovdnen ramdenime wuTi gaeta

rebinaT marto, umoqmedod, sakuTar TavTan. 

Sedegebma aCvena rom monawileebs Zalian uWir

daT msgavsi mdgomareobis atana. isini gamudme

biT cdilobdnen musikis mosmenas an smartfo

nis gamoyenebas ... eqsperimentis bolo etapze 

monawileebi moaTavses sivrceSi, sadac 6dan 15 

wuTamde srul umoZraobaSi unda yofiliyvnen da 

efiqraT, xolo mas visac eqsperimentis Sewyveta 

surda, TiTi RilakisTvis unda daeWira, romelic 

patara doziT eleqtroSoks artyamda. Sedegebma 

aCvena rom mamakaci monawileebis umravleso

bisTvis da qali monawileebis naxevrisTvis sa

kuTar TavTan marto darCena da fiqri imdenad 

gausaZlisi iyo, rom eleqtroSokis gamoyeneba 

erCiaT.

rogorc mogvianebiT timoTi vilsonma Tavis 

nawerebSi aRniSna, adamianebis umetesobas sa

myarosgan gancalkeveba diskomforts uqmnis.

namuSevari aris Tixis xvrelebiT gakeTebuli in

stalacia, rodesac xvrelis fskers ver vxedavT, 

ris gamoc Cndeba sakontaqto sivrce sakuTar 

TavTan.

rac Seexeba namuSevris sivrceSi ganTavsebas, gan

meorebadi formebi Cemi fizikuri da mentaluri 

Sromis ilustraciaa.

usaTauro, 2014, obieqti kedelze, Tixa, 

Savi saRebavi, 20X30 sm

Untitled, 2014, object on the wall, clay, black paint, 20X30 cm
Photos by Lasha Giorgi Palavandishvili

ana jiqia
saqarTvelo

Ana Jikia
Georgia

Psychologist Timothy Wilson and his colleagues from 
Harvard University and the University of Virginia con-
ducted the experiment. During the experiment, vari-
ous aged participants were asked to stay still during 
several minutes. The results showed that it was a tough 
statement for the participants. They tried to listen to 
music or use smart phones. On the last stage of the 
experiment, they were put in a space and asked to stay 
motionless and think during 6-15 minutes. One patici-
pant could stop the experiment if pushing the button 
producing a small electric shock. The results show that 
majority of men and a half of women preferred elec-
tric shocks rather than to stay alone with her/himself. 
Later Timothy Wilson wrote that the separation from 
the surrounding world is uncomfortable for the major-
ity of people. 

As for the placement of the work in the space, repeti-
tive forms are the illustration of my physical and intel-
lectual work. 

About Ana Jikia
Born in 1990, lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. Studied psychology 
and social politics at Tbilisi State Uni-
versity /2008-2011/. Master Program 
at the Center Of Contemporary Art 
Tbilisi, since 2013. In 2013-2014, cu-
rated students’ exhibition “From Ten 
to Fifty-one” at CCA Tbilisi. In 2014, 
participant of public art project “Ba-
tumi Backyard Stories” in Batumi, 
Georgia. Participant of CCA Tbilisi 
exhibition “Adapter”. Worked on the 
project “Matiere Noire” in Rouen, 
with French artist Mathieu Herbelin. 
In 2010, worked as an assistant of 
Richard Reynolds for “Frozen Mo-
ments: Architecture Speaks Back”. In 
2009, organized the exposition “Daily 
Images” with photographer Levan 
Maisuradze.
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rogorc karlos kastanedam Tqva „Cven gvaswavlian, rogor da

vinaxoT da gavigoT msoflio“.

„xelovneba sicruea, romelic simarTlesTan gvaaxloebs“, pab

lo pikaso.

Tumca, ra aris mxatvris cnobiereba? yovelTvis grZnobs im 

Sinagan daZabulobas, romelic arsebobis formaSia moqceuli? 

im zewolas, romelic Signidan gareTaa mimarTuli? daZabulo

bis mizezebis asaxsnelad uamravi gza arsebobs. zigmund froidi 

amtkicebda rom, qvecnobieri aisbergs hgavs. misi zedapiri – xi

luli nawili, bevrad naklebia wyalqveS darCenilze. gveCvene

ba rom aisbergi mxolod isaa, rasac wylis zemoT vxedavT. Cven 

ar viciT misi namdvili zoma, radgan is dafarulia pirdapiri 

dakvirvebisTvis. asevea qvecnobieri. is adamianis fsiqes faru

li nawilia, cnobieri ki mxolod misi mcire nawilaki. 

amaze fiqri mxatvars Tavisufali azrovnebis, cnobierebis 

emansipaciis, meti Segnebis, gonivrulobis, Tavisuflebis Sanss 

aZlevs. msgavsi midgomis gareSe SeuZlebelia cxovrebis swo

rad danaxva, asaxva, obieqturoba. mxolod gaTavisuflebuli 

mxatvari ar xdeba sakuTar Tavis mona an vinmes ufrosi, ar awe

sebs „bednierebis recepts“ sxvebisTvis.

„aisbergebi namdvilad ar aris sando sayrdeni CemTvis – pa

suxobda froids leni rifenStali – vfiqrob, isini ufro saxi

faToa, vidre mTis myinva rebi. rodesac yinulovan mTebs natexi 

wydeba, griali imdenad Zlieria, rom qvemexis srolasaviT 

ismis“. 

Caixede sakuTar TavSi. Cveni goneba savsea sxvebis ideebiT, az

rebiT, crurwmenebiT, cxovrebis kargad damkvidrebuli qcevi

Ti modelebiT, SeZenili kompleqsebiT, romlebic xels uSlis 

realobis aRqmas. gonebis Tavisufleba TavisTavad ar modis, 

miuxedavad imisa, rom is adamianis bunebrivi mdgomareobaa.

S.O.S.

Sen SegiZlia CaRrmavde sakuTar TavSi da sakuTari realoba 

gamoikvlio – uSvelo sakuTar Tavs! 

harutun zulumiani

artisteriumis katalogisTvis

erevani, somxeTi, 2014

As Carlos Castaneda said “We are taught how to see and understand 
the world”.

Pablo Picasso has also stated: “Art is a lie that brings us nearer to the 
truth”.

However, what is the consciousness of an artist? Does he always see 
an inner tension that remains inside the very form of existence or the 
pressure that is directed from the inside out? There are many ways to 
explain or interpret the cause of this tension. As argued by Sigmund 
Freud, the unconscious is like an iceberg. The surface, which is visible, 
is far smaller than what is underwater. It seems to us that icebergs are 
just something that we see above water. We do not know their true 
size as they are hidden from our direct observation. The same is true 
with the unconscious, the hidden part of the human psyche, where 
the conscious mind of a man is a visible as only a small particle of it.

Thinking about this always leads an artist to freethinking, to the eman-
cipation of consciousness, to the mode of becoming more conscious, 
more reasonable, and freer. Indeed, without this kind of approach it 
is impossible to see life properly, thus to reflect it correctly and be 
objective. Only a liberated mind can avoid making itself into a slave 
or a master, one that will not seek to impose the recipe of happiness 
on others.
“Icebergs are not reliable ground under my feet − echoed Freud Leni 
Riefenstahl – I think they are more dangerous than mountain glaciers. 
When chunks break off the icy mountains, the roar is so strong that it 
sounds as warship guns firing.”

Look within yourself. Our minds are already filled with the ideas of 
strangers, opinions, prejudices, well-established life patterns of behav-
ior and acquired complexes, all which prevent the perception of reality 
as it actually is.

Freedom of mind does not come by itself, even though it is the natural 
state of a human being. Are we aware that we are like icebergs and 
feel only one-seventh of our being, the part that floats on the surface? 
Let’s release the internal stress that we experience in everyday life and 
recycle it into creative energy.

S. O. S.

However you can, acquire the ability to dive into yourself and learn to 
observe your own reality – release yourself!

Harutyun Zulumian 
for the Artisterium 7 catalog
Yerevan, Armenia, 2014

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi

SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia

About Samvel Saghatelian /Sam Saga/
Born in 1958, lives and works in Armenia 
and the USA. During 1973-1975 studied 
architecture at Central Home of Archi-
tects in Yerevan, Armenia. In 1975- 1980, 
Yerevan Institute of Architecture. Solo 
exhibitions in 2011, mixed media proj-
ect “BODY: Ghost Phallus”, Bleicher Gal-
lery Project Space, Los Angeles, USA, in 
2004, Articultural Gallery, Los Angeles 
USA, in 2003, Harvest Gallery, Glendale, 
California, USA and in 2002, Vermont 
Studio Center, Johnson, Vermont State, 
USA. Participats in group exhibitions 
since 1995. The latest events include:, 
19 annual LA Art Show, Coagula Curato-
rial Gallery, Los Angeles, USA, in 2014; 
“Overload”, group show, Garboushian 
Gallery, Beverly Hills, USA and “The New 
Testosterone”, 3 person show, Coagula 
Curatorial Gallery, Los Angeles, USA in 
2013; “In Search For Paradise”, Centro 
Arti Visive “Pescheria”, Pesaro, Italy, and 
group show, Bruce Lurie Gallery, West 
Hollywood, CA in 2012. Video installation 
“Blessed Land” in Armenian Pavilion of 
the 48th Venice biennale in 2001.

„Cemi gmiri – daikave okupirebuli“, 2014, 

instalacia, foto, video animacia, 18’32” HD

My Hero – Occupy Occupied, 2014, installation, 
photograph, video animation, 18’32” HD

samvel sagateliani /sam saga/
Samvel Saghatelian /Sam Saga/

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia
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azati /azat sargsiani
azat /Azat Sargsyan

About Armine Hovhannisyan
Born in 1983, lives and works in Yere-
van, Armenia. Armine Hovhannisyan 
has graduated from Armenian Open 
University, Department of Fine Arts in 
2004. Since 2003, she has participated 
in various local and international exhi-
bitions, symposiums and workshops. 
Some of the important participations 
include “Society, Body, Art” VII An-
nual Festival of Alterative Art-Yerevan 
at ACCEA (2005), “Gender Trouble. 
Platforms” exhibition and seminar or-
ganized by ACSL (2008, 2009, curator: 
S.Gyulamiryan), Gyumri International 
Biennales of Art (2004-2008), “So-
viet AgitArt. Restoration” exhibition 
with S.Baghdasaryan at BM SUMA, 
the Contemporary Art Center in Is-
tanbul (2008, curator: B.Madra), and 
“Manufacture”, a residency project in 
Istanbul organized by Bilgi University 
(2007), “Urban dreams” residency-ex-
hibition, in the scope of HEICO project 
(2011, Art Today Association, Bulgaria 
and Art and Cultural Studies Labora-
tory, Armenia), “Havav” project orga-
nized by Fethiye Cetin and Hrant Dink 
Foundation, Istanbul, Havav, Turkey 
(2011) and “The journey to the East” 
exhibition in Bialystok, MOCAK, War-
saw, Poland (2011, curator: M. Sze-
wczyk). In 2007 she was awarded by 
the Armenian President the Republic 
Youth Prize in the scope of Fine Arts 
and Film. Her works in various media, 
such as interactive installations, draw-
ings, films or video and photos. Since 
2003 she works at the National Center 
of Aesthetics, Fine Arts and Decora-
tive Applied Arts studio-college as an 
art-teacher. This activity leads her to 
initiate various projects for art educa-
tion and think about the methods of 
pedagogy. From her experience she 
was invited to Lebanon in 2005 to lead 
a workshop at the “Sarafand” rehabili-
tation Center.

„Tanasworoba“, 2011, cifruli 

abaneWdi tiloze, 90X125 sm

Equality, 2011, digital print on 
canvas, 90X125 cm

About azat /Azat Sargsyan
Born in 1965 in Yerevan, Armenia, lives 
and works in Yerevan and Stockholm.

Selected group exhibitions include: in 
2014, History for Change, Budapest 
Ludvig Museum Hungary; Absent or 
Participant, NY- Art in General US; No 
Hope, Hamburger Bahenhof, Berlin, 
Germany; Abstract before Abstract, 
Hilmaaf Clint, Malaga Picasso Mu-
seum. In 2013, Losted History, 55th 
International Venice Biennale special 
project, Italy, No Way-No, Berlin NBK 
Germany. In 2012, Matenadaran-En-
cyclopaedia of the world, Documenta 
Kassel. In 2010, Szchico-Reality 2, 
Lonely on the tope, MOHKA Antwerp, 
Belgium. In 2009, Public Constructiv-
ism, 3rd Moscow Biennale of Contem-
porary Art, special project, Moscow, 
Russia.

„kora“, 2014, fotografia, 60X40 sm

Kora, 2014, photograph, 60X40 cm

armine hovanisiani
Armine Hovhannisyan

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia
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About Vagram Galstyan
Born in 1960, lives and works in Yerevan, Armenia. 
Works in installation, ceramic, film, video and perfor-
mance. Since 1998, has participated worked in Arme-
nia, Russia, Egypt, Croatia. Is an author of a number of 
documentaries commissioned by “World Vision” and 
European Union, All-Russia State Television and Radio 
Broadcasting Company, Moscow, Russia. He is a par-
ticipant of the 2003 exhibitions of “Beware, Religion!” 
in Moscow’s Sakharov Center. His works are kept in the 
collection of the Armenian Ministry of Culture and the 
“Goyak” Gallery, Yerevan, Armenia.

„speqtaklis sazogadoeba“, 2014, 

instalacia, Samoti, 200X200 sm

Society of the Spectacle, 2014, 
installation, fireclay, 200X200 cm

About Arpine Tokmajyan
Born in 1970, lives and works in Yerevan, Armenia. The latest exhi-
bitions include: in 2013, “******************Sternchen”, Gallery 
Grazy, Graz, Austria; “Exploring Through Painting” art project and solo 
exhibition, Werkstadt Graz, Graz, Austria; “Contemporary Art of Ar-
menia: Selected Works”, NCCA, Moscow, Russia; In 2012, “Ambiguous 
Boundaries” exhibition (curator and participant artist) InteriorDAsein, 
Berlin, Germany; 2012 Gyumry Biennale; At various times her work 
were shown in ArtPoint Gallery, Vienna, Austria, “water Tower art fest” 
in Sofia, Bulgaria, “Artcore” Gallery, Paris, CCA-Chisinau, Moldova. 
In2005, she has curated the Armenian project in Arnolfini Gallery and 
Spike Island studios, Bristol, UK. Her works were exhibited in Armenian 
Pavillion of the 49th Venice Biennale, in 2001.

„gamWvirvale adamiani“, 2010, foto seria, 

oTxi cifruli anabeWdi, TiTo 39.5X29.5 sm

Transparent Human Being, 2010, photo series, 
four digital inkjet prints, 39.5X29.5 cm each

vagram galstiani
Vagram Galstyan

arpine tokmajiani
Arpine Tokmajyan

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia
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About Harutyun Zulumian
Born in 1958 lives and works in Yere-
van, Armenia. Artist, writer curator 
and film critic Harutyun Zulumian is 
one of the curators of the famous 
“Beware, Religion!” exhibition in Mo-
cow’s Sakhaerov’s Center in 2003, 
vandalized by the Russian religious 
fanatics the next day of the opening. 
Since 2011, the jury member of the 
executive committee of All-Armenian 
Fund. In 2011, editor in chief of “Cul-
ture” magazine, 1st edition, Yerevan, 
Armenia. In 2009, a curator of the pro-
gram of the young film directors (Ar-
men Ronov, Davit Stepanyan, Bagrat 
Simonyan, Artak Muradyan, and Gar-
nik Stepanyan), The Club, Yerevan, 
Armenia. Since 1991, has participated 
in number of exhibitions in Yerevan, 
Gyumri, Armenia, Moscow, Russia, 
Paris and Die, France, Tbilisi, Geor-
gia. In 2013, performance “Moscow 
Processes” directed by Swiss theatre 
director Milo Rau and dedicated to 
the 10th anniversary of the exhibition 
“Beware! Religion”. The author and 
the curator of the exhibition – Haru-
tyun Zulumyan

„ase rom, RmerTma Seqmna 

kacobrioba“, 2013, video 5’42” LOOP

So God Created Mankind, 2013, 
video, 5’42”LOOP

About Karine Mirzoyan
Born in 1960 lives and works in Yere-
van, Armenia. Group exhibitions since 
1998, the 1st international symposium 
of the South Caucasian Ceramics Azer-
baijan, Georgia, Armenia/; The 4th 
Cairo international Biennale for Ce-
ramics; 5th Triennial of Ceramics, Za-
greb, Croatia; Various years her works 
were exhibited in House of Artists, 
Yerevan, Armenia, “Imodius’’ Gallery, 
Moscow, Ceramics Exhibition, Abu-
Dabi, Dubay, Gallery “International”, 
Detroit, USA, “Expo 93’’, Chicago, USA. 
Her worsk are kept in public collec-
tions in Russia, Switzerland and the 
USA.

usaTauro, 19971998, grafika, triptixi, 

Sereuli teqnika, 19X37 sm

Transparent Human Being, 2010, photo series, 
four digital inkjet prints, 39.5X29.5 cm each

harutun zulumiani
Harutyun Zulumian

karine mirzoiani
Karine Mirzoyan

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia
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About Narek Khechoyan
Born in 1974, lives and works in Armenia. Stu-
deid painting in P. Terlemesyan Art College during 
1993-1995. Since 2004, works as a cameraman at 
the Armenian State TV. Orks in photography since 
1998. Since 2011, participated in the projects: 
“Spirit and Materia“, solo show at ACCEA/NPAK 
in 2010, “Projection of Primacy”, trade-salon “Bu-
reaucrat”.

„birTvuli mSvidoba“, 2011, fotografia, gadaRebis Sereuli teqnika 

kodakis firze, fotoSopis gamoyenebis gareSe, sxvadasxva zoma

Nuclear Peace, 2011, photograph, mixed techniques of shooting on 
Kodak negative film, no Photoshop, dimensions variable.

narek xeCoiani
Narek Khechoyan

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia

About Robert Abrahamyan
Born in 1965, lives and orks in Yerevan, Armenia. 
In 1986-1990, studied at Yerevan State Academy 
of Fine Arts. The exhibitions and projects include: 
“Light 8”, Video art project, Mets Tagher, Republic 
of Karabagh, Sculpture on the Hill, village Arakel, 
Republic of Karabagh, the Series of Lithographic 
works, URDLA, Lyon, France. During 1993- 1995, 
has held solo and groups shown /painting, graph-
ic/ in Yerevan, Armenia.

„siCume“, Ria baraTebi, 2014, 18X12 sm

Salience, 2014, post cards, 18X12 cm

robert abramiani
Robert Abrahamyan

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia
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„daamsxvrie
mijaWvuloba!“,
paraleluri
aqcia 

Destroy Addiction!
Collateral 
Action

giorgi jajaniZe
saqarTvelo

Giorgi Jajanidze
Georgia

„daamsxvrie mijaWvuloba!“, 2014, 
performansi, 10’

Destroy Addiction! 2014, 
performance, 10’

About Marine Mirzoyan
Born in 1980 lives and works in Yerevan, Arme-
nia. In 1977-1980 studied at the Yerevan Col-
lege of Arts. Group exhibitions since 1980 in-
clude: “Sensuality in Art”, Gallery “Academy”, 
“KOND” ,”Don’t worry, Be happy”, “WE ARE” 
, Museum of Modern Art ,Yerevan, Armenia. 
Studio 22” Antwerp, Belgium in 1997. Her 
works are kept in public collections in Mos-
cow, Russia, Zurish, Zwitzerland, Detroid, the 
USA, Paris, France, Berlin, Germany, Antwerp 
,Belgium, Brussels, Belgium.

„usaTauro“, 19951996, grafika, 

Sereuli teqnika, 49X61 sm

Untitled, 1995-1996, graphic, missed 
technique, 49X61 cm

marine mirzoiani
Marine Mirzoyan

SOS – aisbergi!
somxeTi
SOS – Iceberg!
Armenia
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atlantis kankali

titani berZnuli miTologiidan – atlanti, mas Sem

deg, rac kvlav mxrebiT atarebs msoflios, ufro da 

ufro xSirad kankalebs. bernadet uolbringisTvisac 

msoflio ufro gaugebari gaxda mas Semdeg, rac kambo

jaSi, indoeTSi, laosSi, tailandSi, TurqeTSi, katarsa 

da vietnamSi imogzaura. 

globaluri urTierkavSirebis, ekonomikuri pirobebi

sa da Zalauflebrivi urTierTobebis ukeT gasagebad 

bernadetma keramikuli filebis moWiqva Seiswavla. 

media, romelic globalizaciamde didi xniT adre sx

vadasxva kulturul konteqstSi ganviTarda. swored is 

mogviTxrobs „atlantis kankalze“. 

atlantis kankali: nawili 2, tahriris moednis ambebi 

egviptis dedaqalaq qairoSi tahriris moedanze orga

nizebuli jgufuri gaupatiurebebis Sesaxeb. keramikuli 

filebis motivebi iuTubidan aRebul incidentebis do

kumentaciis kadrebs efuZneba. jgufuri gaupatiurebebis 

scenebi xSirad meordeba: qalebze dageSil mamakacTa 

kriminaluri dajgufebebi, romlebic iWeren, aSiSvle

ben da aupatiureben qalebs. Tavdasxmebi organizebuli 

da politikuria – xorcieldeba qalebis dasaSine

blad, raTa isini sistemurad gamoiricxon sajaro 

sivrcidan. sul mcire 2011 wlidan msgavsi danaSauli 

endemuria egviptis revoluciis periodSi mimdinare 

tahriris saprotesto aqciebisTvis. seqsualuri Tav

dasxmebis raodenoba Zlier gaizarda prezident mur

sisa da „muslimi saZmos“ winaaRmdeg 2013 wlis sapro

testo aqciebis drosac.

About Bernadette Wolbring
Born in 1975, lives and works in Stockholm and Stuttgart. She studied 
at the Slade School of Fine Art, London and at the State Academy of 
Fine Arts Stuttgart.

Her photographic work deals with subjects such as cultural construc-
tions of representation, analogue vs digital photography, display sys-
tems and appropriation strategies.Since 2013, she is working with 
installations incorporating ceramic tiles. An ongoing project is “Atlas 
Shivers: About Glass Ceilings and Sticky Floors“. This body of work 
is shown in excerpts and deals with the process of globalization and 
how it affects representation, social roles and political involvement of 
women. Key issues are the origins of women´s oppression, the role of 
religion, of socio-cultural traditions, of neo-liberal capitalism and of im-
perialism.ic/ in Yerevan, Armenia.

„atlantis kankali, nawili II, tahriris moedani“, 2014, keramikuli 

filebis frizi, TiTo 7X10.7 sm

Atlas Shivers: Part II, Tahrir Square, 2014, frieze consisting of ceramic 
tiles, 7X10.7 cm each

Atlas Shivers 

Atlas, the Titan in Greek mythology has been shivering more 
often recently when he had to carry the world once again. 
And Bernadette Wolbring ́s understanding of the world has 
decreased progressively – after travelling through Cambodia, 
India, Laos, Thailand, Turkey,Qatar and Vietnam.

In order to understand more about global interrelations, eco-
nomic conditions and power relations she taught herself a 
new craft: the glazing of ceramic tiles. She is full of expecta-
tions to get a lot out of this medium as it has been passed on 
and developed through various cultural contexts, long before 
globalization as we know it. Therefore one might say that this 
ancient technique itself is what it tells us about in Atlas Shiv-
ers.

Atlas Shivers: Part II, Tahrir Squaredeals with organized gang 
rapes on Tahrir Square in Cairo, Egypt. The motifs of the ce-
ramic tiles are based on film stills from YouTube video clips 
documenting these incidents. These gang rapes often follow 
the same pattern: Mobs of men set upon women, isolating, 
stripping and raping them. These assaults are organized and 
political – they are conducted in order to frighten women, 
to systematically exclude them from the public sphere. Such 
crimes have been endemic at Tahrir protests since at least the 
2011 Egyptian Revolution, but the number of sexual assaults 
increased enormously again during the protests against Pres-
ident Mursi and the Muslim Brotherhood in 2013.

bernadet volbringi
germania

Bernadette Wolbring
Germany
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sabWoTa sistemis kraxis Semdeg sazogadoebaSi daiwyo 

dasavluri modelis pirdapiri „brendingi“, Tumca sa

mocdaaTwlovan specifikur garemoSi Camoyalibebuli 

cnobierebisTvis cvlilebebi Znelad misaRebi aR

moCnda. cnobierebis Secvlis nacvlad moxda mutacia, 

ris Sedegadac „gadasavlurebuli“ sabWoTa azrovnebis 

forma miviReT. 

es „sacobia“, saidanac klaqsonebis ganwiruli xma ismis. 

Seqmnil vakuumSi moqceuli sxvadasxva Taoba, rogorc 

moaxloebuli katastrofis winaSe myofi xomaldi, 

hipoTetur mxsnels ubedurebis signalebs ugzavnis da 

paralelurad Caketili wridan gamosavlis strate

gias da gzebs eZebs.

socialisturi banakis dasavleT provinciebis ur

banul legendebSi „Savi volga“ ara warmatebis da 

keTildReobis „sabWouri ocnebis“ xatad, aramed „sx

vad“ – safrTxis wyarod gvevlineboda. sabWoTa kavSir

Si ”Savi volga“, rogorc wesi, eqskluziurad saxelmwi

fos kuTvnilebaSi iyo da uwyebrivi sargeblobisTvis 

gamoiyeneboda. 

sabWoTa „Savi volgis“ sulma dRes dasavluri „agresi

uli, didi Savi manqanis“ sxeulSi gadainacvla...

aq varT.

orxevi, 2014

After collapse of the soviet system, our society attempted to 
transform into the western model. But because our society 
was in this specific environment for over 70 years, it seemed 
difficult for our people to mentally change. So this change 
then occurred as a mutation – we became ‘westernized’ in a 
Soviet way of thinking.
This is our traffic jam.

For historical reasons, some generations stay as a ship facing 
of impending disaster, sending distress signal to a hypotheti-
cal saver and at the same time, searching on their own for an 
outcome, insurgent strategies and vectors, to save them from 
this full circle.

We’re hearing the doomed voice of Klaxons.

It should be noted, that Black Volga refers to an urban legend, 
widespread in the western provinces of socialist camp, as 
some source of treat, in a negative context as some ‘other’ [It 
was about a black Volga vehicle that was allegedly used to ab-
duct people, especially children. According to different ver-
sions, it was driven by priests, nuns, Jews, vampires, Satanists 
or Satan himself. Children were kidnapped to use their blood 
as a cure for rich westerners suffering from leukemia; other 
variants used organ theft as the motive, combining it with 
another famous legend about kidney theft by the KGB. The 
legend surfaced again in the late 20th century, with a BMW 
taking the Volga’s place. In this version, the driver would ask 
passers-by for the time and kill them when they approached 
the car to answer /in another version of the legend, they died 
at the same time a day later/], in opposite to the attitude on 
‘Black Volga’ as an icon of ‘soviet dream’ of prosperity and 
success, widespread here. It is worth noting that in the Soviet 
Union the black Volgas were reserved for government use 
only as an assigned automobile for party officials. The spirit 
of ‘Black Volga’ has been reincarnated in the western ‘aggres-
sive, big black car’s body… 

Here we are. 

Orkhevi, 2014

The Fleetgroup
saqarTvelo

The Fleetgroup
Georgia

About The Fleetgroup 
THE FLEETGROUP is an artistic initiative running since the spring of 2011 by 
Tbilisi based artists, Vassil Macharadze, Koka Vashakidze and Bessa Kartlelish-
vili. Expressive research with a sharp humor for exploring the social and politi-
cal mysticism in personal life of an individual is the cornerstone of THE FLEET-
GROUP’s vision and action: “regardless of the media we use, it is basic for us 
to create the art as visual as possible. We are the fleet, floating between the 
shores of rationality, in the ocean of irrationality.”

„Savi volga”, 2014, instalacia, avtomobilis saWeebi, avtobilis sayviri

The Black Volga, 2014, installation, steering wheels, dual-tone horns
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About Brydee Rood
Born in 1978, Takapuna, New Zealand. 2012 Fulbright Cultural Alumni 
and winner of the 2011 Wallace Fulbright Award New Zealand.

“Growing up in Auckland, New Zealand in the 80’s with flashy mate-
rial values mingling with the cobbled together tree hut and patch of 
native bush at the bottom of the road, spurred a vibrant curiosity for 
the world around me and an insatiable DIY instinct cross pollinated 
with a reverent respect for nature. My childhood was spent between 
creating and exploring. In 2007, I graduated with a Masters Degree 
in Fine Arts from the Elam School of Fine Arts, University of Auck-
land where I focused on installation and sculptural practice. I have 
lived and worked in New Zealand, Germany, India, USA, Japan, The 
Netherlands and Mexico; these places and their inherent attitudes 
and patterns of consumption and materiality have greatly influenced 
my visual practice evidenced by successive installation, performance 
and action based projects within For A World Without Waste and The 
Waste Whisperer Series navigating material lines of waste and value 
in a changing world environment. In my early career, my work has 
been selected for exhibition across an international spectrum framed 
in environments ranging from urban canals and coastal national parks 
to dessert villages; to the exterior of a working rubbish truck; to a solo 
project artist booth at PULSE Contemporary Art Fair; from one night 
installations in New York and into the underbellies and back street al-
leys of Wellington, Melbourne and Berlin.” Brydee Rood

About Chiman Dangi
Borin in 1979 in Jodhpur, Lives and works in Udaipur, (Rajasthan), In-
dia. In 2014, PHD Department Visual Arts, University College of Social 
Sciences M.L.S. University, Udaipur (Raj) India. In 2003, M.A. Depart-
ment Visual Arts, with 1st Division M.L.S. University, Udaipur (Raj) In-
dia. Awards and achievements include Love -Song IX Digital Art Print 
Award by All India Fine Art & Craft Society New Delhi, in 2014; Curator 
– Sowing Seeds International AIR Jetpur Village Rajasthan IN, in 2012; 
Guest Faculty Department of Visual Art, M.L.S. University, Udaipur 
(Raj) India, in 2013-2014; Project Head – Sowing Seeds International 
AIR Gelawas Village Rajasthan IN, in 2011. Chiman has participated in 
number of groups and solo shows, residencies, camps, workshops and 
other projects in India and New Zealand.

braidi rudi
axali zelandia

Brydee Rood
New Zealand

braidi rudi
„narCenebis“ meditacia, 2014, performansi cocxebiT, 
pledebi, turbani, bafTebi, „oqros wvimis“ 
yvavilebi, udaipuri, indoeTi.

Brydee Rood
Waste Meditation, 2014, performance with brooms, sur-
vival blankets, turban cloth, ribbons, golden rain flowers, 
Udaipur, India.

braidi rudi
„nagvis pendulumi“, 2012, „narCenebis moCurCule“ seriebi, HD video xmiT, 03’50”/ Loop
gadaRebulia Recology Waste Transfer Station-ze, san francikso, aSS

Brydee Rood
Rubbish Pendulum, 2012, The Waste Whisperer Series, HD Video with sound, 03’50”/ Loop
Filmed at Recology Waste Transfer Station in San Francisco USA.

braidi rudi, Siman dangi, indoeTi
„pikniki brampolSi“, 20132014, HD video xmiT, 06’49”/ Loop, 
udaipuri, indoeTi

Brydee Rood, Chiman Dangi, India
Picnic at Brahmpol, 2013-2014, HD video with sound 06’49”/ 
Loop, Udaipur, India

“Picnic at Brahmpol” (Brydee Rood in collaboration with Chiman Dangi) ex-
plores our human relationship to the land. Using holi pigment powder and the 
act of a picnic to engage sentient connections to land and water, experiment-
ing with processes of consumption and waste in the changing environment of 
Brahmpol Gate Udaipur, and documenting the artists in strange habitat, prac-
ticing invented rituals and navigating the land they walk upon in an ethereal 
dreamlike transition between real time and poetical visual narrative.

“Rubbish Pendulum” (Brydee Rood) is a hypnotic meditation on waste, cap-
tured in a heaving flux of garbage at the Recology Waste Transfer Station of San 
Francisco USA. “Picnic at Brahmpol” and ‘Rubbish Pendulum’ project in endless 
loops within “Waste Altar” (Brydee Rood) a site-specific expanded installation 
– mixing material with symbolic gesture to locate meaning and explore beliefs.

„pikniki brampolSi“ (braidi rudis da Siman dangis TanamSrom
lobiT) miwasTan Cvens urTierTobas ikvlevs. holis pigmentis 
fxvnilis gamoyenebiT da piknikis aqtiT is miwisa da wylis 
mgrZnobiare kavSirebs eZebs da narCenebis procesirebiT bram
polis geiT udaipuris cvalebad garemoSi moxmarebis eqsperi
ments atarebs. esaa mxatvrebis mier Sesrulebuli gamogonili 
ritualebis dokumentacia ucnaur garemoSi, sadac realur 
drosa da vizualur, poetur Txrobas Soris, haerovani, sizmri
seuli gadasvla xdeba.

„nagvis pendulumi“ (braidi rudi) hipnozuri meditaciaa narCe
nebze. „pikniki brampolSi“ da „nagvis pendulumi“ gauTavebeli 
ciklia adgilispecifikuri instalaciis, „narCenebis sakurTx
eveli“ farglebSi, romelic simboluri Jestis da narCenebis 
gamoyenebiT, axali mniSvnelobis da adgilobrivi Sexedule
bebis dadgenas cdilobs.
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About Ana Chaduneli 
Born in 1990, lives and works in Tbilisi and Rustavi. 
During 2009-2013, studied architecture at Tbilisi 
State Academy of Arts. During 2012-2013, stud-
ied in Centre of Contemporary Art – Tbilisi. She 
has participated in many local and international 
Exhibitions and events. Works in installation, vid-
eo, sound, graphic. In 2014, residency program of 
Nordic Artists’ Centre Dalsåsen.

About Tamar Chaduneli
Born in 1991 lives and works in Tbilisi and Rustavi, 
Georgia. In 2009-2013, studied media art in Tbilisi 
State Academy of Arts. In 2012 – 2013, studied in 
Center of Contemporary
Art – Tbilisi (CCA-T), non-formal masters program 
in Video Art. As a multi media artist works in in-
stallation, video, sound, digital graphics, painting, 
drawing, sculpture, photography, collages, me-
diation. The group exhibitions since 2011 include 
“Response: abilities” at Villa-Arson, Nice, “Gug-
genheim Rehearsal” at funicular railway station, 
Tbilisi in 2013, “Re – animation” at trolley bus sta-
tion, Rustavi in 2012.

About Eliso Kirvalidze
Born in 1991in Sokhumi. Lives and works in Tbilisi, 
Georgia. In2009-2013 studied multimedia design 
in Tbilisi State Academy of Arts. Worked as web 
designer and multimedia artist at “Kolga” Tbilisi 
photo in 2012 , National Science Library project 
and “Guggenheim Rehearsal” in 2013.

„hiustoni“ adgilia, sadac Sens problemebs sxvebi 
wyveten. rodesac „hiustoni“gverdiTaa, maSin bedniere
bac axlosaa. „hiustoni“ yovelTvis mzadaa miiRos 
gadawyvetileba Sens nacvlad.

gaqvs problema? ewvie vebgverds www.huston.ge.
Cven gimartivebT cxovrebas.

“Houston” is a place where all your problems are solved by 
someone else. When “Houston” is next to you, happiness is 
nearer. “Houston” is ready to make decisions instead of you.

Have a problem? Just visit the www.huston.ge. 
We make your life easier.

ana Caduneli, Tamar Caduneli, eliso kirvaliZe
saqarTvelo

Ana Chaduneli, Tamar Chaduneli, Eliso Kirvalidze
Georgia

„hiuston – Cven ar gvaqvs problema“, 2014, interaqtiuli instalacia

Huston – we have no Problem, 2014, interactive installation
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About Claire Halpin
Claire Halpin is based in Dublin, Ireland. She graduated from 
D.I.T with B.A Honours in Painting and went on to complete 
her Masters at Gray’s School of Art, Aberdeen, Scotland. Since 
graduating she has exhibited extensively in group exhibitions 
in Ireland and abroad – most recently at – Water Tower Art 
Fest, Sofia, Bulgaria, The Bulgarians Are Coming, Standpoint 
Gallery, London, UK, Fast Moving Consumer Goods, Talbot 
Gallery, Dublin, Artisterium V, Tbilisi, Georgia, Sculpture in 
Context 2014, National Botanic Gardens, Dublin, 182nd Royal 
Hibernian Academy Annual Exhibition, Dublin, Caochspota/ 
Blindspot, Niland Gallery, Galway. In 2013 Claire curated 
The Palimpsest/ Rianú Project as Ireland’s representation 
at Artisterium VI, Tbilisi, Georgia. This project toured to An 
Gailiearaí, Gweedore, Donegal and The Pearse Museum, Dub-
lin in 2014.

Recent solo exhibitions include: Reconstructions at Talbot 
Gallery, Dublin (2011) and Droichead Arts Centre, Drogheda 
(2012), Tabula Rasa at Cavan County Museum (2011), Anaes-
thetic Aesthetics at Rua Red South Dublin Arts Centre, Tal-
laght (2010), Always Now at Talbot Gallery, Dublin (2008), Ei-
detic Amalgams at Basement Gallery, Dundalk (2006), Triskel 
Arts Centre, Cork, Model Arts Centre, Sligo. Her work is in-
cluded in many private, public and corporate collections in 
Ireland and internationally.

My current work explores themes of surveillance and attempts to 
navigate the terrain from the mass clandestine surveillance pro-
grammes of the NSA through to the use of drones in surveillance and 
unmanned warfare including micro-aviary – the development of tiny 
surveillance drones used in warfare, modelled on insect and birds and 
flight patterns in nature. I attempt to create modern “specimens” us-
ing the aesthetic language and materials of museology to document 
these machines of mechanised unmanned warfare. Working in paint-
ing, sculpture, film and installation – I am creating hybrid landscapes 
which reference the aesthetic of virtual reality and early Renaissance 
landscapes. These constructed landscapes are populated with the ma-
chines and global agents of modern surveillance.

kler halpini
irlandia

Claire Halpin
Ireland

„prizmuli panoptikumi“, 2014, tilo, zeTi, 50X80 sm

Prism Panopticon, 2014, oil on canvas, 50X80 cm

„droni kvercxi“, 2014, vebkamerebi, kom
piuteris mavTulebi, diametri 10 sm

Drone Egg, 2014, webcam, computer 
wires, 10 cm diameter

„droni bude“, 2014, vebkamerebi, kompiuteris 
mavTulebi, diametri 30 sm, siRrme 12 sm

Drone Nest, 2014, webcams, computer wires, 30 
cm diameter X 12 cm depth

Cemi namuSevari, erovnuli usafrTxoebis marTvis saagentos 
masobrivi saidumlo saTvalTvalo programebidan, upiloto 
safren aparatebsa da mikro volierebamde, TvalTvalis Temas 
da reliefze navigaciis mcdelobebs ikvlevs. patara safreni 
aparatebi omSi gamoiyeneboda da mwerebis da frinvelebis bune
baSi frenis nimuSebis Sesabamisad iyo modelirebuli. muzeumT
mcodneobis esTetikuri eniTa da saSualebebiT da saomari man
qanebisa da meqanizebuli upiloto aparatebis dokumentirebiT, 
vcdilob Tanamedrove „nimuSebis“ Seqmnas. ferweraSi, qandakeba
Si, kinosa da instalaciaSi hibridul peizaJebs vqmni, romlebic 
esTetikur virtualur realobasa da adreuli renesansis peiza
Jebze mianiSneben. Cemi konstruirebuli peizaJebi Tanamedrove 
saTvalTvalo sistemis manqanebiT da globaluri agentebiTaa 
„dasaxlebuli“.
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Founded in 1998, Cló is a world re-
nowned residential art centre in the 
Donegal Gaeltacht, Republic of Ireland. 
(www.clo.ie). Working with organiza-
tions in Ireland, the EU and South East 
Asia, Ian Joyce &Oona Hyland created a 
workshop, archive and artists’ residency 
as a home for the „nomadic spirit“ link-
ing the idea of a linguistic journey to 
trans-European artistic exchange.

„oTaxi cocxali arqividan“
irlandia

Room from the Living Archive
Ireland

„oTaxi cocxali arqividan“
irlandia
Room from the Living Archive
Ireland

1998 wels daarsebuli Cló axleburi 
tipis sarezidencio art centria 
donegalis gaeltaxtSi, irlandia. 
(www.clo.ie). Cló TanamSromlobs 
irlandiaSi, evropasa da samxreT 
aRmosavleT aziaSi momuSave sax
elovnebo instituciebTan. ian joi
sis da una hailendis mier Seqmnli 
„momTabare sulis“ matarebeli 
saxlirezidencia, amave dros mx
atvrebis transevropuli, lingvis
turi „mogzaurobis“ arqivicaa.

1 5

6

2 3 4

7

9

10

12

8

11

1. lusi tarneri, Lucy Turner
2. animaria seviji, Anne-Marie Savage
3. rebeka streini, Rebecca Strain
4. meri ficjeraldi, Mary Fitzgerald
5. lien maklaflini, Leanne Mc Laughlin
6. heidi nguieni, Heidi Nguyen
7. maire makglini, Máire McGlynn
8. daniel krinoni, Danielle Creenaune
9. ian gordoni, Ian Gordon
10. Selan godboldi, Shellane Godbold
11. aoife makkarigli, Aoife McGarrigle
12. bernadet koteri, Bernadette Cotter
13. siosam fini, Seosamh Finn
14. dara mak aoidi, Dara Mac Aoidh

About Ian Joyce 
Attended University College Dublin and the 
Hochschule der Kúnsta, Berlin and taught 
subsequently at Malahide Community School, 
Co Dublin. From 1990 he based himself at the 
Belfast Print workshop and the Gasworks 
on the Ormeau Road. In 1998, he founded 
ClóCeardlannnagCnocTeoranta.

„konstantinosTvis“, mimdinare namuSevari, instalacia, qaRaldi, Zafi, melani, 
perspeqsi. instalaciis xedi Tesalonikis Tanamedrove xelovnebis muzeumSi. 

gamofena „samyura: mogzauroba“, 2012 weli

For Konstantinos, work in progress, installation, paper, thread, ink, wood and perspex. 
The installation view in the Thessaloniki State Museum of Contemporary Art. 
The exhibition “Samkura: a journey”, 2012

ian joisi
Ian Joyce
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„transkripciebi“, 2012, 23 gravirebuli metalis 
zedapiri, detali seriidan, sxvadasxva zoma

Transcriptions, 2012, 23 etched steel plates, detail 
from a series, various sizes

„Tbilisi 4“, 2013, keramika, 48X33X33 sm

Tbilisi 4, 2013 ceramic, 48X33X33 cm

About Oona Hyland 
Attended Wimbledon School of Art and the 
Slade School of Art, University College London 
before travelling widely in South East Asia and 
Australia. She was a resident artist in Florence 
at S.A.C.I and at the Belfast Print workshop 
before settling in Co. Donegal, where she 
makes her work. Her interest in lace, botani-
cal and natural forms is visible in her earliest 
work.

About Robert Rasmussen
Robert Rasmussen was born in Oslo, 
Norway in 1937 and moved to Oakland, 
California, with his parents when he was 
ten, grew up and eventually went to art 
school. He has been making art work 
ever since and currently lives in Ball-
ingeary, County Cork, Ireland.

una hailendi
Oona Hyland

robert rasmuseni
Robert Rasmussen

„oTaxi cocxali arqividan“
irlandia
Room from the Living Archive
Ireland

„oTaxi cocxali arqividan“
irlandia
Room from the Living Archive
Ireland
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„oTaxi cocxali arqividan“
irlandia
Room from the Living Archive
Ireland

„oTaxi cocxali arqividan“
irlandia
Room from the Living Archive
Ireland

sara levtasi
Sarah Lewtas

siu morisi
Sue Morris

About Sarah Lewtas
Born in London in 1953 , Sarah Lewtas works 
in Dunlewey, County Donegal where she has 
lived for the last 30 years. She uses digital 
photography, film, printing, drawing, embroi-
dery and sculptural installation. Along with 
Ian Gordon, she has lead masterclasses in art-
ists’ books and book forms at Cló.

About Sue Morris
Born in England, in the early 
nineties lived in Ireland. She 
works with drawing, text, 
printmaking, film, photogra-
phy, sound and installation. 
Recent exhibitions of her work 
took place at the Lockhart Gal-
lery, State University New York, 
USA; the Kunstverein Galerie, 
Baden bei Wien and museum 
ORTH, Orth an der Danau, Aus-
tria.

„narCenebis dialogi“, mimdinare 
proeqti 2003 wlidan, 35X40 sm

Detritus Dialogue, ongoing project 
since 2003, 35X40 cm

„Seomra Úna“ – unas oTaxi“, 2013, 
papiemaSe, melani, 22X8X7 sm

Seomra Úna – Oona’s Room, 2013, 
papier-mâché, ink, 22X8X7 cm

“In May 2013 I spent a month as artist-in-residence at Cló& The 
Living Archive. The residency accommodation adjoined a simple, 
vernacular, stone dwelling that would once have housed both fam-
ily and livestock. I was drawn to a room in the original cottage, 
which rose up from an exposed, excavated rocky escarpment. This 
extraordinary space formed the basis for my piece SeomraÚna – 
Oona’s Room“

„2013 wlis maisi Cló&The Living Archive rezidenciaSi gavatare. 
rezidencias qvis, martivi, sofluri stilis Senoba esazRvre
ba, romelic odezRac sacxovrebelic iyo da pirutyvis sad
gomic. erTi oTaxi am saxlSi yovelTvis gansakuTrebulad 
mizidavda. swored am oTaxma momca inspiracia namuSevrisT
vis „Seomra Úna – unas oTaxi.“
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denizhan ozeri
TurqeTi

Denizhan Özer
Turkey

„gezis dacva“, 2013. 
fotografia, 30X30 sm

Gezi savunması [Gezi Defence], 
2013, photograph, 30X30 cm

About Denizhan Özer 
Born in 1962 in Turkey, lives and works in Is-
tanbul and London, UK.
Artist, curator, artistic director of ART BOS-
PHORUS 2010, founder of the Rainbow Art 
Centre in 1995; Turquoise Art Group and 
T-Union art groups in 1996. He acted as the 
director of London Arcola Gallery between 
January 2000-2004. A project and exhibition 
director in Karşı Sanat Works in 2004. Founder 
(2007) and director of the Koridoor Modern 
Art programs.

2011, Fiction Okzident, Tophanei Amire, 
İstanbul, Turkey. 2010, Journey With No Re-
turn, Kurt Kurt, Berlin, Germany; Journey With 
No Return, “A” Foundation, London, UK. 2009, 
The Golden City, Akbank Art Centre, İstanbul, 
Turkey. 2008, Sarajevo Winter, Nine Dragon 
Head Project, Turkish Cultural Centre, Sara-
jevo. 2007 IV Tashkent Biennale, Bedi-i Acade-
my, Tashkent Uzbekistan. 2006, Strangers with 
Angelic Faces, Triangle Gallery, Space Studios, 
London. UK.
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denis gonobolini
saqarTvelo

Denis Gonobolin
Georgia

About Denis Gonobolin 
Born in Sukhumi in 1976, lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. Studied 
design in Tbilisi State Academy of Arts. 

His works are shown locally and internationally since 2005. He 
works in sculpture, mechanical puppets and objects, installation. 
As a designer of the Gabriadze Puppet Theatre has produced the 
puppets for “Battle for Stalingrad” in 2003, “Springtime of my Fall” 
in 2005. He has participated in “Artisterium” in 2012 and “Batumi 
Backyard Stories” in 2013. His works are kept in private collections 
in Georgia and abroad.

„vaifais tomi“, 2014, obieqti, 
sxvadaxva masala, sxvadasxva zoma

Wi-Fi Tribe, 2014, object, different 
materials, various sizes
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problemebis gadawyveta Seu
Zlebelia imave midgomiT, 
romliTac isini SevqmeniT.

albert ainStaini

We can’t solve problems by us-
ing the same kind of thinking we 
used when we created them.

Albert Einstein

elene raqviaSvili
saqarTvelo

Elene Rakviashvili
Georgia

„gadalageba“, 2014, naxati, muyao, 
akrili, rukebi, 90X120 sm

Shift, 2014, drawing, cardboard, Acrylic, 
maps, 90X120 cm

About Elene Rakvashvili
Born in 1966 lives and works 
in Tbilisi, Georgia. In 2014, 
My Space, International Film 
Festival, Sesili, Tbilisi; What 
Means Germany for me, pho-
to exhibition, Partizanen mag-
azine, Dresden. In 2013, My 
effort to follow the footprints, 
performance, London Bridge, 
Southward, White Cube Gal-
lery, UK. She works in perfor-
mance, video and installation.
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„saxeebi“, 2014
saqarTvelo

FACES 2014
Georgia

This project is about the drug policy in Georgia. During contem-
porary history of Georgia, state response to the issue of drug 
use has been focusing on punishing, not supporting people who 
use drugs. This problem remains systemic, as any government 
in place targets drug users and their families when fighting the 
drug related crime. 

More liberal drug policy was anticipated after 2012 parliamen-
tary elections. More than that, the legislation amendment pack-
age was drafted that envisaged shifting toward evidence and 
human rights based drug policy. The package was eventually 
blocked by the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Later, this year when 
responding to the public plea to publicize the crime statistics, 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs has published the drug related 
crime statistics only. This has disclosed the real intent behind 
the ministry’s position – the positive crime stats are achieved 
on the expense of fighting drug related “crime”. 

The current situation once again underlines the systemic nature 
of this problem that is inherited unresolved from one govern-
ment to the other. Drug users are perceived as a threat to the 
public and state continues to fight them.

The goal of the photo project FACES is to sensitize public and 
raise its awareness in order to gain support for a humane drug 
policy. 

The project presents photo portraits of drug users. Photos 
come with the personal stories that often remain beyond atten-
tion of law enforcers, media and public. 

Photo: Beso Uznadze
Text: Anna Kordzaia-Samadashvili
Author of the project: Paata Sabelashvili

This project is supported by the Open Society Georgia Founda-
tion
and is implemented by the Georgian Harm Reduction Network

My name is Anuka Shotadze.
I used to live in a house with a big balcony overlooking the park. This was the most 
beautiful park in town. I am in love with that house of mine. I used to leave together 
with my mother. My mother is a loving and tender woman. I have nieces. They love 
me very much. The elder niece was a good friend of mine. I could not make good 
friends with the younger one as she was too young for that.
I used to have cats in that house and in a yard. My cats were the most beautiful. 
I used to have a motor bike. 
I used to ride to the Turtle Lake every morning. 
There I met sunrise and used to be happy.
I was an archeologist and I loved it.
I studied in the UK and the future, for sure, seemed very bright to me. 
I used to smoke marijuana.
Then I was arrested.
Then again.
And again.
Then I served a suspended sentence. 
Then I was arrested again.
And again ...
Today I am left with nothing but my name: Anuka Shotadze. 
I live in emigration. I do not own the house with balcony overlooking a park. I cannot 
see my mom and nieces and cats do not wake me up in the morning. I do not meet 
sunrise at by the lake. I no longer have a profession. I am done. 
I am still young and can start my life over again. That I will do for sure. But that would 
happen elsewhere, in other land. 
As a matter of fact, I never wished for other land.

proeqti saqarTveloSi narkopolitikis problemas eZ
Rvneba. qveynis uaxlesi istoriis manZilze saxelmwifos 
midgoma am problemisadmi represiulia da adamianis ara 
daxmarebaze, aramed dasjazea agebuli. problema sistem
uria, radgan nebismieri xelisuflebis mmarTvelobis 
pirobebSi, narkodanaSaulTan brZolis obieqtad nar
kotikebis momxmareblebi da maTi ojaxis wevrebi rCebian. 

2012 wlis saparlamento arCevnebis Semdeg arsebobda 
narkopolitikis liberalizaciis molodini. mzad iyo 
sakanonmdeblo cvlilebebis proeqtic, romlis mixedvi
Tac narkopolitika mtkicebulebebze da adamianis ufle
bebis dacvaze iqneboda orientirebuli. Tumca moxda 
paketis blokireba da mogvianebiT, danaSaulis zogadi 
statistikis gasajaroebis moTxovnas Sssm narkodanaSau
lis statistikis gamoqveynebiT upasuxa. naTeli gaxda Sss
s poziciis realuri mizezi: danaSaulis pozitiuri statis
tika swored „narkodanaSaulis“ gaxsnis xarjze miiRweva. 

situacia problemis sistemur xasiaTze metyvelebs, 
radgan is yvela xelisuflebis pirobebSi mougvarebe
li rCeba. narkotikebis momxmarebeli kvlav safrTxed 
aRiqmeba da saxelmwifos Zalisxmeva maTTan brZoliske
naa mimarTuli. 

„saxeebis” mizani narkopolitikis mimarT sazogadoebis 
mgrZnobelobis da informirebulobis amaRlebaa, huma
nuri narkopolitikis dasamkvidreblad.
proeqti narkotikis momxmareblTa fotoportretebs 
warmoaCens. fotoebs Tan erTvis piradi istoriebi, 
romlebic ufro xSirad kanonmdebelTa, policielTa, 
prokurorTa, mediis da sazogadoebis yuradRebis miRma 
rCeba. 

foto: beso uznaZe 
fotoebis TandarTuli teqstebi: ana korZaiasamadaSvi
li 
proeqtis avtori: paata sabelaSvili

proeqti xorcieldeba fond „Ria sazogadoeba saqarT
velos“ mxardaWeriT
proeqts axorcielebs „zianis Semcirebis saqarTvelos 
qseli“

me mqvia anuka SoTaZe.
me vcxovrobdi saxlSi, romlis didi aivanic parks gadahyurebs. es qalaqis 
yvelaze lamazi parkia. me Zalian miyvars Cemi saxli. 
me vcxovrobdi dedasTan erTad. dedaCemi mosiyvarule da nazi qalia.
me myavs diswulebi. Cems diswulebs Zalian vuyvarvar. ufrosTan vmegobrobdi, 
umcrosTan ki megobroba ver movaswari, imitom rom jer Zalian pataraa.
me myavda katebi, saxlSic da ezoSic. Cemi katebi yvelaze lamazebi arian. 
me myavda motocikleti da yovel dilas kus tbaze avdiodi xolme. iq vxvdebodi 
alions da bednieri viyavi.
me viyavi arqeologi da Zalian miyvarda Cemi saqme.
me ganaTleba did britaneTSi miviRe da vicodi, rom naTeli momavali meloda.
me veweodi marixuanas.
mere damakaves. 
mere kidev. 
kidev. 
mere pirobiTi sasjeli movixade. 
mere isev damakaves. 
kidev... 
dRes aRaraferi damrCa, mxolod saxeli da gvari: anuka SoTaZe.
me emigranti var. aRar maqvs saxli, romlis aivanic parks gadahyurebs, veRar 
vxedav Cems dedas da disSvilebs, diliT katebi aRar maRviZeben da mzis amosv
las tbaze veRar vxvdebi. me aRar maqvs profesia. morCa.
me axalgazrda var da cxovrebis Tavidan dawyeba SemiZlia. daviwyeb kidec, 
oRond sxvagan, sxva miwaze.
arada, arasodes minatria sxvagan yofna.

„saxeebi“, 2014, foto dokumentaciis isnatalacia, 
anabeWdi tiloze/qaRaldze, teqsti

FACES 2014, photo documentation installation, print 
on canvas/paper, text
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About Anna-Lea Kopperi 
Anna-Lea Kopperi’s works have been exhibited internationally in Europe 
and Asia since the early 1990s. Her recent solo exhibitions are Mother 
Armenia, public exchange event in Yerevan 2014; Plants for Free, video 
installation and performance at the Kunsthalle Helsinki 2013; Mountain 
in my Head at ACCEA, Yerevan 2012; Thought Lift at Amos Anderson Art 
Museum, Helsinki, and Across the Air at Durbar Hall Ground, India 2011. 
Her environmental artwork Silent Site was awarded a Prize by the Finnish 
State Art Commission 2013.The works of Kopperi have been exhibited e.g. 
in Artisterium6 &5, Tbilisi; the 8thGyumri Biennale; Museum fürSepulkr-
alkultur, Kassel. Her works are in public collections of different countries. 
Her permanent sculptures have been erected around Europe. The artist 
was born 1960 in Finland, studied in Finland, France and Germany, and 
graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Düsseldorf in 1996.

About Hanne Ivars
Born in 1968 in Finland, 
lives and works in Helsinki. 
Her latest solo exhibitions 
were in Kluuvi Gallery of the 
Helsinki City Art Museum 
2014, Elverket of the Pro Ar-
tibus in Tammisaari, Finland 
2013. She participated in the 
Nordic Breakout, Stream-
ing Museum, New York, USA 
&Kiasma, Helsinki, 2013. As 
a visual and media artist she 
has created animations since 
2007. The dolls in her anima-
tions raise questions about 
values, social, economic and 
political factors. What can 
they possible do to one and 
each other, or to themselves, 
something good or bad? The 
dolls give an impression that 
they can or could be led by 
someone. They appear to 
have been through a lot. The 
human mind and ethics are 
her points of interest. How it 
works and why we act as we 
do. – See more at: http://han-
neivars.net

„kiTxvebi da pasuxebi“, 2014, interaqtiuli instalacia, 
moheris Zafi, sarecxis samagrebi, warwerebi

Questions and Answers, 2014, interactive installation, 
mohair wool, clothespins, writings

„Zalaufleba da dideba“, 2014, video animacia, 2’16“, HD

Power and Glory, 2014, video animation, 2’16“, HD

kiTxvebi da pasuxebi
mayurebeli sakuTari kiTxvebiT da pasuxebiT interaqti
ulad mzard instalaciaSi monawileobs. instalaciis erT 
nawilSi mnaxveli kiTxvebs wers da ganaTavsebs. instala
ciis meore nawilSi mxolod pasuxebi Tavsdeba. gancalkev
ebuli kiTxvebi da pasuxebi, erTamenTTan ucnaur damokide
bulebas qmian.

kiTxvebsa da pasuxebs Soris, romlebic arasodes arian 
TanxvedraSi, Cndeba mzardi sxvaoba da komunikaciis nak
leboba. kiTxvebi da pasuxebi Cveni informaciuli sazoga
doebis parodiaa, sadac „xSirad dasmuli SekiTxvebi”, avto
mopasuxeebi da Sedegobrivi kvlevebi zogjer ukufunqciuri 
xdeba, azrovnebas pasiurs xdis da moqalaqeebis pirdapiri 
demokratiuli qmediTobis mzaobas amcirebs. viRacam ukve 
ifiqra yvela pasuxze Tqvens nacvlad. msgavsi procesebis 
efeqturoba adamianebSi kiTxvebis gaCenis SesaZleblobas 
axSobs.

Questions and Answers
The visitors participate with their questions and answers in the 
interactively growing installation. On one part of the installation, 
the visitors may write and hang up only questions. On the other 
part of the installation, only answers are allowed without ques-
tions. The strangest questions may arise, but no answers can be 
found in the same place.

A growing discrepancy and lack of communication arises between 
the questions and answers, which never meet. Questions and An-
swers becomes a parody of our information society, where the 
“Frequently asked Questions”, automatic answerers and result 
surveys often turn to function in an opposite way, which makes 
thinking passive and decreases the willingness for direct demo-
cratic acting of citizens. Someone has already thought all the 
questions instead of you. By effective guidance the own questions 
of the questioner can be muted.

Zalaufleba da dideba
„Zalaufleba da dideba“ Tojinuri animaciaa. 
Tojina sakuTari sxeuliT nagvis grovas ikv
levs, TiTqos Zalauflebas da didebas eZebs. 
namuSevari bednierebis Sesaxeb svams kiTxvas. 
maSinac ki, Tu cxovreba ar midis dasaxuli 
gziT, SegiZlia iyo mainc bednieri? Tu ar mi
aRwie mizans, gaqvs ufleba iyo bednieri? es 
aris mxatvris problema dasavlur samyaroSi.

Power and Glory
In Power and Glory, stopmotion animation, a doll 
examines a rubbish heap with her body. It is like she 
wonders where is the Power and Glory. The artwork 
deals with questions about happiness. Even if life is 
not taking the path that you would like it to do, can 
you still be happy? If you have not achieved your 
goals, does it mean that you are not allowed to be 
happy? This is a very problem of people in the west-
ern world.

pasuxebi fineTidan
fineTi

The Answer is blowing from Finland
Finland

pasuxebi fineTidan
fineTi
The Answer is blowing from Finland
Finland

anali koperi
Anna-Lea Kopperi

hane ivarsi
Hanne Ivars

ANIMATION/animacia Hanne Ivars
SCRIPT/scenari Hanne Ivars
SETDESIGN/setdizaini Hanne Ivars
CAMERA/ operatori Hanne Ivars
EDITING/montaJi Hanne Ivars
MUSIC/musika Tuomo Puranen
POST PRODUCTION/Semdgomi warmoeba Veera Luhtala
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ramdenad aris Cveni problemebi inicirebuli Sinagani qceviTi modele
biT? SegviZlia, SeviZinoT axali talanti sirTuleebis ufro efeqtu
rad dasaZlevad?

uaryofiTi grZnobebi xSirad efuZneba azrovnebis avtomatur process, 
romelic ganmeorebiTobas inarCunebs.

gonebis koncentraciis praqtika – meditacia, sunTqviT teqnikas saukunee
bis ganmavlobaSi cnobierebis gasakontroleblad iyenebda. interaqti
uli instalacia „gabere buStebi“ cnobierebis kontrolis am gonebriv 
praqtikas mimarTavs. namuSevris SeqmnaSi monawileobiT mayurebeli 
erTdroulad sakuTari azrebis marTvaSic varjiSobs. problemis vi
zualizacia, celofnis parkSi CasunTqva da zemodan warweris gakeTeba 
problemisagan gaTavisuflebis aqts ganasaxierebs.

„muSaoba sxvadasxva mediaSi 
miyvars. CemTvis samuSaos amo
savali wertili xSirad iseTi 
situacia, sivrce an koncefcia, 
rasac SemTxveviT vawydebi. 
Cemi samuSao procesi Ser
Ceuli sagnis/Temis ZiriTad 
elementebamde daSliT iwyeba, 
romelTac Semdeg mxatvruli 
amocanis Sesabamisad gadavawy
ob. Tu erTi unda davasaxelo, 
damTxveva Cemi sayvareli in
strumentia...“

How much of our problems are initiated by inner behavior patterns? Can we 
acquire new abilities to process difficulties more efficiently? 

Negative feelings are often based on automatic thought process that keeps re-
peating itself. 

Mindfulness practices like meditation have used breathing techniques to control 
awareness for centuries. Interactive installation, Breath bags utilizes this mental 
practice of mastering the mind. By participating in the creation of the work you 
simultaneously practice ruling your thoughts. Visualizing a problem, writing it 
down and breathing it out into a plastic bag embodies the act of release.

“...I like to work in and with differ-
ent mediums. Often the starting 
point for my work is a situation, 
space or a concept that I happen 
to encounter. My working process 
starts by stripping the subject I 
have selected down to basic ele-
ments, which I then recompose 
to meet my artistic objectives. 
Coincidence is my favorite tool, if I 
would have to name one…” 

About Heini Nieminen
Born in Kuopio, Finland 1979. Nieminen has studied sculpture in Finland, the 
Netherlands and Spain. Her work often addresses contemporary ecological and 
societal issues in the form installations. The motives derive from the need to 
bring notice to humankind’s exploitation of nature and global consumer culture 
and to the disengagement of humans from their environment and from each 
other. Site-specificity and participation have become important elements in her 
work.

Nieminen has had several solo exhibitions in Finland and participated in group 
exhibitions in Finland and abroad: Italy, Germany, Estonia, Netherlands and 
Spain. Recently she took part in Land Art Biennale in Mongolia, Sculpture by 
the Sea Bondi, in Sydney, Australia and ValonHoukutus in Lahti Art Museum, 
in Finland. She worked in Nectiny Chapel artist residency in Pilsen, Czech Re-
public 2013. The artworks of Nieminen were exhibited in Sculpture by the Sea, 
Cottesloe, Australia 2012, 2013 and in Sculpture by the Sea, Aarhus, Denmark 
2011, 2013. She is a working partner of the artist duo Elin&Keino, which won 
the TheFormueplejes prize in Aarhus 2013 and the NAB Kid’s Choice Prize in 
Cottesloe 2013.

About Juha van Ingen
Born in 1963 in Hämeenlinna, Finland, lives and works in Hel-
sinki, Finland.

Juha van Ingen utilizes various mediums in his works rang-
ing from objects and spaces to moving image and sound. 
His works have been exhibited/screened since 1989 in e.g. 
Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, Casino Lux-
embourg – Forum D’art Contemporain, Luxemburg, Vide-
onale, Bonn, Arnolfini Centre for the Contemporary Arts, 
Bristol, Galician Center of Contemporary Arts CGAC, Santiago 
de Compostela, StuttgartterFilmwinter and City of Paris Mu-
seum of Modern Art.

pasuxebi fineTidan
fineTi
The Answer is blowing from Finland
Finland

pasuxebi fineTidan
fineTi
The Answer is blowing from Finland
Finland

heini niemineni
Heini Nieminen

iuhavan ingeni
Juhavan Ingen

„gabere buStebi“, 2014, interaqtiuli instalacia, 
gaberili buStebi warwerebiT

Breath Bags, 2014, participatory installation for writing 
and breathing out into plastic bags

„variaciebi problemebis gadawyvetis strategiebze“, 2014, foto 
anabeWdi, 50X70 sm, 12 cali dabeWdili teqsti, 42X30 sm

Variations of strategies for solving a problem, 2014, photo print, 50X70 
cm, 12 printed texts, each 42X30 cm 
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gabriel adamsi, qeTevan RvinefaZe
saqarTvelo

Gabriel Adams, Ketevan Gvinepadze
Georgia/USA

More War, More Cake

Celebrating the anniversary of the historic atomic test on the Biki-
ni Island Atolls in 1946, this project aims to play the boundary be-
tween catastrophe and play, bikini’s and bombs, cake and death. 

Using themes from the 1940’s the artists will host a party with 
a copy of the fabled Atomic Cake, which on November 7, 1946 
was published as the centerpiece of the Washington Post’s society 
column under the headline “Salute to Bikini.” Cocktails, vintage 
music, and homemade ice cream bombes (as in bombe glacée) 
will be served in celebration of life’s paradoxical nature.

There is something divinely perverse about this, delighting in par-
ties, cake and fashion, in contrast to the theatre of war that is 
constantly played out all around us. The party seeks to open a dia-
logue around how we all play a role in this tragedy. Whether we 
participate actively or passively, we all “eat” lies and violence daily 
to the point of their normalization, assimilation, and invisibility. A 
situation where real events become mere statistical notes is over 
written by cultural white noise and party themes.

More war, more cake.

This project has been supported by a grant from the Martha 
Boschen Porter Fund, a Fund of Berkshire Taconic Community 
Foundation.

About Gabriel Adams
Born United States 1978. 2002 BFA Sculpture and Fine Art, Honors, Maine Col-
lege of Art in Portland, Maine. Adam’s works have been exhibited internation-
ally in The United States, Europe, Eastern Europe, Asia, and the South Pacific 
since 2000. His work focuses on collaboration, identity, nationally, and under-
standing a sense of place in both social and ecological terms. Working across 
multiple disciplines with conceptual underpinnings, he makes installations, site-
specific work, and performances. Adams has undertaken unusual projects such 
as Pilgrimage to the Vanishing Sea where the artist made a visit the Aral Sea of 
Uzbekistan with an inflatable shark, and the social artwork Ice Cream Mirage, in 
which the artist traveled the Silk Road making artisan hand-churned ice cream 
as an act of international diplomacy.

About Ketevan Gvinepadze
Born in 1988, lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. 2011-2013, 
KOLGA, photo festival, Tbilisi. 2012, Trierenberg Super Cir-
cuit & Special Themes Circuit, Austria; A room of one’s own, 
WISG photo contest, Tbilisi; Georgian Photography in Ger-
many, Gologne. 2010, Reporting from dreams, (solo), Magti-
club, Tbilisi; Save the life, Courtyard Marriott, Tbilisi; Pho-
tography for a Change, Georgia-Armenian project supported 
by Eurasia Partnership Foundation. In 2014, BCN, Instagram 
Diary and Photo Exhibition at VERNISSAGE Gallery, solo.

operatorebi iReben atomur afeTqebas, 1953, 
„niu iork Taimsi“

Cameramen from Lookout Mountain, an atomic 
blast, 1953, New York Times

admirali blendi, sokos formis torti, 
„vaSington posti“, 7 noemberi, 1946 weli

Admiral Blandy, Mushroom Cloud Cake, 
Washington Post, Nov.7 1946

meti omi, meti namcxvari

bikinis kunZul aTolze, 1946 wlis istoriuli birTvuli gamocdis 
aRniSvniT, proeqti miznad isaxavs, gaiTamaSos zRvari katastro
fasa da TamaSs, bikinsa da bombebs, namcxvarsa da sikvdils Soris.

1940ani wlebis Temebis gamoyenebiT mxatvrebi wveulebas miTiuri 
birTvuli namcxvris asliT umaspinZleben. namcxvis foto 7 no
embers 1946 wels vaSington postis sazogadoebis svetis ZiriTad 
nawilSi daibeWda, saTauriT „mivesalmebiT bikinis“. koqteilebiT, 
vintaJuri musikiTa da xelnakeTi nayinis bombebiT cxovrebis para
doqsulobis dResaswauli aRiniSneba.

arsebobs raRac RvTiurad ukuRmarTi wveulebebSi, namcxvarsa da 
modaSi, gansxvavebiT omis Teatrisagan, romelic Cvens garSemo 
mudmivad TamaSdeba, wveuleba cdilobs gaxsnas Tema, Cveni rolis 
Sesaxeb am tragediaSi. aqtiurebi varT Tu pasiurebi, problemebis 
normalizaciis, asimilaciisa da uxilavobis saxeliT, Cven yovel
dRiurad „vWamT“ sicruesa da Zaladobas. esaa situacia, sadac real
uri movlenebi ubralo statistikur SeniSvnebad iqcevian da kul
turuli „TeTri xmauriT“ da wveulebis TemiT gadaifarebian.

proeqti marta boSen porteris fondisa da berqSiris taqonikuri 
Temis fondis mxardaWeriT xorcieldeba. 
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giorgios kacagelosi
saberZneTi

Georgios Katsagelos
Greece

saxli dacvisa da dasvenebisaTvisaa Seqmnili. dawyebuli gamoqv
abulebidan Tanamedrove „sazrian saxlebamde“, saxli mflobe
lis pirovnebis, kulturisa da socialuri standartebis gamox
atvis ZiriTadi formaa.

msoflioSi moxetile boSebma salonikis gareubanSi dasaxleba 
Seqmnes. saxlebi Sendeba jarTiT, meoredi da mesamedi masale
biT da ar aris xangrZlivobaze gaangariSebuli. mobinadreebi 
sakuTar saxlebSi arian gadaRebuli. saxlis eqsterieri aramt
kice samSeneblo masalebis gamoyenebasa da aucilebel pirobebs 
moklebul sacxovrebel pirobebze migvaniSnebs. fotografi 
georgios kacagelosi kontrastuli, gaurkveveli da mkacri 
garemos fonze, maT cocxal saxeebsa da Rirsebis gamomxatvel 
pozebs iRebs.

A house constitutes a place for protection and rest. From τηε caves to 
the modern “smart houses”, home is the ultimate form of expression of 
personality, culture and the social standard of the owner.

The Roma people-wanderers of the earth have created a settlement at 
the outskirts of Thessaloniki. The houses are constructed of scrap and 
second and third use materials and they are not made to last long. The 
residents are being photographed inside their homes, while the exterior 
of the house indicates the initial use of the erratic building materials 
and the living conditions that lack most basic comforts. The photogra-
pher Georgios Katsagelos captures the vividness of their look and the 
dignity of their attitude in contrast to the uncertainty that the harsh 
environment creates.

Maria Tsantsanoglou

About Georgios Katsagelos
Georgios Katsagelos studied photography with scholarship, 
at the Brooklyn College of New York under Professor’s Wal-
ter Rosenblum supervision. He is a Professor at the Fine Art 
Department of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. He 
served as the Director of the Cinema Museum of Thessa-
loniki (2002-2005). He was the Dean of the School of Fine 
Arts (2006 –2010). He received the grand prize of photogra-
phy 2009 of the Manege Museum of Saint Petersburg. Also 
he received the prize at the Uzbekistan Biennale of 2013 of 
the Museum of Photography. His work belongs at the per-
mant collections of Photography Museum of Thessaloniki, 
Brooklyn Museum of New York, Milwaukee Art Museum, 
Hellenic Photography Center, Athens, Ikonen Museum Reck-
linghausen, Germany, Greek Cultural Center and Stockholm, 
Sweden.

„nabiji gaurkvevlobisken“. 2014, foto seria, 
mimdinare proeqti

“Steps to uncertainty”, 2014, photographic 
series, project in process
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“infomania” STagonebulia problemiT, romelsac Tanamedrove 
adamianisTvis informaciis siWarbe da masze mijaWvuloba qmnis. 
is erTgvari narkotikia, romelic sxvadasxva saxis mediisgan 
modis, virusis msgavsad zomierebisa da filtraciis gareSe vr
celdeba da adamianis fsiqikaSi ileqeba.

foto seria individebze mediis Zaladobriv gavlenas asaxavs 
da erTgvari simulaciaa im procesis, romelic aqrobs adami
ans, rogorc individs, mis saxes movlenaTa qaosuri gamosax
ulebiT anacvlebs da damoukidebeli arsebidan fragmentire
buli informaciis matarebel mediatorad aqcevs.

giorgi dadiani
saqarTvelo

Giorgi Dadiani
Gerogia

Infomania is inspired by the problem of information overdose and de-
pendence on it in modern life. It works like a drug, spread by all kinds 
of unlimited and unfiltered information that occupies human minds 
as a virus.

The photo series reflects the intense influence of information. It simu-
lates the process of the vanishing individual replaced by chaotic im-
ages of recent events, which transforms him/her into some kind of 
mediator containing the fragmented information.

About Giorgi Dadiani 
Born in 1986 lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. Studied 
in Tbilisi State Academy of Art. Works in Photography and 
Graphic design since 2006. His works were exhibited inter-
nationally in Warsaw, Poland at “Transcaucasia 2009”, Blaue 
Fabrik Gallery Dresden, Germany (2011) and Neuf gallery, 
Nantes, France (2011). Since 2009, has participated in group 
shows in Gallery New Art and CCAT in Tbilisi. In 2013, 1st 
Prizewinner at the photo competition “Friedrich Naumann 
Foundation for Freedom”.

„infomania“, 2014, foto seria, 
sxvadasxva zoma

Infomania, 2014, photo series, work 
in progress, size variable
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gordana andeliCgaliCi
bosniahercegovina

Gordana Andjelic-Galic
Bosnia-Herzegovina

I’m walking down this empty and lonely but freshly paved stretch of 
road carrying Bosnian national flags. There are 22 of them over the 
course of our history.

This piece is intended to elaborate on the burden of our past imposed 
on us by every political option that reaches governmental power. The 
latest bloody war in this region was caused by that past and this kind 
of fate will, in any way, most likely follow us into the future. From that 
reason, this story contains neither an emphasized beginning nor an 
expected ending.

bosniuri nacionaluri droSebiT xelSi mivabijeb martosul, 
cariel, axladdagebul gzaze. istoriis manZilze 22 droSa 
gamovicvaleT.

namuSevari, aqamde xelisuflebaSi myofi TiToeuli Zalau
flebis mier datovebul „tvirTs“ exeba. bolo sisxlismRvre
li omi Cvens regionSi swored am warsulis bralia, romelic 
momavalSic ganapirobebs Cvens bedisweras. swored amitom, 
videos arc aqcentirebuli dasawyisi aqvs, arc mosalodneli 
dasasruli.

About Gordana Andjelic Galic
Born in Mostar /Bosnia and Herzegovina/ Lives and works in Sarajevo. Studied philosophy 
(1975) and Academy of Fine Arts (1989) in Sarajevo. Received annual scholarship Kulturstif-
tung Back Forum Munich (1993). She has participated in numerous solo exhibitions and 
group exhibitions locally and internationally Works in different installation, performance, 
video, photography, and intervention in public space. Her works have been shown at: The 
Brno House of Art, Brno, Czech Republic, 2014; Galerie du jour agnes b., Paris, France, 2014; 
MUSA, Vienna, Austria, 2014; 54 Belgrade October Salon, Belgrade Cultural Center, Serbia, 
2013; Contemporary Art Museum, Zagreb, Croatia, 2012; Casa Internazionale delle Donne of 
Trieste, Italy, 2012; Zacheta Gallery, Warsawa, Poland, 2010; ARKO Art Center, Seoul, South 
Korea, 2010; Transmediale, Collegium Hungaricum Berlin, Germany, 2010; Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, MNCARS, Madrid, Spain, 2010; Ludwig Museum – Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Budapest,Hungary, 2010; Museo Revoltella, Trieste,Italy, 2010; MUMOK 
Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, Wien, Austria, 2009; CHB – Collegium Hungari-
cum Berlin, Germany, 2009; Contemporary Art Museum, Saint-Etienne, France, 2008; 48th 
Venice Biennial, Italian pavilion/Program ORESTE, Venice, Italy,1999.

„mantra“, 2006, video 
proeqcia, 5’12“

Mantra, 2006, video 
projection, 5’12“
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iens rauxi
germania

Jens Rausch
Germany

„hamburgeli mxatvari iens rauxi Tavis SemoqmedebaSi momxmare
blur kulturas asaxavs, romelic erTdroulad nacnobicaa 
da ucxoc. igi xatavs sasursaTo maRaziebs dasavleT samyaroSi. 
produqcias, im TaobisTvis romelsac TiTqmis aRaraferi surs. 
polieTileni yvelaze srulyofili Tanamedrove masalaa – ma
sala caitgeistis inkapsulaciisaTvis. saqonlis warmomavloba 
meorexarisxovania.

daumuSavebeli tilo, lamazi samomxmareblo produqciis sa
myaros ukan Tvals awuxebs. efeqti ufro Zlierdeba tiloze 
amomwvari adgilebiT, romelic meoredan mesame ganzomilebaSi 
Zaladobriv gadasvlaze miuTiTebs. Tumca es ar aris gamiznuli 
xelovnebis tradiciuli koncefciis dasangrevad, rogorc lu
Cio fontanas namuSevrebSi, aramed ufro tilos dazianebis sa
Sualebaa SinaarsSi gardatexis – realobaSi bzaris Sasaqmnlad“.

qristina eSe, (M.A.)

“Hamburg-based artist Jens Rausch reflects in his paintings our culture 
(of consumption) in a way that is simultaneously familiar and alien. 
The subjects he depicts are groceries from the Western world, prod-
ucts of a generation that wants for (almost) nothing. Plastic is elevated 
to the contemporary material par excellence, a material to encapsu-
late the Zeitgeist. The origin of the goods themselves fades into the 
background.

The sight of the raw, un-worked canvas behind the beautiful world of 
consumer goods disturbs the eye. This effect is further intensified by 
the burn holes in the canvas that represent the violent transition from 
the second to the third dimension. However this is not done to disrupt 
the tradition conception of Art, as in the work of Lucio Fontana, but 
rather as a way to damage the canvas and cause a fracture within the 
content itself: a crack in reality.”

Christina Esche (M.A.) Translation: Ben Cockerill / Jorge Pacheco

„katabolizmi“, 2013, zeTi, cecxli, 
tilo, 145X200 sm

Catabolism, 2013 oil and fire on 
canvas, 145X200 cm

„metabolizmi (kalmaxi)“, 2014, 
zeTi, cecxli, tilo, 100X120 sm

Metabolism (trout), 2014 oil and 
fire on canvas, 100X120 cm

„usaTauro (bio)“, 2013, 
zeTi, tilo, 80X100 sm

Untitled (BIO), 2013 oil 
on canvas, 80X100 cm
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jeong taegiu
samxreT korea

Jeong Tae-Gyu
South Korea

The Bridge of No Return was the site of the prisoner exchange that followed the 
armistice. Prisoners of war lined up on each side of the bridge and were offered 
the opportunity to go home or remain where they were. Understandably, a num-
ber of North Korean prisoners wanted to stay in South Korea. In this one moment, 
prisoners could choose. If a prisoner crossed the bridge, however, his fate was 
sealed forever. He could no longer choose to return to the other side. It seems 
to me that we all face a number of Bridge of No Return during our lifetimes. In 
the moment of decision, we can choose to cross the bridge, or we can choose to 
stay where we are. Each Bridge of No Return forces us to make a decision that 
cannot be undone. The decision to cross the Bridge of No Return – or not to cross 
it – had profound consequences for the remainder of the prisoners’ lives. There is 
one decision that we make that has even more profound consequences. Life and 
death. Freedom and slavery. Inclusion and alienation.

About Jeong Tae-Gyu 
He graduated with honors from the Acad-
emy of Fine Arts in Cheongju, KOREA.
He is a member of the Nine Dragon Heads 
project since 1995. The sphere of this in-
terest is political research. He works in 
Environment Art, multimedia, object, in-
stallation, video, photography, etc. Since 
1995, he has participated in many group 
exhibitions as ell as has held solo shows 
in Korea. Among them Daecheong Lake 
Environment Art Symposium in Cheon-
gju, Fukuoka Triennale in Japan, Korean 
Contemporary Art, Beijing China, “Some 
Other City” in Istanbul, Turkey, “Sarajevo 
Winter” in Bosnia & Herzegovina, etc.

„ar dabrunebis xidi“, 2014, Sereuli teqnika, sxvadasxva zoma

Bridge of No Return, 2014, mixed media

„ar dabrunebis xidi“ CrdiloeT da saxmreT koreas Soris zavis Semdeg 
patimarTa gacvlis adgili iyo. tyveebi xidis orive mxares rigSi dge
bodnen. maT saxlSi wasvlas an darCenas sTavazobdnen. bevr CrdiloeT 
koreel patimars samxreT koreaSi undoda darCena da arsebobda Se
sabamisi momentic, xidTan, roca patimari arCevans akeTebda. Tu is xidze 
gadavidoda, gadawyvetileba Seuqcevadi xdeboda. xidTan miRebulma 
gadawyvetilebam Rrma gavlena iqonia bevri maTganis Semdgom cxovre
baze.

erTxel mainc, yvelas gvixdeba mivideT xidTan, saidanac dabruneba Seu
Zlebelia. gadamwyvet momentSi Cven gadavdivarT xids an vrCebiT sadac 
varT. TiToeuli „ar dabrunebis xidi“ gvaiZulebs miviRoT gadawyvetile
ba, romelic Seuqcevadia da romelsac metad seriozuli Sedegebi moaqvs: 
cxovreba da sikvdili, Tavisufleba da monoba, CarTuloba da gaucxoeba.
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katerina radCenko
ukraina

Kateryna Radchenko
Ukraine

Cemi mSobliuri qalaqidan 700 kilometrSi omia. es im teritori
aze xdeba, romelic mxolod 700 kilometris daSorebiTaa Cemsa 
da Cemi ojaxidan, magram me ar vici, ra xdeba realurad. omma oku
pacia gaukeTa fizikur teritorias da onlain sivrces. Cven ar vic
iT, sad movipovoT swori informacia. Cven ubralod vcdilobT, 
gavigoT da vimoqmedoT Cveni subieqturi codnis Sesabamisad. Cven 
SeiZleba Sors varT epicentridan, magram mainc am istoriuli mo
mentis monawileebi varT. 

es aris fotomoTxroba kolaJis formiT TavisuflebisTvis br
Zolis procesze; Tanamedrove media informaciisa da istoriuli 
codnis kombinacia WeSmaritebis ZiebisaTvis.

700 kilometers from my hometown there is war. It happens on the 
territory that is only 700 kilometers from me and my family, but I 
do not know what is really going on there. War occupied the physi-
cal territory and online space. We do not know where to find true 
information, just we are trying all the time to understand and act 
according to our subjective knowledge. We can be far away from 
the epicenter but still we are part of this historical moment.

It is a photo story in the form of a collage about the process of 
fighting for future freedom.

It is a combination of modern media information and historical 
knowledge for the search of the truth.

„Sen xar omi“, 1014 (marti, ivlisi), foto
kolaJi, 8 fotografia, sxvadaxva zoma

You Are War, 2014 (March July), photo 
collage, 8 photos, various sizes

About Kateryna Radchenko
Artist, curator, researcher, head of NGO 
Art Travel. Lives and works in Odessa, 
Ukraine. Works with photography and 
installations. Projects curated: Alterna-
tive art guide “Odessa”, “R’Evolutuional 
Art” (Ukraine – Georgia), International 
dance performance “HOME” (Moldova, 
Ukraine, Belarus), Art Project “Trolley” 
(Ukraine), Photo project “Without bor-
ders” (Turkey, Georgia) and etc. Photo 
exhibitions in Germany, Belarus, France, 
Estonia.

Residency programs: Museum of Pho-
tographic art (San Diego, USA), Pinchuk 
Art Center (Kyiv, Ukraine), GaudePolonia: 
specialization – Photographyunderguidan
ceofAdamMazur(Warsaw, Poland).
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„Sens haramxanaSi Cemi adgili ar aris“, 
1999, fotografia, 1.10X1.57 sm

My place is not in your Harem, 1999, 
photograph, 1.10X1.57 cm

About Ketato Popiashvili 
Professionally trained ballet dancer. 
Studied at Tbilisi State Choreography Col-
lege. In 1997-2002, worked at the Tbilisi 
State Opera. She collaborated with the 
late Georgian singer Irakli Charkviani 
on numerous albums, music videos and 
live performances. In 2006, founded 
“Tsotskhali”, named after Irakli Charkvi-
ani. In various years Ketato worked as a 
musical editor, PR manage, a host of the 
radio project “Kings Show” and a TV host 
of “Art Club” at the Georgian National 
Broadcasting Channel I. She has pro-
duced Irakli Charkviani tribute CD albums 
and a book “In front of the King”.

qeTaTo popiaSvili
saqarTvelo

Ketato Popiashvili
Georgia
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koka vaSakiZe
saqarTvelo

Koka Vashakidze
Georgia

About Koka Vashakidze
Born in 1983, lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. A Mem-
ber of the Fleetgroup. In 2009, Artisterium II, Tbilisi Histo-
ry Museum, Georgia; In 2010, “White Territory” – 3-phase 
projectin Krasnogorki, Georgia, Tbilisi, Georgia and Graz, 
Austria. In 2011, parallel program of III Thessaloniki Bien-
nal, Greece, In 2012, “Beyond the Media” group show, 
Georgian National Library; ArtBat Fest – Annual Public Art 
Festival, Almaty, Kazakhstan. In 2013, founded the online 
art portal Caucasus ArtMag; Co-curator of Frans Zwartjes 
first major show in Tbilisi State Literature Museum; Resi-
dency at Binz 39 Foundation, Zurich, Switzerland. In 2014, 
“Descriptions” Georgian video art exhibition; “ I Am a Citi-
zen”, solo show at metro station Freedom Square, Tbilisi, 
Georgia; group show at Binz 29 foundation, Zurich, Swit-
zerland.

„milioni xe“, 2014, cifruli 
anabeWdi, 30X30 sm

“One Million Trees”, 2014, 
digital print, 30X30 cm
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lora pardo
niderlandebi

Laura Pardo
Netherlands

About Laura Pardo
Laura Pardo (Bogotá, COL) is a visual artist currently living and working in the 
Netherlands. Her work scrutinizes the condition of the everyday through the 
artistic agency, exploring how the quotidian and the non-spectacular, far from 
being superfluous, can give signs of fundamental underlying issues. By working 
exhaustively with collected material, engaging with people and places and de-
veloping works that take the form of drawings, events, swaps and paintings, Lau-
ra opens up new spaces for grappling with cultural and socio-economic changes. 
Some of her works look at the aesthetics of the city and the graphic information 
found in common printed matter to address issues of identity, localities and au-
thenticity in a so called globalized world. In 2009 Laura was an artist in residence 
at CRAC – Centro de Residencias para Artistas Contemporáneos en Valparaíso, 
Chile. She is currently part of Read-in a self-organized research group, that ex-
plores the material, affective and political dimensions of “reading together.

Recent shows and projects include: Made in Commons(2014), Stedelijk Bureau 
Amsterdam SMBA (NL);Twist to Exist (2014), Sarajevo Winter Festival, Sarjevo 
(BOS); Sobre Coleccionismo y otras Interpretaciones (2013), Quartair, Den Haag 
(NL); Muted Distortions – There is no outside (2012), Metamatic, Athens (GR); 
Intersecciones (2012), Museo de Arte Moderno, Bogotá (CO); ‘… and something 
happened to me’ (2011), B32|F65 Maastricht (NL); El Show de las Estrellas 
(2009), Sala de Proyectos Universidad de los Andes, Bogota (CO).

Acca Sellowiana igive feixoa, mirtis ojaxis 
yvavilovani mcenaris saxeobaa. am xilis Sesaxeb 
Cemi mogonebebi, Cems bavSvobas exeba. bebias, bogo
taSi, tradiciuli saxlis baRSi hqonda ramdenime xe. 
feixoas vWamdiT da mwife nayofisagan wvens vakeTeb
diT. es yvelaferi ratomRac egzotikurad aRiqme
boda. kolumbia, tropikul qveyanaa romelic amayobs 
biologiuri mravalferovnebiT. iq egzotikuri xili 
Cveulebrivi movlenaa, albaT amitom gavizarde az
riT, rom feixoa mxolod Cems qveyanaSi da andebis 
maRalmTianeTSia. maTi povnis SesaZleblobas igive 
klimatis pirobebSi sxva qveynebSic vuSvebdi, Tumca es 
idea sakmaod rTulad meCveneboda.

avReldi, rodesac didi raodenobis feixoa (ara 
importirebuls) 2012 wels, saqarTveloSi, Tbilis
Si xilis maRaziaSi gadavwydi. es ar iyo siurprizis 
sixaruli. es iyo migraciis gancda, romelic im wuTSi 
imdenad ucnauri da moulodneli iyo, rom Semdeg 
didxans vfiqrobdi amaze. mainteresebda: feixoa ka
vkasiis mkvidria Tu amerikis? Tu arcerTis? rogor 
gadaadgileben isini erTi adgilidan meoreze?

proeqti arqeologia # 1: Acca Sellowiana (feixoa) Sem
degi kiTxvebis erTobliobaa: SeiZleba Tu ara xilis 
migracia xalxis migraciaze mogviTxrobdes? ra saxis 
operaciebsa da Zalauflebriv urTierTobebamde 
migviyvans xilis ambavi da istoria? rogoria xilis 
warmoebisa da moxmarebis dinamika da rogor icvle
bian isini? 

xili, agraruli ekonomikis mniSvnelovani produq
tia, qalaquri peizaJis da socialuri Cvevebis mTa
vari komponenti. magaliTad, Tbilisis kerZo baReb
Si xurmisa da broweulis xeebia gavrcelebuli. aseve, 
patara xilis maRaziebi qalaqSi sakmaod bevrgan. 
Tbilisi sabWoTa warsulidan „postsabWoTa“ momav
lisaken moZraobisas swrafad icvlis esTetikasa da 
dinamikas. qalaqis urbanizacia da jentrifikacia xde
ba. es aucileblad Secvlis xilis arsebobis formas 
Tbilisis cxovrebaSi.

xilis am (uxilav) ganzomilebebSi, xilis politikis 
koncefciis kvleva da masze muSaoba dRes Cemi intere
sis sferoa. adamianisaTvis sakvebi mxolod sazrdo 
ar aris. igi sazogadoebis Senebis da TanagrZnobis 
gamomwvevi agentia. am TvalsazrisiT, xils indi
vidualur da koleqtiuri doneze zemoqmedebis Zala 
aqvs. proeqtis Tanaxmad, is kargi saSualebaa gavigoT 
mmarTvelobis poziciebi da urTierTobebi, Zalau
flebisa da resursebis kontroli da ganawileba.

The Acca Sellowiana is a species of flowering plant in the 
myrtle family. I have memories of this fruit attached to my 
childhood because my grandma had a couple of trees in the 
garden of her traditional Bogota house and we ate and made 
juice of the ripe fruit. Nevertheless, they were considered rare 
and somehow exotic. Colombia, as a tropical country is quite 
proud of it’s bio diversity, and it’s a common place for people 
to talk about the unique and exotic fruits we produce, which is 
the case of feijoas. I grew up convinced that feijoas were only 
found in my country, and exclusively, in the Andes highlands. 
The possibility of finding them in other areas with similar cli-
mate was surely feasible but the idea felt so remote.

I was thrilled when I came across a bunch of (non imported) 
feijoas in a fruit shop in Tbilisi during my visit to Georgia in 
2012. It wasn’t just about the personal joy of finding a little 
surprise reminding me home, it was also a case of migration, 
that in that moment seemed so strange and unexpected that 
kept me thinking about it. I was wondering: Are feijoas native 
of The Americas of the Caucasus? Or neither of them? How did 
they displace from one place to the other?

The project Archeology #1: Acca sellowiana (feijoa) emerges 
from the intention to take this questions further. Can the 
migration of fruit tell us something about the migration of 
people? What kind of transactions and power relations could 
be traced back from the fruit’s story and history? What are 
dynamics around fruit production and consumption and how 
are they changing?

Fruits, an important product of agrarian economies, are a 
main component of urban landscape and social practices. For 
example I noticed how common are persimmon –kaki- and 
pomegranate trees in Tblisi’s house gardens, also the presence 
of small fruit shops in the city is quite recurrent. Tbilisi, a city 
moving from a soviet past to a “post-soviet” future is rapidly 
changing its esthetics and dynamics. Urbanization and gentri-
fication has an effect in many spheres of the city and it will 
surely change the way fruit is present in Tbilisi’s life.

By exploring these in(visible) dimensions of fruit I aim to work 
and think through the concept of fruit politics. Food isn’t just 
nourishment, it has the capacity to act as an agent of com-
munity building and empathy trigger. From this point of view, 
fruit has the power to influence people in an individual and 
collective level and, as this project proposes, it also offers us 
a means to understand positions and relations of governance, 
control and distribution of power and resources.

xilis politika & (ux)ilavobebi – arqeologia #1: Acca 
Sellowiana/feixoa, 2014, instalacia, naxatebi, napovni 
masala, sxvadasxva zoma

Fruit Politics & In(visibilities) – Archeology #1: Acca Sellowiana, 
2014, Installation with drawings, found material and fruit event, 
size variable
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lia bagrationi
saqarTvelo

Lia Bagrationi
Georgia

dekadensi, 2014, keramikuli obieqti, 
Camownexili Tixa, Wiquri, 55X45X40 sm

“Decadence”, 2014, ceramic object, extruded 
clay, glaze, 55X45X40 cm

„Cemi mediumi Tixaa. mas gansakuTrebuli Tvisebebi aqvs. Tixa 
aris masala, romelic mzadaa Tavad gadaiqces formad. gadai
qces bunebriv formad. gadaiqces formad, romelic ukve Seqm
nilia adamianis mier. gadaiqces im jerac arSeqmnil formad, 
romelic Tixis substanciis dausrulebel mexsierebaSia. Cemi 
amocanaa gavacocxlo misi mexsiereba...“. lia bagrationi

“I am an artist working with clay as I find it a fascinated medium. Clay 
is a matter eager to become a form. It takes forms of nature, forms 
ever shaped by human and never created forms that rest in the infinite 
memory of its substance. My goal is to set these forms free and bring 
to life the memories of clay...” Lia Bagrationi

About Lia Bagrationi
Lia Bagrationi lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. She is a member of 
the International Academy of Ceramics, associate professor at the 
State Academy of Arts and a co-founder of “The Clay Office”. She per-
manently exhibits her works in solo and group exhibitions nationally 
and internationally. Her works are inspired by the features of clay.
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lisa bidlingmaieri
Sveicaria

Lisa Biedlingmaier
Switzerland

„speqtaklis sazogadoeba“, 2100, instalacia

The Society of the Spectacle, 2010, installation

About Lisa Biedlingmaier 
Borin in 1975 in Tscheljabinsk/Ural, grew up 
in Georgia. 
Lives and works in Zurich and Stuttgart
Recent exhibitions include: “Echolot” at 
Binz39, Zürich; “About Glass Ceilings and Sticky 
Floors” at Kunstverein Wagenhallen, Stuttgart, 
Germany; “Ich versteh` nur Nordbahnhof”at 
Künstlerhaus Stuttgart; “Wagenhallen ausser 
Haus” at Galerie der Stadt Backnang; ”Ninka`s 
Institute for Democracy” – Screening at Kunst-
museum Stuttgart; ”ReCoCo – Life Under Rep-
resentational Regimes”at MoBY – Museums of 
Bat Yam, Israel; “Monument–Movement” at 
MUSECPMI, New York City

lisa bidlingmaieri sxvadasxva media saSualebebis gamoyenebiT, 
rogoricaa fotografia, video da instalacia, socialur siste
mebsa da maT konstruqciebs dadgenili sivrcis farglebSi asax
avs. sazogadoebaSi tradiciebis praqtikisa da politikis mier 
maTi instrumentad gamoyenebis sakiTxi misi gansakuTrebuli in
teresis sferoa.

Lisa Biedlingmaier reflects on social systems and their constructions 
within an assigned space using various media, such as photography, 
video or installation. Questions on the practice of traditions in societ-
ies and their instrumental use by politics are particularly in the focus 
of her interests. 
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„usaTauro“, 2014

Untitled, 2014

stefan biurgeri
Sveicaria

Stefan Burger
Switzerland

About Stefan Burger 
Born in 1977, lives and works in Zurich. 
He has had solo exhibitions in institutions 
including the Fotomuseum Winterthur, Is-
tituto Svizzero, Venice, and Kunstmuseum 
Stuttgart. Participations in Group exhibi-
tions include institutions like Kunsthalle 
Bern, Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst 
Zürich, Kunsthalle Nürnberg and Kunst-
halle Friedericianum Kassel. He has been 
received the Swiss Art Award, the ‚Follow 
Fluxus Stipendium’, Wiesbaden and in 2010 
won the Dr. Georg und Josi Guggenheim-
Stiftung Prize.
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musia qeburia
saqarTvelo

Musya Qeburia
Georgia

„siSiSvle“, 20082012, naxati, 

cifruli anabeWdi, sxvadasxva zoma

Nudity, 2008-2012, drawings, digital 
prints, various sizes

About Musya Qeburia
Born in 1991 lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. During 2007-2011 
studied media art and graphic design in Tbilisi State Academy of Arts. 
Since 2008 has participated in number of group and solo exhibitions 
held in Tbilisi, Georgia. Public art project Batumi Backyard Stories in 
2014. Works in Street art and mural painting.
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natalia avaliani
saqarTvelo

Natalia Avaliani
Georgia

„cxviri“, 2014, plakati, A2

A Nose, 2014, poster, A2

biografia ar maqvs. SemiZlia wlebi davwero, ra da rodis da
vamTavre, rom vswavlobdi 4 weli arsad – anu samxatvro aka
demiaSi, rom viswavle Jurnalistika radio TavisuflebaSi da 
rom viwyeb swavlas Teatraluri universitetis xelovnebis is
toriis samagistro programaze. magram es vis raSi ainteresebs. 
saintereso mxolod is aris, rom Cemi sayvareli jgufi roling 
stounzia, sayvareli wigni hari poteri, sayvareli filmi ki – 
mokali bili.

momwons wignis ydebis keTeba, Tumca aq Cemi yvelaze cudi ydebi 
moswonT. ras gaigeb. kidev Cemi grafikuli namuSevrebic momwons, 
lamazia. azrianic, Tumca ar mgonia, vinme azrze fiqrobdes. ten
denciis mixedviT, asec unda iyos. mainc mixaria, rom moswonT.

I have no biography. I can write about the dates, when and where I 
graduated, that I spent my 4 years nowhere (in Tbilisi State Academy 
of Arts) , that I learned Journalism in Radio Liberty Media School, and 
that I’m doing my MA in Fine Arts at the Theatre and Film State univer-
sity of Georgia. However, who cares about it all? The only thing that is 
interesting about me is that my favorite band is The Rolling Stones, my 
favorite book is Harry Potter and my favorite movie is Kill Bill.

I like to make book covers, but in Georgia, everyone likes the worst 
covers from my collection. Go Figure! I like my Graphic works, they 
are beautiful and insightful, although I don’t think anyone noticed the 
insight and depth within them. However, if these artworks are viewed 
only for their aesthetic value it is enough for me.
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About Mariam Natroshvili and Detu Jincha-
radze
On the streets, bridges, blank walls. In strange 
cities, forgotten stations, absurd buildings, 
ghost bathhouses, white cubes, abandoned 
shooting ranges, non – existing factories. Any-
where: art is a game. Forbidden, magic and 
ephemeral game. Something to change all.

axali ambebis muzeumi
saqarTvelo

The News Museum
Georgia

There was no war, nor revolution. 
Presidents have not changed, nor oligarchs. 
Bush did not come here, nor Shakira.
We did not dig out graves, or run to the streets chanting “Our Fa-
ther”.
We did not torture prisoners, did not kill people during interroga-
tions. 
We do not kill women, nor put infants into the well. 
We do not hate anyone different from us, nor do we give millions 
to who teaches us hatred. 
We do not think that killing is a usual incident, nor we hear the 
threats of a clergyman from Parliament. 
We do not demand corpses, nor record each other’s talks. 
We do not watch anybody, nor put arms and drugs into somebody 
house, we do not capture someone because of handful of grass. 
We do not run to the churches before elections. 
We do not hang dead pigs heads on Mosks, nor fight the Anti Christ 
inside the IDs.
We do not build barriers in front of the children that are different 
from ours. 
Two sisters never tried to burn a pregnant woman. 
The municipality of the city of Poti has never wanted to buy 114 
coffins. 

The News Museum is a special archive of Georgia’s nearest past. 
The things viewed on TV, in the black newspaper pages, something 
that has never happened, but could. 

The News Museum is a story. The story of how we get accustomed 
to cruelty and violence, hatred, aggression, absurd and impossible 
realities, and the story about how we all became indifferent.

arc omi momxdara, arc revolucia.
arc prezidentebi Secvlilan da arc oligarqebi.
arc buSi Camosula da arc Sakira.
arc gvamebi amogviTxria saflavebidan da arc rusTavelze gvirbe
nia mamao Cvenos ZaxiliT.
arc patimrebi gviwamebia da arc dakiTxvisas mogviklavs adamian
ebi.
arc qalebs vxocavT da arc bavSvebs vaxrCobT qvevrebSi.
arc gansxvavebulebi gvZuls da arc milionebs vCuqniT maT, vinc si
Zulvils gvaswavlis.
arc Sublis gaxvreta gvgonia Cveuli ambavi da arc sasuliero 
pirebis muqaras vismenT parlamentis tribunebidan.
arc gvamebs viTxovT da arc erTmaneTis saubrebs viwerT.
aravis vuTvalTvalebT, aravis vudebT saxlebSi iaraRsa da nar
kotiks, aravis vamwyvdevT cixeSi wlobiT balaxis gamo. 
arc eklesiebSi davrbivarT winasaarCevnod.
arc Rorebis Tavebs vkidebT meCeTebze da arc antiqristes vebrZviT 
ID baraTebSi.
arc Cveni Svilebisgan gansxvavebul bavSvebs vuqolavT karebs.
or das orsuli qalis dawva ar ucdia.
arc foTis municipaliteti acxadebs tenders 114 kuboze.

axali ambebis muzeumi saqarTvelos axlo warsulis movlenebis 
erTgvari arqivia, televiziis ekranebidan da Savi presis furcle
bidan danaxuli Tu wakiTxuli.
rac moxda, rac ar momxdara, rac SeiZleboda momxdariyo.

axali ambebis muzeumi ambavia, ambavi, Tu rogor miveCvieT sisastike
sa da Zaladobas, siZulvilsa da agresias, absurdsa da SeuZlebel 
realobas.
ambavia imisa, Tu rogor gavxdiT gulgrilebi.
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nino joxaZe
safrangeTi, saqarTvelo

Nino Gjokhadze
France, Georgia

About Nino Djokhadze
Born in 1990, a citizen of France, lives and 
works in Tbilisi, Georgia. In 2013, DNAP 
(Diplôme national d’arts plastiques) National 
Diploma in Fine Art. In 2013-2014, a Magister 
of the Tbilisi Academy of Arts. In 2004, intern 
at PETIT-QUEVILLY Architecture Cabinet – 
Atelier des 2 anges. In 2012, Internship with 
the Film-Director Jean-Batptiste Decavele. In 
2013-2014, intern at Tbilisi History Museum. 
In 2013-104, group exhibitions in Europe 
House and Tbilisi State Academy of Arts.

What is politics? Who are the politicians? As Machiavelli says “Every-
thing is not political, but politics is interested in everything”. There 
is pressure in society. Humans have become the passive spectators 
watching the over talented politician – “magicians”.

The politicians create the illusion of fighting for people and their 
rights. However, the only fight we see is the fight for their power and 
glory. 

People are only the little pawns of a “big game”.

ra aris politika? vin arian politikosebi? rogorc makiave
li ganmartavs „yvelaferi ar aris politikuri, Tumca poli
tika yvelafriT interesdeba“ sazogadoeba zewolis qveSaa. 
adamianebi pasiurad adevneben Tvals politikosebs – zedme
tad niWier „iluzionistebs“.

politikosebi qmnian iluzias, rom xalxisTvis da maTi ufle
bebisTvis ibrZvian. maTi erTaderTi brZola ki sakuTari Za
lauflebisa da didebisTvis brZolaa.

adamianebi mxolod „didi TamaSis“ patara paikebi arian.

„iluzia“, 2014, akrili, fotografia, 

qseroqsi muyaoze, A4

Illusion, 2104, Acrylic, photograph, 
Xerox on cardboard, A4
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nino lomaZe
saqarTvelo

Nino Lomadze
Georgia

„mirabos kulinaruli receptebi“, 20132014, intalacia, 

sxvadasxva sagani, naxati, teqsti, tilo, CarCo, 150X100 sm

Mirabeau’s Culinary Recipes, 2013-2-14, installation, various 
items, drawing, text, canvas, frame, 150X100 cm

About Nino Lomadze
Born in 1971, lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. In 1990-
1995 studied fine art in Tbilisi State Academy of fine Arts. In 
1995-1999, in Gerrit Rietveld Academy of fine Art as a stu-
det of free direction. Since 1990 guirp and solo exhibitions in 
Tbilisi Cultural House, Tbilisi History Museum. In 1995, solo 
show in Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam. In 2004, Guellman 
Gallry and MAF (Media Art Farm) featured her works at non 
commercial part of the Art-Moscow. Since 2009, group and 
solo exhibitions in Warsaw Poland, Transkavkajia Festival 
Zamok Ujazdowsky; Galeria Zero, Barcelona, Spain; Lennox 
Gallery, London. UK 

Her works are kept in: Galeria Zero, Barcelona, Spain, Mu-
seum of New Images, (Mail Art project, ND and private col-
lections in Japan.

In this work, I aimed at a description of humanity’s relation to already 
defined niches of a “system”. My poem “Mirabeau’s Culinary Recipes” 
acted as an inspiration for the work.

namuSevrSi msurda damefiqsirebina adamianis damokidebuleba 
ukve gansazRvrul „sistemur“ niSasTan. namuSevris inspiraciaa 
Cemi leqsi „mirabos kulinariuli receptebi“.
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pol buhenani
niderlandebi

Paul Buchanan
Netherlands

„mSieri da usaxlkaro agvisto“, 2014, adis 
abeba, mxatvari leptopiT, fotografia, 

sxvadaxva zoma

Hungry and Homeless August, 2014 Addis 
Ababa, artists with Laptop, photograph, size 
variable

„wiTeli abreSumis farda / peizaJi“, 

2014, fotografia, sxvadasxva zoma

Red silk curtain / landscape, 2014, 
photograph, size variable

About Paul Buchanan
Born in Glasgow (1970), and currently living and work-
ing in the Netherlands. My work is concerned with 
the exploration of the materiality, fixity and fluidity of 
spaces between borders. By creating conceptual visual 
responses through a variety of mediums, my work con-
tinually reflects upon itself in its production as a way 
to relate past, present and future possibilities by ren-
dering the materialityof ‘entities’, whilst exploring how 
they act as operative edges of the law, and the condi-
tion of democratic urban life.

The work that I have producing in Addis Ababa is part of an on-going 
collaboration with Artist BerhanuDeribewAshagrie from Addis Ababa.

The framework of the collaboration is to explore the new economic 
and social conditions emerging as a result of the country’s moderniza-
tion strategy, resulting in the neglect of core issues of the urban poor 
and the breakup of indigenous structures.

The work performs on a prophetic level, the message is provocative 
in the sense that it is a vision of the future, a future that has co-opted 
culture, land and economy through the continued implementation of a 
westernised model of development.

The use of the word “hungry” in the performance presents a brutal 
lack of understanding and empathy with its historical references to the 
past Ethiopian famine.

The performer reduces the power of the present “illusion of develop-
ment” within the city, by using technology, which co-opts the same 
spectacular, advertising / marketing techniques to seduce the public.

In doing so the device/performer provides a tangible and visible source 
for dialogue, as opposed to the invisibility of the economic power 
structures dominating the city. This direct visual and physical reference 
offers/ provokes the community towards a tangible source to chal-
lenge debate and discuss the wider more complex appropriation of 
culture and commodities with the artists involved.

A series of photographs were taken around various sites within the city 
of Addis Ababa in Aug 2014.

The projects objective is to develop a framework that responds to the 
aggressive modernization and development strategies that are cur-
rently creating conflict by the appropriation of land, resources and as-
sets from the indigenous communities within Addis Ababa.

The invisibility of these transformations from public to private owner-
ship draws comparisons to the wider associations with military conflict 
and as such is promoted by the same fiction being projected into the 
public domain that progress, solution and discussion is possible.

Suggestively the images invent a border, the fragility and fluidity of 
which offer the possibility of protection whilst also visually establish-
ing a breach.

Cemi namuSevari adis ababaSi amave qalaqis mkvidr mxatvarTan 
berhanu deribiu aSagrisTan mimdinare TanamSromlobis nawilia. 

TanamSromlobis CarCo, axali ekonomikuri da socialuri pi
robebis Seswavlaa, romelic qveynis modernizaciis Sedegad 
warmoiSva da ramac urbanuli, Raribi fenis ZiriTadi sakiTxebis 
mimarT uyuradReboba da adgilobrivi bunebrivi struqturebis 
moSla gamoiwvia. 

namuSevari winaswarmetyveluria. is provokaciulia radgan moma
vlis gamocnobas cdilobs. momavalSi dasavluri ganviTarebis 
modelis ganxorcielebis Sedegad, kultura, miwa da ekonomika 
kooptirebulia. 

sityva „mSieri“ performansSi, istoriuli referensiT eTi
opieli xalxis warsul SimSilobaze, gagebisa da TanagrZnobis 
sastik naklebobas gamoxatavs.

performeri TiTqos asustebs Tanamedrove qalaqis „ganviTa
rebis iluzias“ da igive teqnikas iyenebs, rasac sanaxaoba, reklama 
da marketingi iyenebs sazogadoebis sacduneblad. 

performeri, qalaqis ekonomikuri da Zalovani struqturebis 
uxilavobis sapirwoned, dialogis xelSesaxeb da TvalsaCino 
wyaros warmoaCens da mayurebels pirdapir vizualur da fizi
kur miniSnebas sTavazobs. mizani mayurebelsa da monawile mxat
vrebSi, kulturisa da qonebis kompleqsuri misakuTrebis Sesaxeb 
debatebis gamowvevaa. 

fotoseria adis ababaSi, 2014 wlis agvistoSia gadaRebuli. 
proeqtis mizani iseTi modelis Seqmnaa, romelic agresiuli 
ganviTarebis da modernizaciis strategiaze reagirebs, rac adis 
ababaSi, adgilobrivi Temebis miwis, resursebisa da simdidris 
misakuTrebis gamo, konfliqtis safuZvelia. 

sajarodan kerZo sakuTrebaSi gardaqmnis uxilavoba samxedro 
konfliqtis asociaciebs badebs da „fantastikis“ igive sfero
danaa, rac sazogadoebaSi progresis, problematuri sakiTxis 
gadawyvetis da diskusiis SesaZlebloba.

imijebi advilad gamosacnobi miniSnebebiT im sazRvrebs qmnian, 
romlebic myife da cvalebadia, Tumca Tavdacvis SesaZlebloba
sac moicaven.
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rima arslanovi
israeli

Rimma Arslanov
Israel

Video animation work Black Box, created in stop motion technique 
and shot in dark colored shades as a continuous night scene. Remains 
of organic flora and frag-ments of architecture become key actors, 
while they are growing life of their own. The video relates the subject 
of communication between worlds and offers a language of signs ex-
pressed in the form of variant volumes of light, as a sole manner for 
communication.

video animacia „Savi yuTi“, Tojinuri animaciis teqnikiTa da muqi 
feris CrdilebSi, uwyveti Ramis scenis kadriT Seiqmna. mTavari 
moqmedi pirebi organuli floris narCenebi da arqiteqturu
li fragmentebi arian, romlebic sakuTari cxovrebiT cxovro
ben. video exeba samyaroTa Soris kavSirs da mayurebels komuni
kaciis gansakuTrebul saxes – sinaTlis sxvadasxva raodenobiT 
gamoxatul niSnebis enas sTavazobs

„Savi yuTi“, 2014, video animacia, 

03’14”, kadris formati 3:2

Black Box, 2014, video animation, 
03’14”, Aspect Ratio 3:2

About Rimma Arslanov
Born in 1978, lives and works in Israel and Gremany. Selected Exhibi-
tions: 2014 – Campoi Gallery, Munich, Germany (solo); 2013 – Gray 
Noon, Kunstverein Leipzig, Germany (solo); Celeste Prize 2013 Final-
ist Exhibition, Rome, Italy (group); 2013 SIMULTAN FESTIVAL Popular 
Unknown, Romania (group); 5th Base Gallery Film Nights, London, UK 
(group); Breathing into the Hidden Tree, Blumen, Leipzig, Germany 
(solo); R+R=R (Collaboration with Roy Mordechay), Fresh Paint 6, Tel 
Aviv, Israel (solo); Arrival/Departure (Collaboration with Roy Mor-
dechay), Oranim Gallery, Israel (solo); 2012 – Kiss the Future, Schwartz 
Gallery, London, UK (group); Galicia, Mon Amour, Folly, Fantasy and 
Phantasm, BWA Sokol Gallery for Contemporary Art, Poland (group); 
Snipers on a Can, ST-ART, Israel (group)

Awards/Grants/ Residences: 2013/14 – Lepsien Art Foundation Grant, 
Dusseldorf, Germany; 2013 – Commissioned work for a special project 
in Fresh Paint 6 Art Fair, Tel-Aviv; Ministry of Aliyah and Immigrant Ab-
sorption Prize for Fine Art, Israel; Celeste Prize Finalist in the Video & 
Animation category; Blumen Artist Residency, Leipzig, Germany; 2012 
– Homesession, Artists in Residency Program, Barcelona, Spain; Pol-
lock-Krasner Foundation Grant, New York; Alix De Rothschild Award, 
Israel; Yehoshua Rabinowitz Foundation for the Arts, Israel.
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sofo qemokliZe
saqarTvelo

Sophia Kimoklidze
Georgia

„erTi mokvdavis sevda ufro srulia, vidre samyaro“ 
irakli Carkviani 

saqarTveloSi oTx milioniani mosaxleobidan naxevar milionze 
meti devnilia, xolo qveynis teritoriis 20%ze meti okupirebu
li. mcocavi okupacia mavTulxlarTebiT dResac grZeldeba.

“The sorrow of one mortal is larger, than that of the universe” 
Irakli Charkviani

In Georgia’s population of around 4 million, about half of a million 
are Internally Displaced Persons (IDP). More than 20 percent of the 
territory is occupied. The creeping occupation continues as re-in-
stalling the barbed wires is in progress.

About Sophia Kemoklidze 
Born in 1976 lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. In 1994-2000, 
studied in the Tbilisi State Acad-
emy of Arts. She has held solo 
exhibitions in 2011 and 2013. 
In 2011, has participated “Free 
Fall”, Artisterium IV, Tbilisi Inter-
national Contemporary Art Exhi-
bition and Art Events. Since 2000 
has participated in public art 
projects “Tagging My Soul Under-
ground” and “Lost Space” (2009), 
in Tbilisi Georgia. During 2000-
2007 worked with the Hobby Gal-
lery, Tbilisi. She has exhibited in 
Kunsthandel’t Galereike, Holland 
in 2006 and Georgian National 
Gallery in 2000.

„sofia sademarkacio xazTan“, 2013, foto dokumentacia, 

Sida qarTli, sofeli aZvi, sxvadasxva zoma

Sophia at the Demarcation Line, 2013, photo documentation, 
Central Georgia, Adzvi Village, various sizes
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About Tamara Kanashvili
Lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. Exhibitions and 
events include Art See, “Meeting Point – Underwheel” 
in 2013, Aspei – “Literature and Art between East and 
West” in State Museum of Georgia Literature, in 2104.

„konkursi“, 2013, tilo, zeTi, 100X140 sm

Contest, 2013, oil on canvas, 100X140 cm

Tamara kanaSvili
saqarTvelo

Tamara Kanashvili
Georgia
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TaTa metiviSvili, qeTi orjonikiZe
saqarTvelo

Tata Metivishvili, Keti Orjonikidze
Georgia

About Tata Metivishvili
Born in 1986, lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. Work sin photog-
raphy. Since 2013, participation in 
the events “Kolga” Tbilisi Photo, 
“Photogazapxuli 2004”.

About Keti Orjonikidze
Born in 1988 lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. HE IS a profes-
sionally trained singer and piano 
layer. She has started as an ama-
teur photographer. First time col-
laboration with Tata Metivishvili in 
2013.

gamofenidan „fotogrametri“, 2013

From the exhibition “Photogrammetry, 2013
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valeri koCarovi
saqarTvelo

Valeri Kocharov
Georgia

„maisuris sibrZne“, 2014, ferwera maisurze, mudmivi, 

recxvadi rezinis saRebavi, sxvadasxva zoma

T-shirt Wisdom, 2014, painting on T-shirt, permanent 
washable rubber paint, various sizes

About Valeri Kocharov
Lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. 
Studied design in Tbilisi Academy 
of Arts, St. Petersburg and Riga 
Academies of Arts. Exhibits locally 
and internationally since 1974.
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zura afxazi
saqarTvelo

Zura Aphkhazi
Georgia

About Zura Apkhazashvili
Born in 1968 lives and works in Tbilisi, 
Georgia. In 1983-1987 studied art in Art 
College in Tskhinvali, South Ossetia. In 
1996, graduated after Tbilisi State Acad-
emy of Arts. Since 1996, participates in 
the group exhibition in Moscow Central 
House of Arts (1996), GI-Gallery (1998, 
1998), Tbilisi, Tbilisi History Museum 
(2004, 2008), “Gallery 41 Degree” of 
Tbilisi State Museum of Georgian Lit-
erature (2002), GTS-Hall, Tbilisi (2005). 
Internationally his works were shown 
in Gallery Lisstros and the State Gallery, 
Berlin, Regensburg. He showed solo in 
Gala Gallery in 2014.

Own LHC

proeqti inspirirebulia Cernis laboratoriis imijebiT, konstruqciebiT, war
mobeuli kvlevebis masStabebiT, miznebiT. gamofenis saxelwodebaSi gamoyenebuli 
abreviatura, erTis mxriv, avtoris STagonebis wyaroze mianiSnebs, meores mxriv 
ki misi erTgvari TamaSia, romelic miznad ar isaxavs konkretuli laboratoriis 
kvlevebis ilustracias. mxatvari sakuTar laboratorias, samyaros gvTavazobs, 
sadac ukve nacnobi imijebi axlebur urTierTqmdebaSia da TiToeul adamians saku
Tari interpretaciis, origialuri wakiTxvis saSualebas sTavazobs. 

gala galerea, 2014

Own LHC

The project is inspired by the images, constructions, research scale and goals of the Cern 
laboratory. The abbreviation employed in the exhibition title responds to the author’s 
source of inspiration, and it appears as a certain game that does not imply an illustration of 
scientific achievements of the specific laboratory. The Artist offers his personal laboratory, 
his world, where familiar images start to exist in a new correlation, suggesting the possibil-
ity of our own interpretation and understanding.

Gala Gallery, 2014

gamofenidan Own LHC, 2014 „usaTauro“, 20122014, 
instalacia, sarke, ferwera, 214X300 sm

gala galereis sakuTreba

From the exhibition Own LHC, 2014
Untitled, 2012-2014, installation, mirror, painting, 214X300 cm
Courtesy Gala Gallery

gala galerea warmoadgens
Gala Gallery presents
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27 wlis var.  
umuSevari.
me saxe davkarge.
davkarge azrebi da sityvebi.
davkarge miznebi da ocnebebi. 
Cavkete yvela kari da adamianebTan urTierToba damaviwyda.
mxolod vWam da mZinavs.
hiuston problema gvaqvs, Cven ararealizebulebi varT!!!

I’m 27 years old. 
I’m unemployed. 
I lost my face.
I lost ideas and words.
I lost targets and dreams. 
I closed all doors and forget how to communicate.
I only eat and sleep now.
Houston, we have a problem, we are unfulfilled!!!

niko somxiSvili
saqarTvelo

Niko Somkhishvili
Georgia

„me saxe davkarge“, 2014, Sav/TeTri 

foto seria, sxvadasxva zoma

I Lost my Face, 2014, B/W photo 
series, various sizes

About Niko Somkhishvili
Born in 1987 in Gori, Georgia. Stud-
ied Journalism at Tskhinvali State 
University. Started Photography 
in 2012.  In 2014, collaborated 
with the Gori Photographers Club. 
In 2014, open air photo exhibi-
tion within the event of “Days of 
Gori”. In 2014, the first place prize 
in Artisterium and Photoessay On-
line Magazines joint photo contest 
“Houston, we have a problem!”. The 
project was exhibited at Artisterium 
7 / 2014.

qarTuli onlain 
Jurnalis „fotoese“ 
da „artisteriumi 
2014“is erToblivi 
fotokonkursis 
„hiuston, problema 
gvaqvs!“ gamarjvebuli 
avtori 

A winner of the photo 
contests “Houston, we 
have a Problem!” held 
by Georgian online 
magazine “Photoessay” 
and the Artisterium 2014
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arsaidan

Son eduardsi, piter finemori, fern tomasi, bedvair 

uiliamsi, lois uiliamsi, siu uiliamsi, kreg vudi

„artisteriumi 7“is Tema „hiuston, problema gvaqvs!“ 

SemoqmedebiT process destruqciis gamomwvevi kon

fliqtebisa da winaaRmdegobebisken mimarTavs. is 

monawileebs personaluri, mxatvruli, filoso

fiuri, socialurpolitikuri, garemosdacviTi 

an raime sxva saxis problemebis asaxvisken mouwo

debs. Temis dakavSireba SesaZlebelia yvela saxis 

gaumarTaobasTan, romelic „sistemaSi“ areulobas, 

imedgacruebas da qaoss iwvevs. „sistemaSi“, romelic 

urTierTqmediT da urTierTdakavSirebuli kompo

nentebis integrirebuli mTlianobaa.

 

gamofenaSi „arsaidan“ Svidi mxatvari problemebs 

Taviseburad xedavs. bedvair uiliamsi sruli post

katastrofis apokaliptur situacias warmoaCens, 

Tumca uxeSi antiutopiuri (u)wesrigoba qaosidan 

swrafad aRadgens Tavs. fern tomasi ganadgurebisa 

da Seqmnis polusebs acocxlebs, zogjer Tandayo

lil Zaladobas da maTTan Cvens ambivalentur 

damokidebulebas. kreg vudi cdilobs aCvenos ro

gor moqmedebs Cvens „patara“ cxovrebaze „didi“ 

geopolitikuri movlenebi. lois uiliamsi ojaxur 

cxovrebas sxva kuTxiT uyurebs, is im sevdian brZo

laze mianiSnebs, romelic aRusrulebel gegmebTan, 

danakargsa da sikvdilTanaa dakavSirebuli da Cvens 

garSemo arsebuli sagnebis msgavsad, adamianuri yo

fis nawilia.

Son eduardsis namuSevari im problemebs ganasax

ierebs, romlebsac mxatvari xelovnebis Seqmnisas 

exeba. esaa saxelosnos da galereis, masalis da 

procesis, xelovnebis dasrulebuli nawarmoebis 

da mayureblis uerTierTqmedeba. piter finemori 

samyaros mikrokosmoss sakuTar baRSi qmnis da an

arqiuli iumoriT warmoaCens cxovrebas globaluri 

konfliqtidan, yofis absurdulobamde. siu uiliam

si identobis Rrmad problemur qmnadobas ikvlevs, 

gansakuTrebiT „qalurobis“ ideas e.w. postfeminis

turi samyaroSi, sadac pirovneba da urTierTobebi 

korozirebulia gviani kapitalizmis momxmarebluri 

da selebriTuli kulturiT. Svidive mxatvris namu

Sevari sirTules, konfrontacias, dilemas efuZneba. 

„realuri“ xelovneba xom msgavsi Temebis kvlevas 

isaxavs miznad. winaaRmdeg SemTxvevaSi, ratom unda 

SeviwuxoT Tavi misi keTebiT?

saTauri „arsaidan“ garkveuli doziT xumrobasac Sei

cavs da gvaxsenebs, rom didi da patara, globaluri 

da piradi problemebi yovelTvis moulodnelad 

dgeba da Tavs gafrTxilebis gareSe gvatydeba − „ar

saidan“ modis, rodesac ukve Zalzed gviania. zogjer 

problemebis mizezebsac vxedavT, Tumca es maSin xdeba, 

rodesac maTi SeCereba ukve SeuZlebelia. „arsaidan“ 

kargi saxelia gamofenisTvis, romelSic patara qvey

nis Svidi mxatvari monawileobs. qveynis, romlis 

Sesaxeb umetesobas bundovani warmodgena aqvT. „said

an?“ − gaocebulad ubruneben kiTxvas mas, vinc ambobs 

rom uelsidanaa. „arsaidan“ aseve piraduli mniSvn

elobis matarebelia: gamofena TbilisSi, 2001 wels, 

ori kuratoris sruliad SemTxveviTi, „arsaidan“ 

Sexvedris 13 wliT dagvianebuli Sedegia. 

martin barlou

vato wereTeli

uelsis saerTaSoriso xelov nebisa da britaneTis 

sabWos mxardaWeriT.

Tanamedrove 
xelovnebis 
centri – 
Tbilisi.
uelsi, didi 
britaneTi

Center of 
Contemporary 
Art – Tbilisi.
Wales, UK

Out of Nowhere

Sean Edwards, Peter Finnemore, Fern Thomas, Bedwyr Williams, 
Lois Williams, Sue Williams, Craig Wood

Artisterium 7’s theme of ‘Houston, we have a problem’ directs the 
creative process towards conflicts and contradictions that create 
destructive processes. It asks participants to reflect on problems, 
whether of a personal, artistic, philosophical, socio-political, 
environmental or any other nature. It can be linked to all kinds 
of malfunction that may cause disorder, frustration, and chaos 
within a ‘system’, that is, a set of interacting and interdependent 
components forming an integrated whole.

Each in his or her own way, the seven artists in Out Of Nowhere 
look at problems, and forms, however subtle, of malfunction 
or disorder. Bedwyr Williams presents a scenario of full post-
disaster apocalypse, although a gross dystopian (dis)order 
quickly establishes itself out of the chaos. Fern Thomas evokes 
the related poles of destruction and creation, the violence 
sometimes inherent to them, and our ambivalent relationship 
to them. Craig Wood subtly suggests the way the effects of ‘big’ 
geopolitics across countries and continents eventually impact in 
some way to disrupt our ‘small’ domestic lives. Lois Williams looks 
at that domestic life from a different perspective, hinting at the 
melancholy struggle against unfulfilment, loss and death which, 
behind the everyday objects of home which we gather around 
our lives, are part of the human condition. Sean Edwards’s work 
embodies the problems the artist addresses in making art itself 
in the complex relationships of studio to gallery space, materials 
and process to finished art work, and art work to audience. Peter 
Finnemore creates a microcosm of the wider world in his own 
garden, using anarchic humour to illuminate themes ranging from 
global conflict to the absurdities of our existence. Sue Williams 
explores the deeply problematic construction of identity, and 
particularly the construction of ‘femininity’, in a so-called post-

feminist world where the realities of personality and relationship 
are corroded by late-capitalism’s culture of consumerism and 
celebrity. The work of all the artists, then, emerges from some 
perception of difficulty, clash, dilemma. But then perhaps all 
‘real’ art needs some such perception to bring it into existence, 
otherwise why bother making it?

The title Out Of Nowhere playfully suggests that in life, 
problems large and small, global and personal, always seem to 
arrive unexpectedly, to hit us without warning, to come ‘out of 
nowhere’. Of course, when it is too late, we can usually find the 
causes or signs of it which we simply did not see or ignored when 
me might have done something to stop it. Even more playfully, 
Out of Nowhere is probably a good title for an exhibition of the 
work of seven artists from a small country of which few people 
have more than a very hazy notion: ‘Where?’ is usually the 
puzzled response to someone saying they are from Wales. Out of 
Nowhere also has a more personal meaning: the exhibition comes 
ultimately from a completely chance encounter between the two 
curators in Tbilisi in 2001. That is, it is a result thirteen years later 
of a meeting which came ‘out of nowhere’.

Martin Barlow
Wato Tsereteli

Supported by Wales Arts International and the British Council.
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„ext“, 2014, erTarxiani video, 26’00”
„borcvis fermeri“, 2011, cifruli anabeWdi, 

300X200 sm

Echt, 2014, single channel video, 26’00”
The Hill Farmer, 2011, digital print, 300X200 cm

„daWmuWnuli ruka“ (# 1), 2014, nabeWdi ruka qaRaldze, diametri 30 sm

Crumpled Map (No.1), 2014, printed map on paper, 30 cm diameter

„minis qveSidan“, 2010dRemde, Spaleri, 
nabeWdi teqsti qaRaldze, magida, saubris 
audio Canaweri yursasmeniT, Spaleri kris 

teilorTan erTad, damzadebulia Graham 
and Brownis mier, asistenti tivi devisi, 

sxvadasxva zoma

From Under Glass, 2010-present, Wallpaper*, 
printed text on paper, table, spoken audio via 
headphones (*wallpaper with Chris Taylor), 
Wallpaper printing by Graham and Brown. 
Typesetting assistant Tivy Davies, Dimensions 
variable

bedvair uiliamsi
Bedwyr Williams

kreg vudi
Craig Wood

About Craig Wood
Born in 1960 in Edinburgh, Scotland. Lives and 
works in Laugharne, Wales. 2014: Farm Shop, Oriel 
Myrddin Gallery, Carmarthen, Wales. 2013: Sichuan 
Fine Art Institute, Chongqing, China. 2010: We Have 
The Mirrors, We Have The Plans, Mostyn, Llandud-
no, Wales; Blank Cheque, Scuola Internazionale di 
Grafica, Venice, Italy. 2009: Wallpaper to Complete, 
Smithsonian Institution, New York, USA (with Chris 
Taylor).

Craig Wood investigates the relationship of local to 
global, of micro to macro in which each individual 
finds him/herself. Humble materials such as house-
hold objects and wallpaper convey with subtle 
humour the effects of major geopolitical shifts on 
‘small’ domestic lives, as when his teenage daugh-
ter’s eyes gaze out from wallpaper, questioning the 
world we are creating for her generation. Texts offer 
half-surreal commentary on imagined dynamics of 
social change, while map pieces express Wood’s de-
light at finding his map of Tbilisi being utterly disre-
garded by the inhabitants he encountered (a legacy 
of maps being banned as potential means of subver-
sion during the Soviet era), in favour of the active 
psycho geographies of the city living in their minds.

About Bedwyr Williams
Born in 1974 in St Asaph, Wales. Lives and works in Caernarfon, Wales. 2014: ‘Primal Archi-
tecture’, Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin, Ireland; ‘Echt’, Salzburger Kunstverein, Salzburg, 
Austria; ‘Echt’, Tramway, Glasgow, Scotland (part of Glasgow International); ‘Hotel 70°’, Mostyn, 
Llandudno, Wales. 2013: ‘The Starry Messenger’, Wales Pavilion, Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy; 
‘Ernste Tiere’, Bonner Kunstverein, Bonn, Germany; ‘Performa 13’, New York City, USA. 2012: 
‘My Bad’, Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, England. 2010: ‘We Have The Mirrors, We Have The Plans’, 
Mostyn, Llandudno, Wales.

Bedwyr Williams draws on his experience of the world to make work that is simultaneously 
highly satirical and deadly serious, revealing both his and society’s neuroses and idiosyncrasies. 
Through live performance, installation, video and other media he looks at everything from liv-
ing in rural Wales to experiencing the end of the world. Echt imagines a post-apocalyptic fu-
ture where survivors of a disaster experience troubled sleep in an over-crowded sports hall. In 
the dystopian world outside, status is based on conspicuous consumption, hoarders and their 
hangers-on rule from former night clubs, and the rest are just average-sized people in over-sized 
situations.
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fern tomasi
Fern Thomas

lois uiliamsi
Lois Williams

About Fern Thomas
Born in 1983 in Neath, Wales. Lives and works in Swansea, Wales, and Copenhagen, Denmark.
2014: ‘Farm Shop’, Oriel Myrddin Gallery, Carmarthen, Wales; ‘The Green Room’, Trust New Art, 
Tynesfield, England; ‘Ephemeral Coast’, Mission Gallery, Swansea, Wales; ‘Kin & Cargo’, MICA, 
Baltimore, USA. 2013: ‘Let’s See What Happens…’, Glynn Vivian Art Gallery, Swansea, Wales. 
2012: ‘When the moon fell out of orbit’, Mission Gallery, Swansea, Wales, ‘Curator’s Egg, Altera 
Pars’, Anthony Reynolds Gallery, London, England, ‘Audiograft’, Sonic Art Research Unit, Oxford, 
England. 

Fern Thomas works in the field of social sculpture with performance, installation, video, sound 
and text. Manifesting themselves in action, live or documented, her process-led and intuitive 
explorations focus on simple transformative gestures or responsive actions, and allow for a slow 
and careful dialogue to reveal what is hidden, buried or lost. Creation Stories contemplates the 
link between creativity and violence in basic physical actions. The unexpected, thunderous explo-
sions accompanying the slowed-down footage of various simple acts, harmless in themselves, 
produce a sense of awe as if they are the sounds of worlds forming or disintegrating, or of nuclear 
extinction.

„Seqmnis ambebi“, 2005, erTarxiani video, 4’52”

Creation Stories, 2005, single channel video, 4’52”

„amedevne, rogorc Crdili“, 2014, 

Sereuli media, sxvadasxva zoma

Follow, as a Shadow, 2014, mixed 
media, dimensions variable

About Lois Williams
Born in 1953 in Denbigh, Wales. Lives and works 
in St Asaph, Wales. 2013-14 ‘Open Books’, Na-
tional Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, 
Sanshang Museum Of Contemporary Art, Hang-
zhou, China, Logan Art Gallery, Queensland, 
Australia, University of New South Wales Acad-
emy Library, Canberra, Australia. 2013: ‘Un Uni-
verso Poliedrico’, MuVIM, Valencia, Spain. 2012: 
‘Arcady’, Goat Major Projects, Cardiff, Wales. 
2011: ‘One-Room Living’, Tbilisi State Academy 
of Arts, Tbilisi, Georgia (as part of Artisterium 
IV); ‘Lifetime to Legacy’, National Museum of 
Wales, Cardiff.

Using made, found and altered objects and nat-
ural materials such as paper, wax, felt, wool and, 
latterly, delicate watercolour drawings, Lois Wil-
liams makes sculptural installations which refer 
to matters of identity and memory and their 
experience within everyday life. Behind the 
everyday objects of home, which we assemble 
around our lives, she suggests. Lays the struggle 
against unfulfilment, loss and death, which are 
part of the human condition. The objects in Fol-
low, As A Shadow are simply sewn and use as 
their subjects things such as the artist’s father’s 
shoe, a bell, a jug, a sheep’s skull that sits by the 
door of her house. As individual objects, they 
seem insignificant, but when brought together 
they sum up a life.
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About Peter Finnemore
Born in 1963 in Llanelli, Wales. Lives and works in Llanelli, Wales. 
2014: ‘Nature Boy’, Millennium Arts Court Arts Centre, Portad-
own, Northern Ireland, One Day Exhibition/Film Screening, Argo 
Centre for Art and Media, Brussels, Belgium, ‘Aur’, Millennium 
Centre, Cardiff, Wales. 2013: ‘From Common Differences’, St 
David’s Hall, Cardiff, Wales, ‘Whats Down There’, Elysium Gal-
lery, Swansea, Wales. 2012: ‘An Uncommon Past’, Sichuan Fine 
Art Gallery, Chongqing, China, ‘Supertramp’, g39 Gallery, Cardiff, 
Wales, ‘The Silent Village’, DOX Centre of Contemporary Art, 
Prague, Czech Republic.

Dream-like, unsettling, irreverent and seriously funny, Peter 
Finnemore’s photographs, installations and films, made under 
the umbrella title Zen Gardner, use the camouflaged/green man 
figure as their central motif. Wonder and humour illuminate 
broader questions about human experience and perception in 
this selection from around 70 short films made in the artist’s 
garden in rural Wales during 2004–2010. The garden becomes a 
site of experimentation, the setting for a series of situations and 
performances, and a microcosm of the wider world, as the work 
tackles themes ranging from conflict and machismo to environ-
mental issues, pagan folklore and existential absurdities.

piter finemori
Peter Finnemore

„Suqis Sxapi“, 20042010, 

erTarxiani video, 1’31”

Light Showers, 2004-2010, 
single channel video, 1’31”

„saTburis efeqti“, 20042010, 

erTarxiani video, 2’19”

The Greenhouse Effect, 2004-
2010, single channel video, 2’19”

siu uiliamsi
Sue Williams

About Sue Williams
Born in Redruth, Cornwall, England. Lives and works in Cardiff, Wales. 2014: ‘Home’, Dean Clough Gallery, Halifax, 
England, ‘Three/Tair’ Gallery Ten, Cardiff, Wales. 2013-14: 14 ‘Open Books’, National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, 
Wales, Sanshang Museum Of Contemporary Art, Hangzhou, China, Logan Art Gallery, Queensland, Australia, Uni-
versity of New South Wales Academy Library, Canberra, Australia. 2012: ‘Poke Me’ Ffin-y-Parc Gallery, Llanrwst, 
Wales and SL Gallery, London, England. 2011: ‘Carte Blanche’, Analix Forever, Geneva, Switzerland. 2010: ‘Sue Wil-
liams & Robert Slingsby’, Gallery Genesis, Athens, Greece, ‘We Have The Mirrors, We Have The Plans’, Mostyn, 
Llandudno, Wales.

Suggesting endless cycles of overheard arguments, conversations and encounters in pubs, clubs and bars – and the 
privacy of home – Sue Williams’s raw, uneasy works explore our boundless capacity as human beings for miscom-
munication in what is said, what is meant and what is understood. Lips Barely Moving exposes the part in this pro-
cess played by the relentless sexualisation of women and young girls in contemporary society. Driven by consumer-
ism, its corrosive effects on individuals and relationships underlie the anxieties and ill-tempered misunderstandings 
of Williams’s women, men, lovers, wives and husbands, who vainly strive to experience the impossibly idealised 
versions of emotional and sexual gratification peddled by the media, and unconsciously measure their flawed daily 
realities against them.

„SeumCnevlad moZravi tuCebi“, 2014, 

instalacia, naxati, sxvadasxva zoma

Lips Barely Moving, 2014, installation of 
drawings, dimensions variable
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About Sean Edwards
Born in 1980 in Cardiff, Wales, lives and works 
in Abergavenny, Wales. 2014: Mostyn, Llan-
dudno, Wales; Limoncello, London, England. 
2013: Chapter, Cardiff, Wales; ‘Drawn In Cur-
sive’, Netwerk, Aalst, Belgium. 2012: Kunst-
verein Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany. 2011: 
Liminocello, London, England; Tanya Leighton, 
Gallery, Berlin, Germany; Spike Island, Bristol, 
England. 2010: ‘We Have The Mirrors, We 
Have The Plans’, Mostyn, Llandudno, Wales.

Sean Edwards’s work investigates the sculp-
tural potential of the everyday, frequently us-
ing remnants of previous activities as a start-
ing point. There is often a sense of objects 
being in-progress, indeterminate and open 
to change, with the audience invited to play 
a part in the work’s creation. Completion is 
only ever realised in the exhibition environ-
ment, undermining perceptions of the gallery 
as a space for fully achieved artworks closed 
to further development. The works intention-
ally hold within themselves a sense of failure, 
often through the impoverished materials and 
techniques used. The seemingly incidental 
and casual nature of the work is a defining 
characteristic, its origins traversing the bridge 
between studio and gallery, the complex yet 
intrinsic relationship in which Edwards’ prac-
tice lies.

Son eduardsi
Sean Edwards

„sworad dadeba“, 2014, media – 

ix. teqsti, sxvadaxva zoma

Putting Right, 2014, Medium – see 
elsewhere, dimensions variable

Media of work ‘Putting Right’

15a Cremer Street support medium density fibreboard drywall screws / Practice Object ceramic cup coffee 
stains / Practice Object glass card paint / Practice Object glass wooden toy / Practice Object tape paper / 
Practice Object wood marker pen pin / Practice Object phono lead / Practice Object formica fine surface fill-
er graphite / Practice Object cotton webbing / Practice Object twig ink / Practice Object tissue lint / Practice 
Object spray paint aluminium / Practice Object frame ink / Practice Object dado rail paint / Practice Object 
plywood paint / Practice Object tesco carrier bag / Practice Object plug burnt match / Practice Object staple 
card magazine cut outs / Practice Object skirting board / Practice Object linoleum sample ink / Practice Ob-
ject paper pencil gouache / Practice Object card tape marker pen / Practice Object newspaper tape / Prac-
tice Object gaffer tape masking tape marker pen / Practice Object plaster elastic bands / Practice Object rail-
way gauge material unknown / Practice Object pine masking tape graphite / Practice Object card gouache 
/ Practice Object masking tape roll gouache / Practice Object steel ruler brass / Practice Object oak spray 
paint / Practice Object wooden handles gouache / Practice Object card gouache / Practice Object chipboard 
gouache / Practice Object plaster card / Practice Object foam board tape contains paper colouring pencil 
/ Practice Object toilet tissue paper gouache / Practice Object plumbing rings /Practice Object lid yellow 
snooker ball / Practice Object MDF steel bracket screw / Practice Object mdf paint holes / Practice Object 
softplay ball / Practice Object mahogany household paint / Practice Object shoebox rolled keeleys / Practice 
Object paper cup gouache / Practice Object dulux paint sample pinks / Practice Object paper gouache rust 
/ Practice Object paper gouache / Practice Object paper tray pocket lint badge / Practice Object sandpaper 
/ Practice Object rolled inkjet prints / Practice Object steel / Practice Object snooker balls / Practice Object 
cup straw / Practice Object glass paper / Practice Object cup invoice water stain / Practice Object cotton reel 
/ Practice Object dust / Practice Object tape paper / Practice Object hardboard pine paint / Practice Object 
cotton reel surface filler graphite / Practice Object beech post it notes / Practice Object tape / Practice Ob-
ject hardboard photocopy gouache / Practice Object tea towel paint snooker chalk traces / Practice Object 
glasses glass bulb / Practice Object gilfach quilters open / Practice Object florist paper / Practice Object brit-
ish railways cup enamel paint / Practice Object shoebox graphite tape / Practice Object MDF ink / Practice 
Object 35mm film rolls / Practice Object paper / Practice Object card staple / Practice Object cardboard box 
tracing paper / Practice Object dolls house paper / Practice Object Tom Pitt oil board / Loose Sheet inkjet 
print pencil tape / Loose Sheet newspaper pencil ink tape / Loose Sheet inkjet print pencil tape / Loose Sheet 
inkjet print pencil tape / Loose Sheet inkjet print tape / Loose Sheet 35mm film acetate post it notes penci / 
Loose Sheet ink tape / Loose Sheet inkjet print pencil / Loose Sheet inkjet print / Loose Sheet pencil / Loose 
Sheet photocopy pencil / Loose Sheet ink / Lost Object MDF off cuts spray paint / Notebook 16 / RF Digital 
Transfer* / Practice Object card tape inkjet pint / Practice Object plywood japanese paper samples / Practice 
Object magazine tear sheet / Practice Object inkjet print tape / Practice Drawing photocopies tape / Prac-
tice Object newsprint collage / Practice Object dolls house paper / Practice Drawing silk screen print paper / 
Practice Drawing Photocopy / Practice Drawing Photocopy / Untitled 2007/2013 Framed Giclee Print / Lost 
Object spray paint / Lost Object graphite / Untitled 2009/2013 Framed Giclee Print *One of those chance 
moments when two people think of/about the same thing. His was far superior to mine so mine remained 
in notebook as an idea. (note from page 40, Notebook November 2011 on Richard Bevan’s 16mm film rf#)
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riyis qva, simdidre, ganZi, nagavi

mxatvrebi:

batl studio

tobi li & pavel voitasiki & ernst kareli 

meri matingli

stefani suiko

kuratori:

lidia meTiu

„riyis qva, simdidre, ganZi, nagavi“ amerikeli mxatvrebisa da 

dizainerebis proeqtia, romelic miznad samomxmareblo kul

turis saziano gavlenis kvlevas, kritikasa da Semcirebis mcd

elobas isaxavs. seriozuli, iumoriT savse, poeturi da prag

matuli proeqtebi gviCvenebs, Tu rogor SeiZleba vizualurad 

da amave dros aqtiurad garemos dacvis im problemebis ganx

ilva, romelic xels uSlis Cvens yoveldRiur cxovrebas. sx

vadasxva SemoqmedebiTi strategiebis gamoyenebiT, isini kiTxvis 

niSnis qveS ayeneben did ekonomikur da socialur sistemebs, 

romlebic xels uwyoben aramdgradi narCenebis warmoebas. namu

Sevrebi adamianur da ekoorientirebul Rirebulebebs gamox

ataven, im sagnebis xazgasmiT an gardaqmniT, rasac gauazreblad 

uarvyofT. urbanul da globalur dinamikasTan mimarTebaSi 

narCenebis repoziciiT da maTi meoradi gadamuSavebis xarjze 

mxatvrul namuSevrad gardaqmniT, mxatvrebi kritikul kiTxvebs 

provocireben: ra saxis sagnebs vafasebT, vaufasurebT an rom

eli maTgani saWiroebs dRes saswrafo gadafasebas? 

2014 wels gamocemul artistul ganacxadSi videosaTvis saxel

wodebiT „erTeuli nakadi“, tobi li, pavel voitasiki da ernst 

kareli, yvelaze Rrma, koleqtiuri TeTri laqebidan erTer

Tze mianiSneben:

„rogorc pirovnebebi da rogorc sazogadoeba grZel gzas 

gavdivarT, raTa davrwmundeT, rom Cveni narCenebi mxedvelo

bis miRma rCeba da Cvens mier gamoyenebuli sagnebis trans

formaciis ciklis mxolod mcire nawili viciT. umravlesoba 

CvenTaganisaTvis, nivTis cxovreba nagvis urnaSi an meoradi 

gamoyenebis urnaSi misi moTavsebiT mTavrdeba; nivTi, romelic 

aRar gamoiyeneba, misi Semdgomi gavlenis ekologiuri Sedegis 

msgavsad, gadis Cveni mxedvelobis arealidan.“

„erTeul nakadSi“, multidisciplinarulma, TanamSromlo

baze orientirebulma jgufma, romelic reJisorebis, anTro

pologebisa da bgeris mxatvrebisagan Sedgeba, gamoaswora 

narCenebis uxilavobis mzakvruli problema da dagvanaxa Tu 

ra xdeba nagvis bunkers miRma. detalebze dakvirvebidan didi 

proporciebis mqone abstraqciaze gadasvliT, maT mayurebeli 

aSSSi, masaCusetis Statis qalaq bostonSi mdebare, masalebis 

gadamamuSavebel umsxviles obieqtze SeyavT. isini gvahipnoze

ben gadamamuSavebeli konveiris lentebis da samuSao procesis 

meqanikuri riTmebis dokumentirebiT. miuxedavad imisa, rom 

meoradi gadamuSavebis sistemebi, nagavsayrelebSi moTavsebul 

sagnebs inertul masalad qcevisgan icavs da sazogadoebrivi 

sanitariis ufro mdgrad formas gvTavazobs, didi moculobis 

nagavSi Cveni koleqtiuri problemis – sazogadoebaSi uzomobis 

kulturis fesvebi vlindeba. „erTeuli nakadi“, sityvis gareSe, 

bgeriTi da vizualuri meditaciis saSualebiT momxmarebluri 

cxovrebis stilis STambeWdav da monumentur Sedegebze migvaniS

nebs. 

mxatvari meri matingli ikvlevs, moiTxovs Tu ara nivTi pa

suxismgeblobas da umjobesi iqneboda Tu ara sazogadoebisT

vis usicocxlo sagnis „cocxlad“ aRqma. 2012 wels man proeqti 

„saxli da samyaro“ daiwyo. is niu iorkSi, mcire zomis, ekono

miur samuSao da sacxovrebel garemoSi gadavida da mxolod 

yoveldRiurobisa da xelovnebisTvis aucilebel „pirveladi 

moxmarebis sagnebs“ iyenebda. iqamde arsebuli qonebis udidesi 

nawilis gadayris win, merim yoveli nivTis arqeologiis kvl

eva da materialuri warmoSobidan adgilobriv nagavsayrelze 

maT gardauval dakrZalvamde, maTi cxovrebis ciklis arqi

vireba daiwyo. man gadayrili sagnebis Semdgomi mogzaurobis 

globaluri da adgilobrivi traeqtoriebis rukebic Seqmna. 

ramdenime Tvis ganmavlobaSi yvela piradi nivTi TokiT Sekra 

da am skulpturul obieqtebs fotoebi gadauRo, ris Sedegadac 

isini sizifuri performatiuli Sromis artefaqtebad gadaiqc

nen.

artisteriumis ganmavlobaSi matingli vorqSofs imis Sesaxeb 

Caatarebs, Tu rogor gadavafasoT nagavi, rogorc realuri an 

Tundac wminda sagani. maTi materialuri warmomavlobis garkve

viT, unikaluri narativebis gaziarebiT da performansis ritu

aliT maTi sabolood dasamarebiT, igi orjer dagvafiqrebs 

imaze, Tu ra saxis nivTebs mivesalmebiT Segnebulad an qvecno

bierad. is mogviwodebs vifiqroT narCenebis gadamuSavebis da 

gadanawilebis alternatiul sistemebze, rac saSualebas mis

cems nivTebs „gagrZeldnen“ da „Sors“ mimaval gzaze, ufro mniS

vnelovani istoriebi Seqmnan. 

stefani suikos yoveldRiuri nivTebis dafaruli istoriebi 

ainteresebs. proeqtSi „Tanateqstili, refeSen“, igi yuradRe

bas im tansacmelze amaxvilebs, romelic erTxel Cvens karadeb

sa da ujrebSi cxovrobda, magram gadavagdeT, radgan „aRar 

iyo moduri”, „aRar gvixdeboda“, an „ar iyo danaxvis Rirsi“. ra 

garemoebebSi xdeba naWeris moxatuloba, misi damzadebis teqni

ka iseTive Zvirfasi, rogorc saojaxo an erovnuli „saganZuri“? 

ekonomikuri da kulturuli globalizaciis dros, rogor 

vaCvenebT an vniRbavT Cvens eTnikur kuTvnilebas, rac odesRac 

nacionaluri tansacmliT ase naTlad gamoixateboda. rogor 

SeiZleba Cveulebrivi tansacmeli daiSalos da xelaxla gadai

qces raRac axal, mniSvnelovan da sasurvel nivTad?

suiko literaturis muzeumis sivrceSi masStabur speqtakls 

dgams, sadac metwilad uTqmel kulturul narativebsa da Za

lauflebriv urTierTobebzea orientirebuli, imaze, rasac 

samosi vizualur modelirebasa da struqturul formebSi 

atarebs. proeqti „Tanateqstili, refeSen“ , romelic suikos 

seriis, „kargo kultis“ gagrZelebaa, meoradi qsovilebis gro

vas, foto arqivebis nakrebs da praqtikul vorqSofs moicavs, 

romelic monawileebs safeiqro nawarmis mwarmoeblebad da 

gamavrceleblebad gadaaqcevs. me19 saukunis tradiciul kos

tumSi gamowyobili qarTveli qalebis fotoebiT STagonebuli 

suiko TbilisSi arsebuli art jguf „bulionis“ mxatvrebTan 

TanamSromlobs, raTa adgilobrivi meoradi tansacmlis iu

moriT savse da kritikuli gamoyenebiT istoriuli suraTebis 

moulodneli da gamomgonebeli Tanamedrove versiebi dadgas. 

procesis mizani, „axali“ versus „gamoyenebuli“ saqonlis saSu

alebiT, warsulisa da awmyos Soris dialogi da tradiciul 

da Tanamedrove kulturaTa Soris urTierTobebis kvlevaa. 

mxatvrebis Zalisxmeva fotomasalis xelaxla amoqmedebas 

gamoiwvevs, romelic saqarTvelos kulturis xilvadobauxi

lavobaze mianiSnebs. fotogadaRebis Semdeg suiko, narCenebis 

mxatvruli gadamuSavebis vorqSofSi monawileobisTvis ad

gilobrivi teqstilis mxatvrebs da dizainis studentebs iwvevs. 

gamoyenebuli masalebis Rirebulebis aRdgeniT, isini meorad 

tansacmels da aqsesuarebs isev modurs gaxdian. amisTvis suiko 

Semdgomi ganviTarebis perspeqtivis mqone Sourumis prototips 

iyenebs. 

„batl studio“, mravali Taobis saojaxo dizainis firmaa, ro

melic narCen masalebSi mdidar esTetikas da ekonomikur po

tencials xedavs. amerikis gamoyenebiTi xelovnebis sabWos mier 

„Tanamedrove alqimikosad“ wodebuli, studiis mTavari dizai

neri ahilio batli colTan, deliasTan da Tineijer vaJebTan 

nilosa da noasTan TanamSromlobiT, gadagdebul plastikur 

boTlebs da konteinerebs maRali xarisxis, Tanamedrove ga

naTebis dizainad gardaqmnis, romlebic organul formebsa da 

kaskadur mcenareebs gvanan. isini plastmasis nagvisgan elegan

tur naTurebs qmnian, romlebic SeiZleba viRacis kotejis indus

triul produqtad an – „gaakeTe SeniT“ kompleqtebad gaiyidos. 

farTo auditoriis waxalisebis mizniT, isini „iuTubze“ufaso 

Ria saswavlo video instruqciebsac deben, raTa dainteresebul

ma adamianma, saxlsa Tu samuSao adgilas sakuTari, energoefeq

turi ganaTeba Seqmnas. „batl studio“ kaliforniis sanfran

ciskos umaRles saswavleblebSi, gamoyenebiTi xelovnebisa da 

dizainis saazrovno teqnikas aswavlis, rac adgilobrivi nagav

sayrelebisTvis da gadamamuSavebeli centrebisaTvis gankuTvni

li narCenebis mimarT sazogadoebis interess aRvivebs. Tbilis

Si, „batl studio“ literaturis muzeumis sagamofeno sivrcis 

erTerT darbazs dizainis aqtiur vorqSofad da samkiTxvelo 

darbazad gardaqmnis, sadac Tbilisis samxatvro akademiis 

studentebi da vorqSofis stumrebi imuSaveben. damzadebuli na

Turebi muzeumis ezoSi arsebuli kafes baRSi damontaJdeba. 

COOP Georgia 2012 wels daarsebuli, narCenebis gadamuSavebis 

kompaniaa. kompania ukve 50 kerZo kompanias, organizaciasa da 

skolas emsaxureba. maTTan TanamSromlobiT mxatvrebi mxars 

uWeren ekologiur da SemoqmedebiT Zalisxmevas, romlis gan

viTareba adgilobrivadaa SesaZlebeli. 

amerikuli modelis neoliberaluri globaluri ekonomikuri 

politika momxmarebluri kulturis zrdas da amavdroulad 

„mwvane cxovrebis wesis“ popularizacias emsaxureba. msgavsi 

dapirispireba mxatvrebSi kritikul kiTxvebs iwvevs: ras war

moadgens Cveni koleqtiuri idea „mdidrebze“ da Camofasebuli 

samomxmareblo produqtis xelaxla gadamuSavebiT aris Tu ara 

SesaZlebeli Zvelma gamoTqmam „erTi adamianis nagavi meoris 

saganZuria“ axali simarTle ipovos. kidev ufro aqtualuria 

kiTxva: sad da rogor SeiZleba sazogadoebrivi cxovreba nak

lebi narCenebiT?

g. leoniZis saxelobis 
qarTuli literaturis 
saxelmwifo muzeumi,
galerea 41 gradusi,
amerikis SeerTebuli 
Statebi

G. Leonidze State 
Museum of Georgian 
Literature, 
Gallery 41 Degree,
The USA
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RUBBLE RICHES TREASURE TRASH

ARTISTS:
Batle Studio
Toby Lee & PawelWojtasik & Ernst Karel
Mary Mattingly
Stephanie Syjuco

CURATED BY: 
Lydia Matthews

Rubble Riches Treasure Trash features U.S.A.-based artists and designers who 
aim to research, critique, and ultimately minimizethe seductive appeal and 
detrimental impact of contemporary consumer culture. At times serious, 
playful, poetic and pragmatic, their projects demonstrate how it is possible 
to take a more imaginative and active role in addressing local environmental 
problemsthat plagueour daily lives. Using a variety ofcreative strategies, 
they question the larger economic and social systems that contribute to 
unsustainable waste production. Their works embody human- and eco-
centered values by highlighting or transforming objects that we thoughtlessly 
discard. By repositioning consumer waste in relation to larger urban and global 
material flows--or by “up-cycling”cast off materials in surprising ways--they aim 
to provokedialogues about the things we value, de-value orurgently need to 
consider re-valuing today.

In their published artists’ statement about the 2014 video entitled Single 
Stream, Toby Lee, Pawel Wojtasik& Ernst Karel point to one of our most 
profound collective blind spots:
“As individuals and as a society, we go to great lengths to make sure that our 
waste stays out of sight, and we are only aware of a relatively small part of the 
cycle of transformation undergone by the materials that we use. For most of us, 
the life of an object ends in the trashcan or the recycling bin; no longer of use, 
the object leaves our sight, as does its larger environmental effect.“

In making Single Stream, this multi-disciplinary collaborative team comprised of 

filmmakers, anthropologists and sound artists remedied the insidious problem 
of invisibility by offering a close up view of what lies beyond the rubbish bin. 
Shifting between detail-oriented observation and abstraction of unfathomable 
proportion, they take viewers inside one of the largest materials recycling 
facilities in the USA, located in Boston, Massachusetts. They mesmerize us by 
documenting the mechanistic rhythms of elaborate conveyer belts and factory 
laborers. While re-cycling systems offer a more sustainable form of public 
sanitation by rescuing objects from becoming the inert material of local garbage 
dumps and landfill sites, this glimpse into the sheer volume of stuff reveals the 
root of our collective problem: society’s culture of excess.Composed without 
using a single word, Single Streamoffers a sonic and visual meditation on the 
haunting, monumental consequences of consumer-orientedlifestyle choices.

In her project work, artist Mary Mattingly explores whether objects require 
responsibility, and whether society would be better served by understanding 
inanimate matter as something “vibrant.” In 2012, she launched House 
and Universe by deciding to move into a smaller and more economical live/
workspace in New York City. At that time, she committed to living with only 
the things she considered to be “bare essentials”within her personal life and 
art practice. Realizing she needed to discard the majority of her possessions, 
she began to conduct an archeology of each object, archiving its life cycle from 
material origins to its imminent burial in a local landfill, and mapping its global 
and local trajectories. Over several months, she aggregated all of her personal 
belongings into a series of boulder-like bundles, held together with rope. She 
then photographed thesesculptural objects, which have since become artifacts 
of Sisyphean performance actions.

During Artisterium, Mattingly will lead a workshop with students from the 
Contemporary Art Center Tbilisi to consider how the trashthey are about to 
discard can be re-interpreted as something vital, even sacred. By excavatingtheir 
material origins, sharing their unique narratives, and ultimately burying these 
objects through aperformance ritual, she provokes us to think twice about what 
kinds of things we knowingly or unconsciously welcome into our lives. Her work 
encourages us to think about material recycling and redistribution--alternative 
systemsthat would enable objects to last longer and generate more meaningful 
storieswhile they move along their far-reaching paths.

Stephanie Syjuco is equally interested inlatent histories imbedded within the 
stuff of daily life. In Con(textile) Re-Fashion Project, she focuses on clothing 
that once resided in our closets and dressers,but has nowbeen cast off after 
beinglabeled as “no longer fashionable”,“ill fitting”, or “not worthy of public 
display.”Under what circumstances does a geometric pattern, a textile 
technique, or a jacket become treasured as a family or national “heirloom”? 
In an age of economic and cultural globalization, how do we currently display-
-or disguise--our ethnic heritage, something that wasonce so clearly marked 
by local costume? How can an ordinary piece of clothing be disassembled and 
re-fashioned into something fresh,extraordinary and desirable? 

Focused on the largely unspoken cultural narratives and power relations that 
garments carry through their visual patterning and structural form, Syjucohas 
created a large-scale spectacle in the space of the Literature Museum. A 
continuation of her Cargo Cult series, Con(textile) Re-Fashion Projectincludes 
piles of second-hand textiles, cumulative photo archives, and a hands-on 
studio workshop that invites participants to become producers and distributors 
of textile goods. Inspired by vintage photographs of 19th Century Georgian 
women dressed in traditional costume, Syjucowill collaborate with Tbilisi-based 
artists from Bouillon Group to use locally sourced, second-hand clothing to 
playfully yet critically re-stage contemporary versions of these historical images 
in unexpected and inventive ways. Their collaborative processis intended to 
engagea dialogue about the relationship between past and present, traditional 
and contemporary culture, and “brand new” vs. “used” goods. Theirefforts 
will result in a display of re-enacted photographs that allude to the visibility/
invisibility of Georgia’s diverse cultures. Following this photo shoot, Syjuco will 
invite local textile artists, along with art and design students, to participate in 
an “up-cycling”workshop challenge. Togetherthey will re-imagine second-hand 
clothingand re-fashion new garments and accessories, restoring the value of 
previously used materials.The results of their collaborative exchange will be 
displayed as showroom prototypes for further development. 

Batle Studio, a multi-generational family design firm, also seesrich aesthetic as 
well as economic potential within trash materials. Referred to as a “modern 
alchemist” by the American Craft Council, lead designer Agelio Batle, in 
collaboration with his wife Delia and their teenage sons Nilo and Noa, 

transform discarded plastic bottles and containers into high quality, modern 
lighting designsthat resemble organic forms and cascading plants. They “up-
cycle” plastic garbage, carefully crafting it intoelegantlampsthat can be sold as 
products of someone’sfuture cottage industry, or as do-it-yourself kits. They also 
generate free open source instructional videos on Youtube, thus encouraging a 
wider audience to create their own energy-efficient lighting for their homes 
and workspaces. Batle Studio works regularly in San Francisco, California high 
schoolsto teach craft and design thinking techniquesthat generateinterest in 
materials otherwise destined for local landfills or recycling centers. In Tbilisi, 
the Batles will convert their exhibition space in the Literature Museum into an 
active design workshop and reading room, where they will work with Tbilisi Art 
Academy students and visitors to fabricate a series of lamps to be installed in 
the museum’s restaurant garden. 

Working in collaboration with COOP Georgia--a re-cycling service founded by 
Tbilisi residents in 2012 that already services over 50 businesses, organizations 
and schools--these artists hope to support ecological and creative efforts that 
have begun to take root locally. American-modeled, neo-liberal global economic 
policies push for an increase in consumer-oriented culture while simultaneously 
popularizing a “green lifestyle”—a contradiction that these artists find 
disquieting. However, by critically interrogating what constitutes our collective 
idea of “riches”, and through first-hand experience re-fashioning devalued 
consumer discards, we can findnew truth in the old saying, “one person’s trash 
is another person’s treasure.”Perhaps even more urgent, however, is to ask the 
question: Where and how do we begin imagining what it would be like to live 
in a trash-less society?
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Batle Studios vorkSofi, DIY 
(Do it Yourself / gaakeTe TviTon), 
rZis naxmari konteinerebisgan 
damzadebuli sanaTebi, 2013, 

vorkSofi, The Workshop Residence, 

san francisko, aSS

Batle Studio Workshop: DIY Lamp 
from Recycled Milk Containers, 2013, 
workshop at The Workshop Residence, 
San Francisco, California

Batle Studio (ahilio, nilo da delia batlebi)
Batle Studio (Agelio, Nilo and Delia Batle)

Batle Studio is a multi-generational family design 
business, founded by artist Agelio Batle in San 
Francisco, California. Versed in stage design, art 
installation, performance art and drawing as well 
as sculpture, Agelio’s interest in material investiga-
tive work stems from his background in both the 
sciences and the arts, having earned a BA in Biol-
ogy from the University of California, Santa Barbara 
and a MFA degree in Fine Art from the California 
College of Arts and Crafts. His early ceramic work 
was chosen by New York’s American Craft Museum 
to represent the best work in the country by artists 
under thirty years old in their Young Americans exhi-
bition. His work has since been featured in galleries 
and museums and across the United States, includ-
ing at Lois Lambert Gallery, Yerba Buena Center for 
the Arts, San Jose’s Institute of Contemporary Art, 
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Corcoran 
Museum in Washington DC., and in American Craft 
Council Shows in Baltimore, Chicago, Atlanta and 
many other cities. A respected local educator who 
works in collaboration with the San Francisco Arts 
Education Project and The Workshop Residence, 
Agelio Batle and his family lead youth workshops 
to make new work out of unexpected materials. 
In their Artisterium workshop, Batle Studio will be 
represented by Agelio, Delia, and their teenage son, 
Nilo.
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„gaqaCva“, 2013, cifruli anabeWdi

Pull, 2013, digital print

„kubi“, 2013, cifruli anabeWdi

Cube, 2013, digital print

„erTi kvira Cumad“, 2012, cifruli anabeWdi

A Week without Speaking, 2012, digital print

meri matingli
Mary Mattingly

Mary Mattingly is an artist living in New York City. 
She has had solo exhibitions at Robert Mann Gal-
lery and The New York Public Library (New York), 
deCordova Museum and Sculpture Park (Mas-
sachusetts), Bemis Center for Contemporary Art 
(Nebraska), Ramp Gallery (New Zealand), Gallery 
Alder (Germany), Green Papaya Art Projects (Phil-
ippines), Occurrence Espace d’art (Canada); and 
in group shows throughout the US, France, China, 
South Korea, Netherlands and the UK. Her grants 
and fellowships include the James L. Knight Founda-
tion, Eyebeam Center for Art and Technology, Yale 
University School of Art, the Harpo Foundation, 
NYFA, the Jerome Foundation, and the Art Matters 
Foundation, and smARTpower initiated by the U.S. 
Department of State and the Bronx Museum of the 
Arts. Her work has been featured in Art in America, 
Artforum, ArtNews, Sculpture Magazine, The New 
York Times, New York Magazine, Financial Times, 
Le Monde Magazine, New Yorker, The Wall Street 
Journal, the Village Voice, and on BBC News, MSN-
BC, Fox News, News12, NPR, WNBC, and on Art21’s 
New York Close Up series. In 2012 she launched the 
Flock House Project: three spherical living-systems 
that were choreographed through New York City’s 
five boroughs. Mattingly also founded the Water-
pod Project, a barge-based public space contain-
ing an autonomous habitat that migrated through 
New York’s waterways. She is currently working 
on WetLand in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a partly 
submerged house surrounded by human-made wet-
lands.

proeqti „saxli da samyaro“, 2012-2013
House and Universe Project, 2012-2013
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stefani suiko
Stephanie Syjuco

Stephanie Syjuco is a visual artist and educator who 
utilizes physical surrogates, counterfeits and digital 
networks to address the political and social implica-
tions of economies and labor in an era of late capi-
talism. A 2014 Guggenheim Fellowship recipient and 
a 2009 Joan Mitchell Painters and Sculptors Award, 
she has participated in exhibitions at numerous na-
tional and international venues, including: MoMA/
P.S.1 and the Whitney Museum of American Art 
(New York), The San Francisco Museum of Modern 
Art (California), The Contemporary Arts Museum, 
Houston (Texas), Frieze Projects (London), ZKM Cen-
ter for Art and Technology (Germany), Z33 Space for 
Contemporary Art (Belgium), Universal Studios Gal-
lery (Beijing) and Garanti Gallery (Istanbul), among 
others. She is currently collaborating with the FLACC 
Workplace for Visual Artists in Genk, Belgium, on a 
new body of work utilizing 3-D scanning of Belgian 
and Congolese antiquities to produce hybrid objects 
addressing the legacy of colonialism, empire, and 
trade routes. Born in the Philippines, she received 
her MFA from Stanford University and BFA from 
the San Francisco Art Institute. She is an Assistant 
Professor in Sculpture and Ceramic Sculpture at 
UC Berkeley. Her work is represented by Catherine 
Clark Gallery (San Francisco), Ryan Lee Gallery (New 
York) and James Harris Gallery (Seattle).

foto: kaili ioSioka

Photo credit Kyle Yoshioka

Tanamedrove nakeTobaTa muzeumi, portlendi

Museum of Contemporary Craft, Portland

„kaskadianuri formis kolafsi“, 2014, sawar
moo karavi

Cascadian Pattern Collapse, 2014, production shack
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tobi li, pavel voitasiki, ernst kareli
Toby Lee, Paweł Wojtasik, Ernst Karel

Toby Lee is an artist and scholar based in 
New York City, working across a variety of 
media including video, installation, perfor-
mance and drawing. Her work has been 
exhibited at numerous venues including the 
Locarno Film Festival, Ann Arbor Film Festi-
val, Anthology Film Archives, Museum of the 
Moving Image (NYC), and the 2014 Whitney 
Biennial. She holds a PhD in Anthropology 
and Film & Visual Studies from Harvard Uni-
versity, an MPhil in Modern Greek Literature 
from Oxford University, and a BA in Anthro-
pology and Modern Greek Studies from Co-
lumbia University. As a scholar, her research 
interests include visual and media anthro-
pology; the anthropology of cultural institu-
tions; cultural citizenship; film festival stud-
ies; expanded documentary and non-fiction 
media; and the interface of art, anthropol-
ogy and documentary. At Harvard, she was 
a member of the Sensory Ethnography Lab. 
She is the recipient of fellowships from the 
Fulbright Foundation, the Social Science Re-
search Council, the Dan David Foundation, 
the Film Study Center at Harvard University, 
and the Flaherty Film Seminar. From 2012 to 
2014, she was the Director of the Collabora-
tive Studio program at UnionDocs: Center 
for Documentary Art in Brooklyn, New York. 
She is currently Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Cinema Studies at New York 
University’s Tisch School of the Arts.

Paweł Wojtasik was born in Łódź, Poland, 
and lived in Tunisia before immigrating to 
the United States. Pawel received a MFA 
degree from Yale University in 1996, and 
from 1998 until 2000 he was a resident at 
Dai Bosatsu Zendo Buddhist monastery in 
upstate New York. His internationally recog-
nized films and video installations include: 
The Aquarium (2006), which addresses the 
destruction of the oceans; Below Sea Level 
(2009-2011), a 360° panoramic video instal-
lation representing the plight of New Or-
leans presented at Massachusetts Museum 
of Contemporary Art (MASS MoCA) in 2009-
2010, and PROSPECT 2 Biennial in New Or-
leans. Next Atlantis (2010, with music by Se-
bastian Currier) premiered at Carnegie Hall 
in New York City in January 2010. Pawel’s 
Pigs (2010) was included in the 2010 New 
York Film Festival, the 2011 Berlin Interna-
tional Film Festival, and the 35th Hong Kong 
International Film Festival, where it won the 
Grand Prize in the short film category. His 
work has also been shown at PS1/MoMA 
and The Whitney Biennial in New York; 2014 
Cartagena Biennial, Colombia; Reina Sofia 
Museum, Madrid, Spain; and the Flaherty 
Film Seminar, among others. In 2012 he was 
named a New York Foundation for the Arts 
(NYFA) Fellow in Video and Film, and was 
awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to make a 
film on labor in India, which he is currently 
editing. His work is represented by Video 
Data Bank.

Ernst Karel’s multidimensional audio work 
includes electroacoustic improvisation and 
composition, location recording, sound for 
nonfiction film, and solo and collaborative 
sound installations. Using analog electron-
ics and location recordings, either sepa-
rately or in combination, Karel creates au-
dio pieces that move between the abstract 
and the documentary. Recent installations 
include the ongoing project Hourly Direc-
tional Sound Recordings (with Helen Mirra), 
versions of which have been exhibited in 
the 2012 Sao Paulo Biennial and at MIT List 
Visual Arts Center. Current sound projects 
also include the long-running electroacous-
tic duo EKG, and the location recording col-
lective New England Phonographers Union. 
Films for which Karel has edited and mixed 
sound include Detour de Force (2014), The 
Iron Ministry (2014), Manakamana (2013), 
Leviathan (2012), People’s Park (2012), For-
eign Parts (2010), and Sweetgrass (2009). 
His recent albums composed with location 
recordings are Materials Recovery Facility 
(2012), Swiss Mountain Transport Systems 
(2011), and Heard Laboratories (2010). Karel 
is currently technical advisor and sound en-
gineer for Non-Event, and lab manager for 
the Sensory Ethnography Lab at Harvard 
University, where he teaches a course in 
Sonic Ethnography.

„erTeuli nakadi“, 2014, sinemaskopi 

4 K, feradi video, 5.1 bgera, 23’

Single Stream, 2014, Cinemascope 4 K 
color video, 5.1 sound, 23’
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g.leoniZis saxelobis 
qarTuli literaturis 
saxelmwifo muzeumi
meore sarTulis 
galerea,
safrangeTi

G. Leonidze State 
Museum of Georgian 
Literature,
The Second Floor 
Gallery, 
France

„aRmosavleTis kedeli – ierusalemi“, 

2011, fotografia, 110X160 sm

The Kotel – Jerusalem, 2011, 
photograph, 110X160 cm

aleqs pere
Alex Perret

aliska lahuseni
Aliska Lahusen

About Alex Perret
Alex Perret was born in 1979. Over 10 years ago, he 
decided to take his camera beyond the French 
borders, as soon as he had obtained his university 
degree.

After England and Spain, his eyes fell on Argentina. 
There, his camera became a means with which he 
started to question and share the world around him. 
He was a guest in the small village of Pumamarca in 
the Andes for four years. This period of his life re-
vealed his love for its people, ever-growing through 
new encounters. The poetry and hope of this South-
American population nourished him and he tried to 
transcribe these feelings through his photography.

In 2011 Alex returned to France where he met vari-
ous people and entered a new creative dimension. A 
stay in Jerusalem gave birth to a photo-report where 
the energy and spirituality of the old city led to a 
series pertaining to the divine, Man and faith.

He found the same simplicity and humility in the 
people of Portugal. The melancholy of the Portu-
guese quickly became the theme for a new series of 
photos entitled “Saudade.” The “Photograffée” proj-
ect is the result of an encounter with street artist 
Djalouz Anartchik 2AC (pesca/caligr/doudou/toux/
hakic/rashe.) For the past three years, this collabo-
ration has proven to be very surprising and varied, 
giving way to an original and motivating ongoing ex-
perience. From the paintbrush to the camera, “Pho-
tograffée” is an invitation to travel.

About Aliska Lahusen
A painter, sculptor, born in Łodz, lives and works in Paris and Burgundy. A graduate of 
the School of Fine Arts in Warsaw in 1972, she moved to Geneva in 1972 after leaving 
Poland and then to Paris, where she completed her studies.

Since 2004, she developed her expression through the use of traditional Chinese lac-
quer in two and three-dimensional works of medium and large format: the layering, 
the slow realization relate to a depth meditation and reflection.

“Lorsqu’Aliska Lahusen leaves the surface of the table to shape heavy ancestral masses, 
which emerges from simple geometric shapes, sharp edges. There is no question for 
her to extend the effects of the painting in a new space but to operate the new space. 
Carving Aliska Lahusen tends to economy of language and a maximum tightening of 
the means used. Provided it does not give up openings and allusive references, iconic 
and metaphoric. Her universe is not the minimalist or “abstract-geometric” process. It 
is rather on the side of light and vulnerability.” 

Françoise Nyffenegger

„Crdilis sarke“, 2014, fotografia, 

120X90 sm

Miroir d’ombre / Mirror of the Shadow, 
2014, photograph, 120X90 cm
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anet turilo
Annette Turrillo

arsenio reiesi
Arsenio Reyes

„ganuyofeloba“, 2014, instalacia, eqvsi 

cifruli anabeWdi qsovilze, TiTo 200X100 sm

Immanence, 2014, installation, six digital prints 
on textile, each 200X100 cm

„tivtivi“, 2014, foto seria, 

100X100 sm, P/A +1/3

Floating, 2014, photographic series, 
100X100 cm, P/A +1/3

About Annette Turrillo
Born in Caracas, Venezuela, lives and 
works in Paris, France. In 1979-1985 
studied architecture and urban plan-
ning in Central University of Venezu-
ela. In 1991-1994, Feredico Brandt 
Institute of Fine Art, Venezuela. In 
1998-2000, Bachelor of Fine Arts at 
Paris, VIII University, France. Since 
1997 exhibitions and events include 
“A Thought for the Planet”, Frost Art 
Museum, Miami, FL, the USA in 2012, 
“Reflections”, Ninoska Huerta Gallery, 
Coral Gables, FL, the USA in 2011, 
“Inmanencias”, Recreator Gallery, 
Paris , France in 2006, “Reencuentros 
“, PAMIL Fine Art Gallery, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico in 2005. Annette Turrillo 
is awarded by Marin Prize, Salon of 
Contemporary Art ITINERAIRE, Paris, 
France, II Prix, Salon de Jeunes Ar-
tistes Résident en France, Embassy of 
Venezuela,Paris, France, Mention, VII 
Salon of Fine Arts, Francisco Lazo Mar-
ti, Venezuela, Antonio Jose Landaeta 
Prize, Salon Exxon, Sacred Museum, 
Caracas, Venezuela. She has partici-
pated in number of international art 
fairs and group exhibitions.

About Arsenio Reyes
Arsenio Reyes was born in Caracas, 
Venezuela in 1972. 2007- 2011 studies 
at Roberto Mata Taller de Fotografía. 
Since 2010, he participated in sev-
eral solo and group exhibitions in the 
country. In 2011, he won the photog-
raphy prize of the 6th Art Biennial Ma-
racaibo. In 2012, he won second place 
in the contest UnaFotoxDiax29Dias in 
Caracas. He lives and works in Paris 
since 2011 where he continued his 
studies in art history at the Ecole du 
Louvre and Visual Arts at the Jeu de 
Paume, currently pursuing studies in 
Visual Arts and Contemporary Art at 
the University of Paris 8.
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egle ganda bogdaniene
Egle Ganda Bogdaniene

irakli ZnelaZe
Irakli Dzneladze

performansis foto dokumentacia, 

2012, vilniusi

Performance photo documentation, 
2012, Vilnius

„ukraina, gruSevskaias quCa“, 

2014, fotografia, 100X200 sm

Ukraine, Grushevskaia Street, 
2014, photograph, 100X200 cm

About Egle Ganda Bogdaniene
Egle Ganda Bogdaniene is a professor 
at Vilnius Academy of Arts. 3th Trien-
nial of Textile – Triennial of Textiles, 
Bratislava in 2012; Kaunas Biennial 
TEXTILE 11 – REWIND-PLAY-FORWARD 
– Kaunas Art Biennial, Kaunas in 2011; 
1st International Triennial of Minia-
ture Textiles – Triennial of Textile Art, 
Szombathely in 2003.

About Irakli Dzneladze
Born in 1986, lives and works in Batumi, Georgia. In 2000-2004, studied restoration and conservation at Ro-
erich Art school, St Petersburg. Studied journalism at Batumi State University in 2004-2008. In 2006-2007, Kiev 
School of Photography. In 2012-2013, PROGRAMME EURODYSSEE –STAGE (Entreprise d’accueil: Caravansarai, 
Echanges Artistiques,Poste Occupé : Assistant Photographe, Paris, France. Solo exhibitions in Tashkent, Uz-
bekistan, 2012, Batumi, 2010, Odessa, Ukraine, 2009, Chernogovo, Ukraine, 2007. Group exhibits since 2003 
include “Come and Celebrate With Me”, artist run space, Batumi, 2012, “Tradition”, Gomel, Belarus, 2010, “Me 
and Main Friends”, gallery Mars, Moscow, Russia 2009. Currently he is a director of the Contemporary Art Space 
in Batumi, Georgia.
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Jak kreni
Jacques Crenn

„teratologiuri gamravleba“, 2006, 

fotografia,100X150 sm

Teratologie Multiplication, photographs, 
100X150 cm

About Jacques Crenn
Born in Morlaix, leave Brittany to study pho-
tography in Paris. Book Major Ilford in 1985. 
He becomes an assistant during 4 years with 
the studios Top Model’s directed by Maurice 
Bensimon.

From 1990, he works with various fashion 
magazines and publicity, and the same time 
invests in his artistic creation. The human 
body occupies most of his work. In 2004, 
he succeeded in exhibiting at the gallery of 
the MK2 Francois Mitterand movie theater 
thanks to his deep involvement in cinema. 
L’Echappée belle édition publish his two first 
book, Tératologie in 2011 and Mine in 2013. 
Jacques Crenn lives and works in Paris.

„emanacia“, 2009, instalacia, xe, mina, sarke, 
mavTulxlarTi, 200X200 sm
instalaciis xedi, galerea „fotolofti“, 

vinzavodi, moskovi

Emanation, 2009, installation, wood, glass, 
mirror, barbed wire, 200X200 cm 
Installation view at Fotoloft Gallery, Vinzavod, 
Moscow

About Zura Arabidze
Born in 1980. lives and works in Moscow, Rus-
sia. In 1996-1997 studied in School of Fine Arts 
Tbilisi, Georgia. Master’s Degree in architec-
ture and design, works in architecture, design 
and multimedia.

zura arabiZe
Zura Arabidze
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qarim borJa
Karim Borjas

„aRqmebi“, 2014, instalacia, 180X60 sm

Perceptions, 2014, installation 180X60 cm

About Karim Borjas
Multidisciplinary artist, born in 1959 lives and 
works in Paris, France.
He is a member of the International Asso-
ciation of Plastic Artists IAA – UNESCO, Paris, 
France.

His works are represented in the most presti-
gious international contemporary art fair and 
biennials, collective and individual exhibitions, 
museums and contemporary art centers in 
America, Europe, Middle East and Asia.

Jan luk gin’ama
Jean Luc Guin’amant

„mocurave“, 2014. fotografia,100X100 sm

Swimmer, 2014, photograph, 100X100 cm

About Jean Luc Guin’amant
Lives and works in Paris and Provence in 
France. Solo exhibitions include Gallery 
Oile Mauve, Paris, France in 2004, Gallery 
Sjöhästen. Nyköping. Sweden, Gallery De 
Graaf, Saugatuck, the USA, in 2005, Gallery De 
Graaf, Grand Rapids, the USA in 2006. Group 
exhibitions since 1977: 22e Poetry Market, 
Signum Edition, Paris, France, in 2005. Galerie 
Ingela S. Stockholm, SuédeHotel de Monthiers, 
Pontoise, France in 2006. Hi works are kept in 
public collections in France, Sweden, Switzer-
land, Belgium, Denmark, Canada and the USA.
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Salva xaxanaSvili
Shalva Khakhanashvili

„quCis oTxi kompozicia“, 2014, 

fotografia, 80X80 sm

Four Street Compositions, 2014, 
photograph, 80X80 cm

About Shalva Khakhanashvili 
1964 born in Georgia, since 1995, lives in Berlin, in 1997 moved to Paris, 
France.
In 1997- 1998 organized and co-curated expositions in IFA gallery (Insti-
tute of Foreign Cultural Relations) Berlin and UNESCO in Paris. Since 2000 
– 2003, founder member of the Bureau of Coordination of SEECAN, South 
East European Contemporary Art Network, 2002 – 2003 Charged of Missions 
(Apollonia). Has co-curator of programs from South Caucasus, Expositions in 
Thessaloniki (Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Museum of Pho-
tography and Cinematography in Thessalonica), Strasbourg (Apolonia Space) 
& Bruxelles (CCA). Since 2003- 2006, Founder & Artistic Direction of Karavan-
sarai- Artistic Exchanges. 2007 curated and participated in Couriers Sud, ST. 
Exupery, House of photography in Tashkent; International photo and video 
Festival, East – West Tashkent Crossroad; “Heterotopias” Biennale of Thes-
saloniki, State Museum in Greece. Since 2008 and recently curated Paris- 
Montparnasse- Tbilissi (Helene Akhvlediani & Vera Pagava) in Museum of 
Montparnasse (with Jean Digne & Elisso Tarassashvili), photo and video re-
portages (with Arnaud Contreras) from the manifestation in Paris – the pro-
tests against the Russian aggression in Georgia, August 2008 & participates 
in Month of Photography, House of European Photography, Paris.
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evropis 
saxli,
germania

Europe 
House, 
Germany

Des Ptohograhpies
yveli? pirvel rigSi, es absurdia gadaiRo rZis myrali 
produqtis – yvelis foto. miuxedavad amisa, ferad marmari
losebr fonze ganTavsebuli sxvadasxva saxis fromage (yveli 
frangulad), erTdroulad harmoniasa da daZabulobas qmnis. 
daobebuli yvelis ZarRvebi da zolebi exameba an kontrasts 
qmnis fonis stilizebuli abstraqciis striebsa da tonebTan. 
Riad iumoristul da, erTi SexedviT uazro Temaze gadaRebu
li fotoebi, TiTqos dadas improvizaciaa, Tumca hgavs popsac, 
fsiqodelias, SesaZloa, maRali donis reklamasac. sad Sorde
ba idea materialurs, fizikur realobas? ratom ar gamovsaxoT 
yveli rogorc sagnis idea, dadgmuli suraTis martivi forma? 
aris es portreti, naturmorti, an antikoncefcia, rogorc kon
cefcia? aqvs amas mniSvneloba?

Des Ptohograhpies
Cheese? First of all, it’s absurd to photograph cheese, a stinking dairy 
product. Nevertheless, the various types of fromage, when placed in 
front of the colorful marbled patterns in the photographs’ backgrounds, 
simultaneously create harmony and tension; veins and stripes of mold 
echoing or contrasting with the striations and hues of the stylized ab-
stractions. Des Ptohograhpies’ overtly humorous, seemingly meaning-
less subject matter, random nomenclature and collective, anonymous 
authorship riffs on Dada but looks like Pop, psychedelia, maybe even 
high-end advertising. Where does an idea divide itself from material, 
thought from physical reality? Why not depict cheese as an idea of 
an object, the simplest form of staging something in a picture? Is this 
portrait photography we are looking at, or still life, or anti-concept as 
concept? Does it matter?

„qva IV“ (seriidan „qvis 
ZuZumwovrebi“), 2012, 
fotografia, TiTo 55X83 sm

FAUX ARTis sakuTreba

Roche I-V (from the series 
Roches Mammifères), 2012, 
photography, 55X83 cm each
Courtesy of FAUX ART

Des Ptohograhpies
Des Ptohograhpies are oriaglliny from Fnrace and Enaglnd. In 1812 
tehy were exesopd to the lghit for the very frsit time. Scine then, thu-
rogh a sicpaelteichuqne they have recodred in poisivte and nagetiv 
ways, imegas of otjebcs, pesrons, anmlais, ladnscpaes, and scness. The 
XXX apepar very often in mgaaziness, books, and other publciatoins, 
and can be seen in the most ipmortnatmusuems in the wrlod.
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ulu brauni
Ulu Braun

ulu braunis filmi „tye“ 
bunebis, qalaqebis, kultu
ris, mcenareTa, cxovelTa 
surealisturi suraTxate
biT da sxvadasxva Sereuli 
qmedebebiT, SesaZloa, 
cxovrebis realurad gamom
saxvel portrets qmnides. 
gansakuTrebuli grZnobebi, 
absurduloba da cxovrebis 
sidiade gansakuTrebul 
suraTxatebs saWiroebs im 
intensivobis gadasacemad, 
romelic sxvagvarad rTu
lad Targmnadia. cxovreba 
ar aris mxolod is, rasac 
vxedavT, Cven bevr rames 
erTdroulad vgrZnobT 
da vfiqrobT, vurevT mo
gonebebs, vnebas, depresias 
an bednierebas masTan rac 
CvenTvis warmavalia. am gziT 
ulus surealisturi filmi 
ufro „realisturia“, vidre 
e.w. realisturi filmi.

Ulu Braun´s film FORST with 
its surreal imagery of nature, 
cities, human culture, plants, 
animals, and different activities 
mixed together might actually 
give a realistically expressive 
portrayal of life. The extreme 
feelings, absurdity, and gran-
deur of life needs extreme im-
agery to transfer the intensity 
which is otherwise hardly trans-
latable. Life is not only what 
we see, we also feel and think 
many things simultaneously, 
mixing memories, lust, depres-
sion, or happiness with what 
passes by our eyes. In that way 
Ulu’s surreal film is more “real-
istic” than the so-called realistic 
film.

About Ulu Braun
Ulu Braun is born in 1976 in Schongau, Germany and based in Berlin. 
He studied Painting and Experimental Film in Vienna and Animation 
Film at the Film and Television University (HFF) in Potsdam, Germany. 
He was granted the DAAD-Scholarship (2008), the Kunstfonds work 
grant (2011) and the German Short Film Award in 2013. Since 2002 
he has been working on video collages and films that cross the bound-
aries between contemporary art and narrative film and his work has 
been exhibited at numerous museums as well as film festivals. Ulu 
Braun is also member of the artist collective YKON.

„tye“, 2013, erTaxiani video, 10’45”

FORST, 2013, video, single channel, 10’45”
Courtesy of the artist

amerikeli reJisori jek smiTi 
iamayebda „warmosaxviTi qal
iSviliT“ oka hungerbiuleriT, 
misi „yvavili“ rom enaxa. smiTi 
im esTetikis erTerT pirvel 
momxred iTvleba, romelic 
produqciis Seqmnisas mizan
mimarTulad mxolod martiv 
saSualebebs moixmars. ver 
uaryof, rom hungerbiuleri 
narCenebisa da kulturuli 
kliSeebis aseTive efuziur 
citirebas mimarTavs. unda iyos 
Tu ara xelovneba gasarTobi? 
venis mxatvruli koleqtivi 
Jelitini (Gelitin) upirobod 
moiTxovs rom xelovneba „ga
sakviri, seqsualuri, axali, 
moulodneli, ucabedi, STam
beWdavi, lamazi, megobruli, 
mosiyvarule, detaluri, rTu
li unda iyos da, upirveles 
yovlisa, unda iyos raRac, rac 
ar SeiZleba gamoixatos sityve
biT“. dRes, sabednierod, kargi 
xelovneba araa valdebuli 
racionalur da efeqturo
baze orientirebul miznebTan 
iyos mibmuli. vuaieristuli 
„yvavili“, romelic furclebs 
mxolod maSin xsnis, rodesac 
mayurebeli yuradRebiT uyure
bs mas, da Semdeg suls nabavs, 
raTa yvelafers es dagvidas
turos.

„yvavili“, 2014, webovani folga, 
gazeTi, akrili, batarea, personaluri 
kompiuteri, 120X40X40 sm

foto: timoTi Saumburgi, josef kadou

Blume, 2014, adhesive foil, newspaper, 
wood, acrylic, battery, personal computer, 
120X40X40 cm
Courtesy of Cosima von Bonin and the artist
Photographed by Timothy Schaumburg and 
Joseph Kadow

The American film director Jack 
Smith would be proud of his 
“daughter in mind” Okka Hunger-
bühler if he were to see Blume. 
Smith is regarded as one of the 
first proponents of an aesthetic, 
which purposefully employs the 
simplest means of production. 
One cannot deny that Hungerbüh-
ler makes use of a similarly effu-
sive citation of the clichés of trash 
and event culture. Does art have 
to be entertaining? The Viennese 
artist collective Gelitin, postulates 
that art should be “surprising, 
sexy, new, unexpected, sudden, 
impressive, beautiful, friendly, lov-
ing, detailed, complex, and above 
all, it should be something that 
cannot be expressed in words.” 
Now thankfully, good art is not 
bound to rational and efficiency-
oriented goals. The voyeuristic 
flower which opens its petals once 
the beholder attentively looks at 
it, and the deep breaths it takes af-
firms all of this for us.

okka hungerbiuleri
Okka Hungerbühler

About Okka Hungerbühler
Okka Hungerbühler was born in 1988 in Bonn as a German and Swiss citizen. 
Since 2010 she has been studying at the Berlin University of the Arts in the 
class of Professor Thomas Zipp and has shown her works in a range of exhibi-
tions including “Spectra Vision”, curated by Anselm Reyle in the galleries of 
Takashi Murakami in Berlin and Tokio (2013), and Cosima von Bonin’s “Hip-
pies Use Side Door” at MuMoK in Vienna (2014/2015).In 2012 she began 
collaborating with the roboticistWouter van den Hof.
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galerea 
konteineri,
Tbilisi

Container 
Gallery,
Tbilisi

Container Gallery presents 
the exhibition project

The Order
Guram Tsibakhashvili
Ana Lordkipanidze
Tinatin Kiguradze
Sophia Kemoklidze
Tato Akhalkatsishvili
Irina Kurmaeva
Saba Shengelia
Vakho Khetaguri
Giorgi Dolidze
Katka Nishnianidze

Curated by Guram Tsibakhashvili 

galerea „konteineri“ warmoadgens 
sagamofeno proeqts 

wesrigi

guram wibaxaSvili
ana lordqifaniZe
TinaTin kiRuraZe
sofia qemokliZe
tato axalkaciSvili
irina kurmaeva
saba Sengelia
vaxo xeTaguri
giorgi doliZe 
katka niSnianiZe

kuratori: guram wibaxaSvili

ana lordqifaniZe
Ana Lordkipanidze

giorgi doliZe, katka niSnianiZe
Giorgi Dolidze, Katka Nishnianidze

„usaTauro“, 2014, feradi 

fotografia, 50X75 sm

Untitled, 2014, color 
photography, 50X75 cm

TabaSiris obieqti, 

2014, sxvadasxva zoma

Clay Object, 2014, size 
variable

About Ana Lordkipanidze
Born in 1988, lives in Tbilisi, Geor-
gia. In 2007-2011, Tbilisi State 
Academy of Arts, B.A. in Photog-
raphy. Since 2009, exhibitions in-
clude “Fragments” Contemporary 
Arts Biennale “Aluminium”, Baku, 
Azerbaijan and “Young Photogra-
phers”, Tbilisi Photographer House, 
in 2009; “Day 8th ”, Artisterium III, 
in 2010; “My name is…”, organized 
by Women’s Fund, Georgia, in 
2011. Works with Container Galley, 
Tbilisi.

About Giorgi Dolidze
Born in 1981, lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. In 2004 graduated 
after Tbilisi State Academy of Arts. 
In2009, Studied photography in 
Guram Tsibakhasvili Photo Studio. 
Since 2004 has exhibited in Tbilisi 
State Academy of Arts, Kopala Gal-
lery, Tbilisi, Georgian Artists Union, 
Gallery 9. Tbilisi, Gallery Frontline 
in Tbilisi, Georgia.

About Katka Nishnianidze
Born in 1981, lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. In 2004, graduated 
after Tbilisi State Academy of Arts. 
In 2013, group show in Gallery 
Frontline, Tbilisi, Georgia.

wesrigi
The Order
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About Irina Kurmaeva
Born in 1977, lives and works in 
Tbilisi, Georgia. Studied at Tbilisi 
Nikoladze Art School. Exhibitions 
since 2009 include “Born in Geor-
gia”, Cobra Museum, Amstelveen, 
“Neo Geo”, Central House of Artist, 
Art-Moscow 2004, Russia, “Aspects 
of Contemporary Photography of 
the South Caucasus”, Thessaloniki, 
Greece, “Two Men Exhibition” with 
Herman Kapor, Austria. She has 
participated in many exhibits and 
events held in Tbilisi, Georgia.

About Saba Shengelia 
Born in 1987, works with Container 
Gallery in Tbilisi, Georgia. “Day 8th”, 
Artisterium III, in 2010.

irina kurmaeva
Irina Kurmaeva

saba Sengelia
Saba Shengelia

mxatvris wignidan „qeTi“, 

20132014, 20X15X1.5 sm

From the artist’s book “Keti”, 
2013-2014, 20X15X1.5 cm

„usaTauro“, 2014, instalacia, naxati, 

Sereuli teqnika, sxvadasxva zoma

Untitled, 2014, installation, drawings, 
mixed media, various sizes

wesrigi
The Order

wesrigi
The Order
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About Tato Akhalkatsishvili
Born in 1979, lives and works in Tbilisi, 
Georgia. In 1996-2003, studied at Tbilisi 
State Academy of Arts. In 2004, establishes 
the art group “Figurative Art Studio”. Solo 
exhibitions since 2007, include Between 
Dream and Reality, Tbilisi, Georgia, Gallery 
Vanda, in 2013, Gallery ARTE, in Tokyo, Ja-
pan, in 2008, Gallery ARTE and Mitsukoshi 
Art Gallery in Sendai, Japan in 2007. Since 
2003, has participated in groups exhibi-
tions in Rotterdam, NL; Cologne, Eberbach, 
Mannheim, and Gelsenkirchen in Germany; 
Tokyo, Matsuyama and Sendai, Japan; Na-
ples, US; Yerevan, Armenia; Paris, France; 
Borgomanero, Italy. Art fairs in BERLINER 
LISTE 2013, Berlin, Germany; ARTEXPO 
NEW YORK, NY, US, in 2008; OW_ART 07 
International Art Fair, Buchen, Germany in 
2007; IMPULSE 2005, International Art Fair, 
Osnabrueck, Germany.

About Tinatin Kiguradze
Lives and works in Tbilisi, Georgia. In 
2009-2010, studied photography in Gu-
ram Tsibakhashvili Photo Studio. In 2010, 
Master course “Zeche” on night shoot-
ing in Essen Germany. In 2010, workshop 
with French photographer Richard Bellia. 
Residency in Kaunas Photo Gallery in 2013. 
Since 2010, has exhibited in Gallery “Acad-
emy +”, Tbilisi, Europe House, Georgia, 
Artisterium IV. Works with the Container 
Gallery, Tbilisi.

wesrigi
The Order

wesrigi
The Order

tato axalkaciSvili
Tato Akhalkatsishvili

TinaTin kiRuraZe
Tinatin Kiguradze

„konversacia“, 2014, zeTi, 

tilo, 70X70 sm

Conversation, 2014, oil, 
canvas, 70X70 cm

Spaleri, 50X300 sm

Wallpaper, 50X300 cm
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guram wibaxaSvili
Guram Tsibakhashvili

vaxo xeTaguri
Vakho Khetaguri

wesrigi
The Order

wesrigi
The Order

„gadideba“, 20102014, foto seria, 5 

cali, TiTo 14.5X18.5 sm

Blow Up, 2010-2014, photo series, five 
pieces, each 14.5X18.5 cm

„usaTauro“, 2014, feradi anabeWdebi, 30X40 sm

Untitled, 2014, color prints, 30X40 cm

About Guram Tsibakhashvili
Born in 1960, lives and works in Tbilisi, 
Georgia. Residencies: “Rezidenz”, Exchange 
Atelier and in Die, France, in 2006, CMS 
Stifftung Grant, Exchange Atelier, Basel, 
Switzerland in 1999 and “Kulturkonatct” 
grant, Austria in 1996. Since 2008, teach-
es theory and history of photography at 
the Caucasian University, Media School; 
He is a founder of the Guram Tsibakhash-
vili Photo Studio. Has participated in over 
100 exhibitions locally and internationally. 
The most recent include group show at the 
Art-Vilnius 2014, the project “Ulysses” in 
Dublin, “A Journey” Contemporary art Cen-
ter of Thessaloniki, in 2012. N\P Gallery, 
New York, in 2011. Bibliography: in 2012, 
“Spinart”, Magazine, herbst 2011; in 2012”, 
Stalin Here and Now” Book, Heinrich Boll 
Stifftung, Georgia, in 2011, “To See the 
Dimensions”, Lunds konsthall, Exhibition’s 
Catalogue, Sweden.

About Vakho Khetaguri
Born in 1989, lives and works 
in Tbilisi, Georgia. In 2011 
studied at Guram Tsibakhash-
vili Photo Studio. Workshops 
in 2013-2014: Documentary 
Photography Mentor: Justyna 
Mielnikewicz. Since 2012 has 
exhibited in Europe House, 
Georgia, Tbilisi National Music 
Centre, Z.Tsereteli Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Tbilisi, “Tiflis 
Tower” and “B&W GALLERY” in 
Tbilisi.
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gala galerea,
saqarTvelo

Gala Gallery,
Georgia

kote jinWaraZe
saqarTvelo

Kote Jincharadze
Georgia

bout Kote Jincharadze
Born in 1962 lives and works in Tbilisi. 
In 1985, graduated from the Tbilisi 
State Academy of Arts. Since 2001, 
professor of Media Art & Design at the 
Tbilisi State Academy of Arts. Since 
2015, director of the visual art resi-
dency & workshops ARTELI-RATCHA. 
During 2010-2015, solo and groups 
exhibitions in Tbilisi History Museum 
and Oat Gallery, international solo 
projects in Paris, Pont-Neuf and Rouin 
Gallery, Geneve. Works in installation 
art, performance, video art, design.

„carieli sivrce“, 2014, instalacia, xe, 

liToni, mina, sxvadasxva sagnebi, neoni

Empty Space, 2014, installation, wood, 
iron, glass, various objects, neon

gala galerea warmoadgens
Gala Gallery presents
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Tbilisis 
saxelmwifo 
samxatvro 
akademia,
germania

Tbilisi State 
Academy of Arts,
Germany

vuyurebT did cas

„vuyurebT did cas“, xelovnebis oTxi germanuli akademiis stu
dentebis sakonkurso programaa. konkursis Sedegad SeirCa 
ToTxmeti erTarxiani video, romelTa gamofena SesaZlebelia 
rogorc individualurad, aseve jgufurad. 

goeTes institutis sagamofeno proeqti Semdeg instituciebTan 
TanamSromlobiT ganxorcielda: 
–  brunsvikis xelovnebis universiteti
 diuseldorfis xelovnebis akademia
 kiolnis media xelovnebis akademia
 miunxenis samxatvro akademia

kuratori: renate buSmani, intermedia xelovnebis instituti 
(Stiftung imai) diuseldorfi
dizaini da gamofena: kofsfrung frank giorgi, kiolni

© 2013 Goethe-Institute.V. and the artists

monawile mxatvrebi:
fabian dihorsti/frederik Suldi 
sefan evaldi 
hana humeli 
bianka kenedi
alvin lei
hening frederik malci 
kevin pavel matveevi
analena maisenbergi 
lusi merkadali
iens peCo
iulia Sarlote rixteri 
marko Sifelbaini 
ana sokolova 
maqsimilian vagneri

Looking at the Big Sky
Students of four German art academies were invited to enter recent 
single-channel videos in the competition “Looking at the Big Sky”. 
Fourteen videos were selected and can be exhibited individually or 
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